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Christ Michael's Notebook: Fun Story!

Channeled by Evelyn

# 01 May 27, 2007

Note from Candace:

I posted this yesterday, from a version that was confusing I saw on AHS. This is the actual one, forwarded to me by Henning today. He is on the email list of Evelyn, who does work translating my material for him to German. There are minor language issues is this, as Evelyn received this in English, but her native tongue is German.

Droll Story of 3D

CHRIST MICHAELS NOTEBOOK

Or

Conference on the PHOENIX on the subject of Jupiter

Transmitted for the reason that the lightworkers should not forget laughing

Roles:

Christ Michael/Hatonn, creator god of the universe Nebadon
Soltec: Prime geophysicist of the Federation
St.Germain: Ascended Master and Keeper of the Violet Flame
Ashtar: Head of the Ashtar-Command of the Federation
Helena: Commander of Starship Capricorn
Esu: planetary prince of Urantia, keeper of the magenta ray, formerly Jesus Archangel Michael
Adama, High Priest of Telos and ascended blue ray master

In the milkyway galaxy, on board of the great PHOENIX, several masters are waiting for commander Hatonn/Christ Michael to come in to start the meeting.

St.Germain: I wonder where CM remains. He should be here already.

Esu: Well, I think he forgot his notebook in his private rooms.

St.Germain: (astonished) His NOTEBOOK? I thought such things would be used only by our dear earth dwellers!
Esu: Yes indeed, but Candace told him she thought he would be fine learning how to handle such things in order to adapt better to earth issues and to find more acceptance. He agreed. (harrumphs and grins) I mean, he simply had no chance not to agree! Ah, here comes Archangel Michael! Namasté, my dear one, I hardly recognized you. Do you have a different hairstyle?

Archangel Michael: Not really…. Maybe you are missing my sword of light?

Esu: Right, you don’t have your sword with you!

Archangel Michael: Yes, outside at the entry of the conference hall they lately seem to have put a sign saying: weapons are to be left at the main entrance. Looks like they would not make any exception for me…. (takes a seat next to St.Germain)

St.Germain: I see. Esu, Would you please pass me over the diamond water? Waiting always makes me thirsty. (sniffing) Tell me, did anyone smoke herein? The calumet, perhaps – is Chief White Eagle here, too? (looking around)

Esu: No, he still is attending a native-conference with the Hopi, together with some masters from Arcturus. Well, regarding your diamond water…. Looks pretty much like Soltec has taken most of it – there is just a leftover.

Soltec: Sorry, beloveds, but I just needed some of it for a live-experiment.

St. Germain: A live-experiment? With this little ball in front of you?

Soltec (obviously offended): Dear one, I beg your pardon, this is NOT just a ball! This is a model of Jupp on which I have been testing the best possibilities for assistance in the process of ignition. On this occasion I have taken the chance to test the matches I brought from my recent incognito earth trip. Interesting things they have down there.

St.Germain: Our good Soltec, hobnobs with all planets!... Now already naming Jupiter “Jupp”. (suddenly alarmed) For heavens sake, please deep away this ball of gas from fire!

Soltec (grinning): Yep, this was the reason I needed the diamond water. My experiment went a little out of control… but I would be pleased if you would not tell CM about.

Adama (gently): Soltec, my dear friend, he will know it anyway. All of us can smell that something has been burning here in. And all of us can read each others thoughts. I would recommend you to realign your electrons properly again. (heartfelt smile, putting hands together over the heart-chakra ) Namasté.

Soltec (sighing): Ok, my high priest highly appreciated, you’re right, I’d better prevent descending and building up karma. Listen, steps approaching! I bet this is Christ Michael.

(Immediately all are engaging in proper and straight posture.)

Ashtar and Helena are stepping in.
Ashtar: Sorry, friends, I’m a bit late but I first had to pick up captain Helena at the CAPRICORN. But she still was in communication with some of the bottom dwellers. (raising up his eyebrows meaningfully) Mighty important.

Helena (with glamorous smile): You mention it. Your “bottom dweller” is a member of the Second Coming Team. Candace just gave me a message that CM left his notebook with her. She thinks he will urgently need it, as he has that much to remember. We had to send a scout to beam it up.

Esu: (putting one hand over his eyes) Oh, dear…. And Michael is searching for it in his cabin apartment for at least half an hour of earth time….

Sottec: Why didn’t he simply send somebody to get it instead of doing the searching himself?

St.Germain: He will have reasons, I guess. But now that the notebook is here – that little black box, right? – I would suggest that Adama is sending a telepathic call (grinning) or maybe CM would prefer SMS – as he is perhaps also using a mobile in the final stages… and in the meantime we can already start to have a look into CM’s notebook, in order to find out what he put on date for today.

Archangel Michael (shaking his head): My oh my, isn’t that breaking CM’s privacy?

Sottec: Privacy? Why should CM have something private in his notebook? It’s a tool for work, ultimately. (opens the laptop. Grinning. Closing the laptop again. Laughing resoundingly)

St.Germain: Looks pretty well like he has. Come on and tell us, what is it??

Sottec (leaning back with pleasure) A COMPUTERGAME!!! And it’s called: “igniting planets”.

All bursting out laughing.

Esu (still laughing and wiping off his tears of laughter): … and I always thought I would really know him well, since we had our double incarnation on Urantia.

Adama (smiling amused): How could you have come to know that? 2000 years ago babies have not been given cpu-games on the occasion of their birth – in those former days people were limited to olibanum, myrrh and gold!

CM appears loping into the conference hall, brilliantly smiling at all.

CM: Hi & Salu, folks, and thanks, Adama, for your message. I’m glad my notebook has reappeared and is here again. Helena, you are simply looking wonderful and I thank you so much that you beamed my notebook back! – Besides – I hope that nobody has opened it so far? – Are we complete? How are things going?
(Soltec looking interestingly out of the bull-eye on planet earth)

Helena: Pretty fine, commander. Everything is in place. However Candace apologizes for her absence, as she has just been declared dead by some leftover of the BBB&G’s the second time now and she has some urgent emails to send and phone calls to do. To make a balance she has stored what she intended to say in your notebook as an extra document. You recognize it from the high number of Megabytes.

CM: Well, well, I always appreciate reading some good literature. (opens his notebook) So, then, let’s have a look on the timing.

Soltec: (willingly innocent): Anything special for today?

CM: But you bet! My notebook says: Igniting Jupiter!

Soltec: (spontaneously) But, commander Hatonn, are you sure that you are facing your datebook and not the computer game?

CM: AHH, here we got! You had a look into my privacy?

Soltec’s face growing red in a flush.


Adama: Yes… the universal law… how you sow, so shall you reap..

Soltec (moving into straight position): Well….. YES, I admit to have done it, but I DID IT WITH LOVE and for the greatest good of all….

St.Germain (not having listened well, thinking the conversation was about Soltec’s Jupiter model): What? I should say, YOU DID IT WITH GAS … inflammable!!!

Soltec: Wonderful idea, I suggest that we ignite Jupiter by the Violet Flame!

CM (smiling) But then, Urantia’s second sun might shine violet and everybody walking down there will look as if seasick.

Esu: How about magenta?

St.Germain: Yes, great idea, then everybody will look as if having a sunburn!

Archangel Michael (joking): A Jupiterburn…. Don’t they have a so called beer down there on earth – Jupiterbrew or so?

St.Germain: You seem to be pretty well informed…

Archangel Michael (moderately): Well, there are a few connections I have….
Adama: Besides, did anybody ask Jupiter himself for his desires to be? Maybe he would prefer shining in rainbow colors….

CM: I just received an email from Jupiter asking for our assistance. He says, everything is prepared accordingly and that he has reached full opposition to earth with the main sun between. Oh, yes, and that a welcome-committee is waiting for my arrival. According to my personal view the question about the color in which Jupiter is to shine belongs to the internal matters of Jupiter and has to be settled by the Jupiter folks. Apart from this I had some interesting discussions with Candace about how earth people think we would assist the ignition of Jupiter. She said, some would believe we would light him like a candle (St.Germain beckoning to Soltec secretly, but Soltec staring demonstratively innocent at the ceiling. )…. And others think we would form a ring around Jupiter with our starships and sing the word “ignite” for 108 times in a special frequency…

Soltec (interested): Do they also think about dynamite?

CM (demonstrative pleasantly) Even the bottom dwellers meanwhile know that we want to IGNITE Jupiter, not to blow him up, my dear one. As Jupiter was originally designed to become a sun, on his inner planes there is a “Chamber of Ignition” and there’s just a button to press to turn on the light. Accordingly to a bedroom lamp, but even self-activating by a special level of vibration.

Soltec: But then the Jupiter folks could do this on their own… Why then all the discussion on our assistance?

CM: My assistance comprises to make a trip there, to have a little ceremony, some celebrations, to take a drink of diamond water and then to give my allowance. Will you join me? Are you ready for a suchlike trip? A Geophysicist is always welcome on this kind of event. But do not forget to bring your sunglasses.

And so it came that Soltec and CM put on their sunglasses, travelled to Jupiter and created a binary solar system – just by intention and allowance.

Some time later, after the successful ignition of Jupiter, on the command central of the PHOENIX

Soltec: Commander Hatonn, why did I have to borrow you my substitute sunglasses – shortly after your return from your last earth visit? Where did you leave your own?

CM: (trying intensely to remember for quite a while)…. I believe … I have left it with Candace on my last visit there… besides, it’s pretty bright now down there.

Soltec: THANKS GOD everything went fine….

CM (patronizing): I grant you to call me Michael!

They clink their glasses of diamond water.
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Both: for the sake of Jupiter!

THIS IS JUST FOR FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Co-production of Evelyn Kümmerle and her twinflame

May 07:
How do you wish your parents to be? You are Never Alone

Adama by Evelyn Kümmerle

# 02 Jun 14, 2008

How do you wish your parents to be?
“*You never walk alone*”

Adama of Telos
by Evelyn Kümmerle

08.06.2008

True parental love
Builds up trust and faith.
A lack in parental love
Influences all the lifetime
And accordingly
Any lifetime is blessed
By a childhood
Filled with love
Of caring parents
Who make you know that
YOU NEVER WALK ALONE!

Adama: This is Adama, dear. Am I talking to the “Girl from Ipanema”? *(on that day I wore a new t-shirt with a printing “the girl from Ipanema”, with a rainbow on it, which in general seems to carry some magic with it, as always when I wear this the most amazing things happen).*

Evelyn: Always good for a little joke, right? So you see my T-Shirt!

Adama: I do. I like the rainbow on it.

*Evelyn: I’m not quite sure why I liked this flock coating so much, it somehow seems to be aligned with me.*
Adama: I think it fits very well for you. How about getting a t-shirt reading “The girl from Lemuria” or “The Girl from the Inner Earth”? (smiles)

Evelyn: Surely a good idea for a wakeup-call. I was also thinking about “the girl from Thiaouba”. (pleiadean Planet)

Adama: This would be a real goody. Let’s see what will manifest. May I ask you to have a look at my T-Shirt?

Evelyn: Oh, you are wearing a T-Shirt, how modern. Ooops, with a printing on it reading “The Boy from Telos!” and a Smiley on it! This is something really funny!

Adama: Well, I thought it would be fine to mention this in case you had forgotten who I am (wide smile) for it’s such a long time since we did the last workout of a download.
Adama: Now – I’m really glad I have you at hand for a message. I’m getting a lot of inquiries, you know. But I hardly had the heart to contact you while you were still sucking from your Santorini vacation and initiation.

Evelyn: An initiation?

Adama: Sure. Much happened beyond your awareness. It’s impossible to be there, “upon the head of Mikos/Porthologos” without receiving a big initiation. And you even did not have to miss your favourite music at the pool site. (“somebody” arranged this via the hotel administration, as I did not have a disc-man with me)
Evelyn: Well, Adama, I’m still enthusiastic about and amazed. And if you wish you may now go ahead and start with your message.
Adama: So, let’s go.
Dear ones, this subject for today’s cosmic sofa session is one which might bring some memories back to your mind, and not always comfortable ones. It’s about your childhood, your parents – and the love you did receive or not. Before we go into that I heartfelt ask you to make sure you have a comfortable seat at my side. And that you feel my love surrounding you, make sure you know you are safe here in my arms.
On this beautiful planet many people would tell that they have had a harmful childhood. A childhood filled with trauma, cruelty, misuse, pain and tears and so much fear that the only solution seemed to be building up a wall around your heart and soul. There are those who never came to know their parents, so they would never experience parental love. Some have been lucky to meet gentle people taking over as a substitute. The ones lacking parents wished to have some and the ones having parents wished to have them differently. Indeed, wise and loving parents understanding their big challenge are the minority among all planetary parents.

So, with all these big walls around your heart – making it look more like a tower than a heart – some of you desperately keep running circling around the wall, trying to find the entry – which was in some cases locked already ages ago, - but you somehow do not succeed as you fear to get into a haunted house instead of a holy hall. So many beings on this planet are not ripe enough for raising children and most of them are hardly aware of the lifelong lasting effects that the “how” of a childhood has on the complete incarnation. Sometimes it’s like children raising up children. And I do not want to go into detail what some poor and tortured minds do with newborn life. All of this is more or
less a result from the separation of science and spirituality and a huge lack of soul education.

Dear ones, I have some good news for you, as you can make a real big leap forward now, if you wish to do so. If you are – in any way – not feeling comfortable with your parents – with your childhood – I tell you that you NOW can make a new start. This does not mean you should deny your parents – however they treated you when you were or still are dependant on them – you can always honour them as the ones who were the carriers of your body incarnate, your chance to be here, and remember that there has been some agreement before you came here into the density of this planet. They might have been your biggest chance for development and you can be thankful out of your deepest heart if you are able to see this chance with your full awareness.

But indeed, there is no more reason to read the book of your childhood again and again. See yourself closing this book with all your gratefulness and metaphorically posting it to the chronics of the universe – or to another place you choose.

Because I now tell you as follows:

YOU STILL HAVE PARENTS, A FATHER AND A MOTHER, WHO ARE EXACTLY THE LIKE YOU WHISH.

No, I’m not telling you fake. I ask you – if you wish – to make a list and to write down all attributes you wish your parents to be – like e.g. wise, loving, compassionate, always there, humorous, listening, gentle, respectful regarding the needs of your soul ….

Just to mention a few examples. And again I tell you that you HAVE parents who are everything you mentioned on your list.

“Who shall that be”, you might ask. And I will explain it to you NOW.

Deep inside your very heart there is a tool of connection. It has been there all the time, unknown, less experienced, you have forgotten about it. It connects you to the one who wants you heartfelt to regard him as your father.

This tool or fragment is the divine fragment connecting you with your creator of this Universe, the CHRIST, as well as with the mother spirit of this universe. This tool is the evidence that you are part of him and he is part of you. By this tool he is experiencing everything you experience – in all situations – really ALL of them, also the ones that feel uncomfortable for you. You can contact him any time, the same way you can contact me if the need of the wish arises.

CHRIST is your FATHER, the female universal spirit is your MOTHER - and they are the loving parents of you, child of this universe. They are everything of how you always whished your parents to be. They want to be in aware contact with you, they want to hug you dearly and let you know that wherever you go YOU ARE THEIR BELOVED CHILD in this universe and that YOU NEVER WALK ALONE.

This connection between your father & mother spirit is one of the utmost sustainable ones. As creation, regarded from the celestial spheres, is always about sustainable relationships – be it between planets and their inhabitants or partnership, relationships between lovers –
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according to the universal rules the aiming at sustainability is the foundation of anything. Living in the NOW moment is never enough. Eve, can we insert here the dialogue we had on behalf of your dear friend about a sustainable partnership?

Yes, of course. *(The name will of course not be revealed, but the person knows and agreed to have this published)*

**Question:** Adama, can you give me advice regarding commitment in a marriage? Yesterday my husband avoided to address the future. He told me I should be happy in the NOW moment. This did not feel too good. It feels a bit like “I cannot make any commitment for myself that tomorrow I won’t exchange you against another one who maybe is a better shop window for myself. I’m going to take from you and to give you just what I can right now, but it can end any time and I don’t want to feel bad if I end it, just because I committed myself to make it last.”

Adama: Oh my. You’re still in fear, still lacking self-worth. Why this? I’m talking to a beautiful woman and your soul is well-known in this universe – and you are appearing to be on a material world for the first time. How do you spell the word “BELIEVE”? How do you integrate that? I know that you are pretty well aware what commitment is all about. You ask me to tell you something about commitment? YOU KNOW ABOUT, sweety. Adama, I’d like to hear it from you again to receive a confirmation.

Adama: So, beloved, I’m going to render you this little favour. Title: Commitment for each other in a relationship. You know pretty well that one can never give a guarantee in a relationship. Situations change, minds change, potentials are being explored, experiences make one feel that they have to be made. But one can – as the celestial teacher Monjoronson mentioned in this teachings (via Daniel Raphael) – put the marker likewise ahead in the future to aim at making a relationship sustainable. Making a relationship sustainable does mean that the partners won’t just deplete the resources of the now but take care that the resources of nurturing the relationship will be nourished to grow and deliver richness also in the future in order to sustain. A part of this is the fundamental point of view the partners have. The “live in the now” mentality in a relationship is lacking the necessities that can provide sustainability. So, your feeling about your husbands statement is pretty well natural, if your are interested in making your relationship sustainable.

Regarding him this view results again from his lack of trust in general which was cemented into his being when he was a small child. Anyway this does not help you to establish what you long for, but it helps you understand why this comes to be. A “Live in the now” relationship can never build up the safe and sacred room which is necessary for a rich and intense relationship centered in the heart. What do you confirm by marrying – if not the loving commitment for each other? Otherwise you do not need a partnership. There must be commitment – not irresolvable by all means, but intended commitment for a long term nourishment of each others existence and heart. Lady Nada mentioned this in her book about Maria Magdalena (By Judy Sion & Tom Kenyon) that a woman can reach the height of cosmic unity just and only in a safe room and in a space of trust and absolute faith. If your husband does not give you emotional commitment he disables you to experience one of the best things that a loving relationship/marriage can deliver. The tragic thing in your relationship is that you are committed to him by 100%, regarding the 3D circumstances now. However he feels that things are going to change and that you are right with everything he does not love to hear because it makes his seemingly known
patterns break. He feels the approaching moment where you’ll be back home with your cosmic family and he projects this on 3D, so he feels that making a commitment for you is not suitable for him. It’s a matter of the mind again. He does not realize that there might be occasions where emotion must be placed above argumentation and decisions of the mind, where the heart weighs heavier than “matters of fact”. Dearly beloved, I’m so compassionate with you. Maybe you get a chance to tell him, maybe not. These things feel to him like playing “nine men’s morris” where he might become closed in without a legal escape. He’s fixed in 3D and has not yet aware embraced the higher model of love and relationship. A child is a child with need to educate and you cannot expect it to be grown up from one day to another. So you will seemingly just have to live with what he’s able to give and to be content with, unless you decide to make a cut to end this. But I see that this is unlikely to happen right now.

So, could I serve you a little bit with my comment?

Thank you so much, Adama. It felt so good to hear that from you.

Adama: You’re welcome, any time.

So, to bring the denominators together: building the connection to your cosmic parents – the CHRIST in his male and female form – will help you to bring sustainability to your lives. Christ is committed to you and longs for you to be committed to him. It does not mean that you should just live in some distant future. You SHALL live in the NOW, but you shall live in the now in a manner that is longterm, building up the track for your train to travel a longer route. The connection to your cosmic parents is the foundation for anything in your life that can make your life being called “worth a life”.

You won’t be so thoughtless to build your house on the sandy beach that might be due to be hit by a tsunami, just because it feels fine in the now moment. You won’t put your children at risk, right? With a connection to your cosmic parents – to whom you can talk any time – you will be aiming at being responsible, committed and wise and that kind of parents that you yourself always longed to have. And you will be able to build up a safe shelter that can resist the storms of life.

Here they are, your cosmic parents, as a model role for you, for the planet and all the future.

You can address them as easily as you can address me. If you need some humour they will laugh with you, they will give you advice should you need some. You can imagine them sitting at the same table, as it IS a real family. You can do this likewise with us. YOU NEVER WALK ALONE! YOU ARE ALWAYS IN BEST COMPANIONSHIP!

And when you return “home” after this school day of incarnation they will give you another heartfelt welcome saying: Beloved child, how was your day at school?

LET THE DOOR LEADING TO THE INNER ROOM OF YOUR HEART REMAIN OPEN, PLEASE! THIS IS WHERE YOUR ETERNAL PARENTS RESIDE, THIS IS THE PLACE WHERE YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

Dear ones, there is no raging god, there is no blaming god condemning your deeds. There is just your loving father and mother spirit of this universe, showing you the way to the Eternal Father and Prime Creator, the way of LOVE.
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You, dear one, beloved one here at my side, will always remain the embraced child of the loving divine parents. There is no – ABSOLUTELY NO – reason why your life should not be blessed by the heartfelt parental love.

I hug you in a very heartfelt manner, I AM your eternal friend Adama and I’m also at your side, whenever you need me, may you want to talk with words or without. Just remember the “Boy from Telos”. See you soon, dear.

Mathou: “You never walk alone”
http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=8AjLBoYmY0c

Ronan Keating: “When you say nothing at all”
http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=mtoP7iWDGeU

“It’s amazing how you can speak right to my heart without saying a word you can light up the dark, try as I may I can never explain what I hear when you don’t say a thing. The smile in your face let’s me know that you need me There’s a truth in your eyes saying You’ll never leave me The touch of your hand say’s you’ll catch me Wherever I fall You say it best when you say nothing at all. All day long I can hear people talking out loud But when you hold me near you drown out the crowd. Try as I may they could never define What’s being said between your heart and mine.”
Daddy, When Does the Easter Bunny Come? Adama on Predictions

Adama with Evelyn

# 03 Jul 16, 2008

Adama on Predictions
"Daddy, when does the easter-bunny come?"

Adama of Telos
Through
Evelyn Kümmerle
15th July 2008

We love you that much
That we send you out
Into the storms of life
For the sake of the highest order
In the name of the
CHRIST!
Adama

Adama “caught” me this morning during my breakfast, a midst of coffee and two slices of toast.

Adama, I feel you’ve got something to say.

Eve, good morning, indeed I do. Nearly all of you interested in things going on are inquiring with us on predictions. They are asking whether this and that is true and what we would recommend them to do.

Dear ones, how long will you go on playing this infantile game? I already told you that we’d neither make any predictions nor would we be in the position to give you 100% guarantees. You folks are keeping us “nailed” on every single perception (you label as a prediction) that ever has been addressed by us to be a potential. You are keeping us
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“nailed” on that so hard as you kept Jesus nailed upon the cross for more than 2000 years. Nobody can give you any warranty; and in general predictions that do not manifest are carefully booked by you and saved in your “balance sheet of mind” as “not met” – and again and again you rub our noses in that. Folks, this is not how it works!

Time to understand that this is like a cosmic game of chess, and you are the chessmen on this board and as well you are the chess players making the moves, similar to the scenes shown in your Harry Potter movies. One can try to foresee the next moves – but mostly there are several possibilities which reduce the predictability of the actual moves considerably.

YOU ARE MAKING THE MOVES!

You will not earnestly turn to Adama with the question: Adama, can you tell me what I think? We have been advising you now for quite some time and it’s about to end this Kindergarten-scenario of “DADDY WHEN WILL THE EASTER-BUNNY COME?”
All responsible parents will someday tell their kids to step into life in order to make their own experiences. And this is the point you have reached now. We have advised you. So, now get out of the non-swimmers area and turn to the deep waters.

What do you need furthermore? You have a great communication platform, you have eyes to see and hearts to perceive vibrations. Yes, you will face challenging times but you have been advised how to make it. Some of you still wish to hear that all will be soft and cosy and like cloud-sitting. Yes, it will be like that IF YOU SUCCEED TO MAKE IT THROUGH THE TRANSITION PERIOD. WHEN YOU WILL HAVE MADE IT TO THE TIMES OF LIGHT AND LIFE.

Besides, one does not need to be a prophesier watching into a crystal ball to see where your situation is heading. You have internet, you have a grid-work. You have eyes to read and watch, you are able to keep your eyes open. You can have a close look on all of this and take the kind of action you feel to be best suited. Daddy Adama won’t pick you up from the Kindergarten, as he has shown you the way home and he knows that you are grown up sufficiently to walk this road on your own feet without being carried along. But he will always offer you an open door and a seat on his cosmic sofa, where you can take a rest and some time off with some cosmic sweets in order to recharge your batteries.

I do not wear glasses, but if I did, I would then push the glasses down my nose a bit in order to give you a strict look beyond the upper edge of the glasses, asking you: “DID YOU GET THIS MESSAGE CLEARLY?”

You will have many farewells.
You will face a world turning “upside down”.
This is what you have been trained for.

We will support you, but we need YOU to be willing to become grown up. This time is NOW. Remember that there is a bright light shining on the horizon. Remember that this whole solar system is undergoing great changes for a golden future. You have agreed to build it. You have signed the contracts. And you will be rewarded.

So, don’t go back to sleep (E: Adama – have you already heard that the subconsciousness does ignore negotiations?) [grins] OK, STAY AWAKE! Dry the tears from
your eyes! You will not get any predictions from us, but we are always good to give you an extra portion of heartfelt love to make your “machines” run smoothly. Never forget how much we love you.

We love you that much that we send you out to face the storms of life
For the sake of the highest order, in the name of the CHRIST!

YOU WILL MAKE IT!

Hug you very dearly, this is Adama.

*  
Wow, Adama, this was some kind of clear message!

The time was ripe for it, dear. You’re running short of time.
Yes, most likely. Am I due to give this message to the public?
I heartfelt ask you for.
Ok, Daddy.
Big hugs.

http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=mv1206kvh-E
melee "Built to last"

(This is the headline for all we are going to do)
I’ve looked for love in stranger places
But never found someone like you
Someone who’s smart
Makes me feel I’ve been holding back
And now there’s nothing I can do

Cause this is real and this is good
It warms the inside just like it should
But most of all
Most of all it’s built to last
It’s built to last
(It’s built to last)

All of our friends saw from the start
So why didn’t we believe it too?
Now look where we are
You’re in my heart now
And there’s no escaping it for you

Cause this is real and this is good
It warms the inside just like it should
But most of all
Most of all it’s built to last

Walking on the hills at night
With the fire works and candle light
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You and I were meant to get love right

Cause this is real and this is good
It warms the inside just like it should
But most of all
Most of all it’s built to last
(It’s built to last)

Cause you are the sun in my universe
Consider the best when we felt the worst

But most of all
Most of all
Most of all it’s built to last
WALKING IN THE SHOES OF CHRIST

By Evelyn Kümmerle

# 04 Dec 16, 2008

...But I have promises to keep
and miles to go before I sleep.

Robert Frost

Well, this is the time of Christmas tales, but what I want to tell you is more than just a tale, it’s the story of a very “real” dream I had some years ago.

The special thing about this dream is that there was a part in it which seemed utmost ridiculous to me and lacking any serious connection to the main part. And that it took me several years – up to now – to understand that the metaphor that seemed that ridiculous to me truly has been anything else than ridiculous.

In this dream my celestial consort and perfect mate was at my side. He was walking at my right side, but I could not see his face, as by that time he had not yet revealed his identity to me. He guided me downward to some kind of beautiful underground sanctuary cavern where a statue was placed showing Shiva and Shakti which looked a bit similar like this one:

photo taken from http://www.goddessgift.net/page32.html

(Candace: photo did not copy in to the email Evelyn sent, so I left in the link above.) However, this statue of my dream was broken. Shiva was still sitting upright but Shakti had fallen apart and was lying a few meters away on the ground, on her spine. Obviously the time had arrived for making broken things whole again and no words were necessary to make this known to me. Obviously our job on a greater level was to reunite again the male and female energies on the planet. So the both of us took Shakti (was heavy, I can tell you!) back to her consort Shiva and placed her back sitting on his lap. As soon as we had managed to do that the statue was whole again without evidence that it had ever been broken.

few seconds afterwards a blue electric energy started to fill the cave, which reminded me of a scene out of the famous book of Jim Button by Michael Ende http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Button_and_the_Wild_13 when Jim Button and Luke hat just repaired the magnetic cliff for enabling the Sea Glow.

Excerpt from a summary at Wikipedia’s

While sailing the oceans with Emma and Molly (Jim’s locomotive) to get to the desert where Mr. Tur Tur lives, Jim and Luke stop to help out a mermaid named Sursulapitschi
and her father Lormoral, the king of the seas, leading to a precarious encounter with the Magnetic Cliffs, which serve as a point of activating a phenomenon called the Sea Glow (which illuminates the bottom of the sea) - but considering their dangerous nature, someone has to be found to watch that no ships are endangered while the Glow is switched on. Also, Sursulapitschi is in distress because her fiancee Ushaurishuum, a ‘Schildnöck’ (turtle man), has been assigned by her father to refashion the Crystal of Eternity, an unbreakable glass-like substance - a task which is only possible with the aid of a creature of fire, with whom the merpeople are at war.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yLGhk9iL22g

In my dream I was aware that this blue energy that emitted from the cavern and seemed to fill the whole atmosphere of the planet was a leading force for uplifting earth and humanity. I could not only see it, but also clearly feel it’s vibration. As my mate had disappeared I left the cavern again and – then – suddenly everything seemed to have changed – as if a time warp had happened - and I had a new job – (THIS IS NOW WHAT I THOUGHT WAS RIDICULOUS) and found myself working in a SHOE SHOP giving advice to the people about which shoes would fit best for them.

Here my dream ended and I then considered it a pity having such a seemingly laughable end. My problem was not that I thought selling shoes was low level. I would also have no problem working at the bakers shop or selling fries. But I just could not make a connection to the monumental happening in the sanctuary and the ordinary place of a shoe shop. I considered it -…. a bit disappointing.

Now, after several years have passed I suddenly got a flash and remembered this dream again. I remembered that Candace of AbundantHope loves the metaphor of walking in the shoes of others and I thought about what I’m doing as a planetary contribution:

For heavens sake, I'M ADVISING PEOPLE HOW TO WALK IN THE SHOES OF CHRIST.
(And I hear my celestial consort laughing out loud, commenting: Thanks god, finally she got it! – Ok, dear one – couldn’t you have – in my dream – put a sign above the entry to the shoe shop reading “Christ's shoes?” – he just grins and says: No)
I just for fun googled for CHRIST SHOES and obviously somebody already has made a business label out of this.

http://dallas.kijiji.com/c-For-sale-Clothes-fashion-Jesus-Christ-Shoes-W0QQAdIdZ87756438
(Candace: Again, pics did not materialize in the email, so hopefully her pics of Jesus Shoes are at the link above.)
Well, Esu and CM, should I ever meet you in person, I won’t be able to avoid myself having a look on what kind of shoes you are wearing! (Smile)

Well, the shoes I’m talking about will be for free! They must not only fit for your feet, they must fit for your HEART! However, the goal is likely a ONE FITS ALL!
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Ok, let's make CHRIST SHOES FOR YOUR HEART the biggest chain ever, so that everybody can easily get his best suited for walking the ROAD TO HOME with all your heart.

Let me close with an excerpt of the lyrics from the song CROSSROADS by Don McLean

We've walked both sides of every street
Through all kinds of windy weather
But this was never our defeat
As long as we could walk together,
So there's no need for turning back
For all roads lead to where we stand
And I believe we'll walk them all
No matter what we may have planned!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6uRg9aslZg
HOLDING HANDS AND LETTING HANDS GO

Christ Michael through Evelyn Kümmerle

# 05 Dec 3, 2008

Let your heart create the wave you ride on,
but let your mind oversee where it’s leading you to.
CM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM3Cf_eofpo

John Denver  Leaving on a jet plane

(I copied this link in here, as this song – which I often sung when I was a teenager – does not only speak of good-bye, but also of coming home and of memories, and I remember that this song also fits for the situation in which we ourselves left our place with our star family – far away – to go on our mission on planet earth. And on Good-bye always follows an arrival at the new station.)

Good morning, Eve, this is CM, who heartfelt thanks you for doing this piece on the Advent Calendar to fulfil my wish. I hope that you are not bothered now thinking “Oh, my God, CM again!”

E: No, not at all.

CM: I caught you thinking about time still speeding up and about how hard it feels to let a hand go that does not wish to be held and lead to safety. So many of you ground crew members are seeking with all their heart to hold hands to those who are still asleep. You are holding hands to precious seed that is somehow missing the rain to grow and bear fruit and you are so disconsolately trying to be all for them – the sun and the rain … but when the seed is somehow genetically influenced by “Monsanto & Co” it will never – at least not in this shape – come to be ripe grain in the universal measure.

You the bridges are trying everything to make them grow but there has a time arrived where the distance is becoming that far that you simply cannot stretch your arms any longer while the seed is keeping glued into the ground like heavy metal without making any effort to grow up.

This brings you to a point where you have to make a decision of either letting the hands go or letting yourself being pulled down by the weight of the body belonging to the hand you’re holding. We cannot afford to let precious awake pearls go down, so we gently tell you to let the hands go as the time of choice is upon all of you.

No more fences to sit on, dear ones. Believe me that I experienced what I’m talking about, not only by the father fragments of you folks. One of the most beloved hands I had to let go myself was the hand of a great being named Lucifer after the rebellion. I had offered him a
shining bridge to turn to his fathers house to be welcomed there as the beloved son once lost.

What do you think how I felt when Lucifer rejected taking my hand. I had to accept his choice not to return. I had to look at my “empty” hand by which I had yearned to lead him home. And I watched how he “set the bridge under flames” that I had built to bring him back.

Beloveds, you are surrounded by loved ones you whish to take with you by all means, so that they should be raised and lifted. BUT IF THEY CHOOSE TO REJECT YOUR HELP LET THEM GO WITH LOVE. Whoever is not yet on board of the ship will be left at the shore waiting for the next ship to leave. Whoever wants to join will simply by own forces hold on to your hand.

Letting a hand go in the challenging time of good-byes has the potential to tear hearts apart. But we need you with solid hearts as rocks of Christ. So you must keep your preparation to leave the shore looking forward to the open waters and if you find that the time is not any more sufficient to keep hands holding on then you have to meet your decision to let the hands go.

Surrender these matters to the guides and to the universal wisdom, these souls will be cared for accordingly. **You must set your engines under full power and you must lift the anchors and untie the ropes holding the ship fixed to the shore. Look forward with trust and faith and sail your ship home. The time to leave is NOW!**

Eve, dear, did you get the message?

**E: Yes, most likely.**

**Set your priorities well. Take also care of yourself. Time is not sufficient any more to settle all that you whish to settle. Let your heart create the wave you ride on, but let your mind oversee where it’s leading you to. Share this, please, and thanks again so much for supporting me. This is CM.**

**Here is a small chat dated 6th December**

CM, how are you??

Dearest Eve, ;-) I'm amazed that someone is asking me how I am as usually people are either simply not interested how their father is or so caught up in their own affairs that there is no room for this thought.

So, thank you very much for asking me, it's only very few people down there adressing that question to me.

Well, I'm in a joyful mood and like always considering a lot. Me and the assistants of my inner team very close to me - like Esu etc. are working out several scenarios to find out which one suits best. I'm demanding a lot from my team, as the final deadline approaches without hold .There is still much down there with you which is anything else than amusing,
the situation is still challenging, so to say. But we are on a speedy way forward and it won't be long now any more, beloved ones.

I enjoy it very much when I get something else like claims, so thank you very much again, to all the dear supporters of our ground crew and to everybody committed to the light. Remember, you are on the road to freedom! Yours, CM

And here is an older one from October
Christ Michaels way to drive his universe
CM through Evelyn Kümmerle
08.10.2008

In the evening before CM checked in shortly and asked for a chat. I promised him but then I was very tired and assured him I would be ready the next morning.

E: CM, here I am, as promised!

CM: I'm very pleased, Eve. Quite some time has passed since we had our last chat.

E: …and you are not wearing your sunglasses! ;-)
CM: No, not right now. It's my gift for you to allow you a look into my eyes. :-)

E: Your mighty presence is shining in them so brightly!

CM: My presence is not regarded as that mighty by some of my colleagues ;-) and councils of the big universe. See, it's not that they would not love me, they really do and respect and honour me, but your perception is correct, my high risk allowance in my universe and my very unconventional ways of handling situations and stepping into them seems to to the universal councils some kind of exotic and from time to time they simply shake their heads.

I always try to be “among” you, dear ones. When I am your father I am not the kind of father on a far distant throne, I’m the kind of father going on excursions with his kids, to the soccer ground, etc. I wish to be touchable for you. Right now there are some among my kids that rebel a lot against their father – with the intention to test whether they can dominate him. Well, they won’t come through with this. Wherever they go, there is no way to avoid passing and meeting me.

E: CM, why are you so extraordinarily different from other creator sons?
CM: This is a question you must ask the Eternal Creator (smiles)

E: Do you think he himself might wonder what went wrong when creating you? ;-) 
CM: (laughs loudly) No, surely not. Of course, I am a part of him, too, so I would say that this is due to the creativity and evolution of the whole creation. If you have an identical concept as a basis for universes, these will in spite of this develop differently within a certain scale. It’s fascinating to observe what happens within the given frame, but the limits can clearly be recognized as they were set.

Maybe I am a factor giving evolution a leap forward, as a model and showcase for all. This is the fabrics I see as my personal identity and this is also the fabrics you are made of.
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This is the reason for the fact that you are here with me as team members and transformers. Very conservative team members would tend to hold back things. I need challengers and pioneers to operate in the scheme that seems to be adequate for me.

Some councils charge me to be too risky. You charge, councils charge. This is natural, as it’s a basis for meeting decisions and to make up ones mind. There is a difference between charging and judging. It’s like that: They see me moving the frame sides to a wider picture and some of them feel uncomfortable. They are somehow holding the hand in front of the eyes and say: Ok, for heavens sake, this is Christ Michael again. Well, good luck then.

Then there are observers who would never do something like that themselves, but they are interested – like you in TV shows you love to watch – and they are placing themselves in the first row to see what happens. They comment. Well, Christ Michael is always good for an exciting show.

And some of them – well, a few – are starting to ask themselves whether they carry some hidden CM factors inside. (Smiles) Just a few, dear.

E: CM, you were once talking about souls incarnate with the potential to once become creators of universes, too. This is unusual.

CM: Indeed. Remember, I am the explorer of a new way to go. The output of my universe is meant to be extraordinary and diamond like, strong with love, reliable and unbreakable. This is the pride I have in my concept of creation and my focus. My fellows and assistants in this project must fit into this concept. I do not have any conservative assistants. Every single of you is enthusiastic about this expedition.

E: CM, you are a beautiful and brilliant mind. When do you think your mission has been successful?

CM: When I step in front of the Eternal Father of All That Is, presenting all the shining diamond souls, telling him: Beloved father of mine, this is what Nebadonia and me have created in gratitude, grace and love to delight you and to honour your presence as the Eternal Father and Prime Creator. But, see, I cannot do this without the precious pearls of my team!

E: CM, have you always been such a pioneer?

CM: Well, let’s say I was created with the potential to be one. It was my decision to explore this potential and this made me become who I Am. See, when you are reaching out to create a universe you have received education and information from teachers who are some kind of conservative. Then it’s your own turn to start and to collect experience. Every moving thing tends to start in a slow mode.

I started in a conservative way, but quickly discovered that the usual manners did not match my inner marker. I have been developing new skills and handling tools and many watchers were astonished about when my creation turned out to be more risky straight from the beginning. The difference between “could” and “will do ” was quite clear to me.
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This universe of Nebadon was the only one I had, so I had to meet a decision. It was a “will-do” decision and the reason why a team collected around me that was fascinated from the first universal “minute of creation” on. You went with me all along the way, I can’t put in words how many sessions we had considering existing potentials.

You have been in the mud for me so many times – and out of your purest love and dedication for me you said: CM, we will manage this for you. This has been so touching to my heart that I decided to go into the “mud” myself beyond of the usual measure. All of you – of my dear ground crew – have a “hands-on” mentality and I LOVE THAT. I can’t tell you how much I love that. I love that so much that I want to demonstrate that I am AMONG you with my “sleeves” up at work.

It’s a new way to demonstrate unity and this is seen in all the universes. I can do that without generating further problems elsewhere in Nebadon, as Gabriel of Salvington and all the rest are performing a brilliant backup for myself. All experience we have collected so far has acknowledged to me that I made the right choice by deciding the way I did.

Explorers always face doubters, but this is a natural way, even in universes. I cannot express with words the love that dwells among me and all of you, the longer the road has been that we walked together, the more mighty love grows. It’s love beyond any measure and even though there is sadness because of the rebels I Am always seeking to gift you with opportunities to develop your skills and potentials.

I don’t mind if you are sending me protest emails out of your mind stating you were fed up and “where the hell” I remain. I AM HERE, folks, and it’s quite a road to go. This is the time where you must decide, or you will be made a decision.

Make known to your fellows that this is the time to either make a new 5D-contract for “renting” my beloved seed planet Urantia for the next cycle or to simply move out to another home in this universe where contracts for 3D renting are still available. And the ones signing the new contract will REDO the planet, as you would redo an apartment that has suffered from a long living in there. I will show you how to redo this planet and afterwards we’ll have a big party and celebration. Folks, I Am your Chief of redoing and I don’t care whether some councils laugh at me saying: Have you ever seen a creator son with a brush in his hand.

I love adventures. Many of you do, too. You attend rally’s down there. I attend the correcting time for Urantia. There are many gifts and surprises waiting for you along the was, for all my faithful ones that hold the line, who keep the light shining amidst the mud and who do this with a trusting heart to manifest the Golden Age out of their love for their cosmic parents, for their fellows on the road and for the Eternal Creator of all that is. May I ask you to share this with the public and I’m now going back to my work of redoing my seed planet back into light and love. Thank you and Namasté, dear one. I Am Christ Michael of Nebadon.

**Candace:** Little note. I have asked Christ Michael some time ago, if he had so do it all over again, would he allow the extensive free will and exploration in all his creations of Nebadon, would he do it all over again? The answer was YES. I have had lots of
discussion with him on this, but always when I am out and walking etc. I have none of it written down. It is delightful to see that Evelyn did write it down, and in such a lovely way.
CM answers mind mails through Evelyn

# 06 Jan 24, 2009

**Candace:** I have posted a similar light hearted story by Evelyn before called "Christ Michael's Notebook." Occasionally Henning or Evelyn send me the lastest fun around the "sunglasses" which continues a bit towards the end of this. This piece contains both the natural German of Evelyn and her lovely English translation which I left undisturbed! I bolded each question to CM from his "mind mail" from you the readers, that is in English.

CHRIST MICHAELS ADVENTSKALENDER
The Advent Calendar of Christ Michael

Ein paar lustige mind mails aus seinem vollen Briefkasten und was er darauf antwortet
Some funny mind mails out of his stuffed mailbox and what he responds
2.12.2008
Evelyn Kümmerle

for reasons of reducing the distance
Folks, as some sweets out of my advent calendar I will share with you some of my mind mail correspondence. I hope you will enjoy that! -CM

*Leute, als ein paar Süßigkeiten aus einem Adventskalender werde ich mit euch etwas aus meiner mind mail Korrespondenz teilen. Ich hoffe, ihr freut euch darüber!*

**CM, I must have been totally nuts to come here**
*CM, Ich muss völlig durchgeknallt gewesen sein, hierher zu kommen....*
No, dear, it must have been LOVE to come here.
(Song: It must have been love, but it's over now....)

**CM, have you been drunk when you created this planet**
*CM, bist du betrunken gewesen, als du diesen Planeten geschaffen hast?*
No, Lucifer was, when he did the rebellion.
*Nein Luzifer war das, als er die Rebellion anzettelte.*

**CM, do you ever have a bore?**
*CM, ist dir jemals langweilig?*
No, as a creator son is always that creative that – should a bore come up he would immediately create something to cope with it.
*Nein, ein Schöpfersohn ist immer so kreativ, dass er – sollte Langeweile aufkommen – Sofort etwas erschafft, um damit fertig zu werden.*
CM, when Jesus had sex with Maria Magdalena, did you then leave the body for that while?
CM, als Jesus mit Maria Magdalena Sex hatte, bist du dann für diese Zeit aus dem Körper gegangen?

Well, I was ordered by the father not to leave any children on material worlds, so due to the double incarnation I could tell that this has been Esu.(grins) Of course I wished also this experience of this part of material existence. ...... So, let’s say, I closed my eyes. (Smiley) Nun, der Vater hat mich angewiesen, keine Kinder auf materiellen Welten zu nderlassen, also konnte ich aufgrund der Doppelinkarnation schon sagen, dass das Esu gewesen ist.(grinst) Natürlich wollte ich diesen Teil der materiellen Existenz auch erfahren, .... also sagen wir, ich hab die Augen zugemacht. (Smiley) ;-

For heavens sake, CM, do you think that anybody down here believes this bullshit you are telling us about the warriors and military bases on Mars etc....
Um Himmels Willen, CM, glaubst du wirklich, dass irgend jemand hier unten diesen Sch... glaubt, den du uns hier über Krieger und Militärbasen auf dem Mars erzählst?
Call it how you whish to, but urgently tell your thought adjuster to wake you up before you will make the move to elsewhere!
Nenn es wie du willst, aber sag deinem Gedankenjustierer, dass er dich aufwecken soll, bevor du die Fliege machst!

CM, when you are visiting the leaders on earth, did you ever have a coffee at Starbucks?
CM, wenn du die Führer auf der Erde besuchst, hast du dann schon jemals einen Kaffee bei Starbucks getrunken?
No. This would have been a guarantee for having to be beamed out and beaming is not comfortable with a plastic cup of hot coffee in hand. Besides, I don't like these coffee spots on my outfit.

CM, how many sunglasses do you have?
CM, wie viele Sonnenbrillen hast du?
Well, Millions. Your sunglasses are my sunglasses, too.
Na, Millionen. Eure Sonnenbrillen sind auch meine!

CM, does Nebadonia grant you pocket money?
CM, gibt Nebadonia dir Taschengeld?
No, she pays me in naturals. (Smiley)
Nein, sie bezahlt mich in Naturalien. (Smiley)

CM, could you take me for a ride in the Phoenix?
CM, könntest du mich mal auf eine Fahrt mit der Phoenix mitnehmen?
You have been with us often already, you just don’t remember. See you during Stasis. You will then feel like Phoenix out of the ashes.
Du bist schon oft bei uns gewesen, du erinnerst dich nur nicht. Wir treffen uns während der Stasis. Du wirst dich dann fühlen, wie der Phoenix aus der Asche!
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CM, get me out of here!!!
CM, hol mich hier raus!!!!
Pay attention to your words, as they might create your reality. You did not yet define where you want to be taken!
Achte auf deine Worte, denn sie könnten deine Realität erschaffen! Und du hast noch nicht definiert, wo du hingebraucht werden möchtest!!!

CM, shame on you, you're interfering in our free will!
CM, Schande über dich, du greifst in unseren freien Willen ein!

Your free will is currently a danger to the solar system and to the planet. As a creator son I'm matching the fathers will and this – my dear one – demands me to set priorities!

CM, do you know what a compromise is?
CM, weißt du, was ein Kompromiss ist?
You may regard the correcting time as one. Come to Daddy, your big Cheese granted you one!
Du darfst die Korrekturzeit als einen betrachten. Komm zu Papi, dein Big Cheese hat dir einen gewährt!

CM, do you see me?
CM, siehst du mich?
I have you on my monitor. Just don't move. I'll take a photo.

CM, does Nebadonia sometimes call you by a nickname?
CM, spricht dich Nebadonia manchmal mit einem Spitznamen an?
Big Cheese of Nebadon.
Big Cheese von Nebadon.

CM, who the hell did press this damned incarnation schedule on me?
CM, wer zur Hölle hat mir diesen verdammten Inkarnationsplan aufs Auge gedrückt?
Nobody else than you yourself!
Niemand anderer als du selbst!

CM, WILL YOU PLEASE COME DOWN HERE TO SEE AND FEEL HOW DIFFICULT IT IS TO HANDLE YOUR RISKY CREATION !!!!!
CM, WIRST DU BITTE HIER RUNTER KOMMEN, DAMIT DU SEHEN UND FÜHLEN KANNST, WIE SCHWIERIG ES IST, DEINE RISKANTE SCHÖPFUNG ZU HANDHABEN!!!!
Darling, I KNOW and this is the reason why I’m doing some corrections with your help.
Liebling, ich WEISS und das ist der Grund, warum ich mit deiner Hilfe ein paar Korrekturen mache!

CM, BEAM ME UP!!!
CM, beam mich hoch!
Just wait for me one more short second!
Wart nur noch eine Sekunde lang auf mich!

CM, did you ever use a cellphone?
CM, hast du jemals ein Handy benutzt?
And the Lord said: No. This is too disturbing for me. I can’t cope with downloading ringtones all day long.
Und der Herr sprach: Nein. Das ist für mich zu störend. Ich kann mich nicht den ganzen Tag mit dem Herunterladen von Klingeltönen befassen!

CM, do you know how to play chess?
CM, kannst du Schach spielen?

Come on and have a try. Which color will you choose? My colour is white!

CM, I'll tell you what is going on here: You just don’t exist and this whole story is a fake. If you existed you could have ended this thing going along down here with a “curtain down” scenario. I’m still here and nothing ever happened – so stop putting out this nonsense!
CM, ich sag dir, was hier abgeht: Du existierst gar nicht und diese ganze Story ist eine Täuschung. Wenn du existieren würdest, dann hättest du dieses Ding was hier vor sich geht mit einem „Vorhang runter“ Szenario beenden können. Ich bin immer noch hier und nichts ist jemals passiert – also hör auf, diesen Unsinn zu verbreiten!
At first, I love you anyway. At second, why do you talk to somebody of whom you claim he would not exist? At third – do I have to apologize for the fact that you are still there???
And at last, I’m about to stop this right now and if you are there still after this happened, - congratulations, dear one!

CM, when you travelled in a body with Esu, didn’t it feel very narrow?
CM, als du mit Esu gemeinsam in einem Körper warst, hat sich das nicht ziemlich eng angefühlt?
No, not at all. Both Esu and me had been practising a diet before stepping in!
Nein, überhaupt nicht. Sowohl Esu als auch ich hatten bevor wir da hineingingen, eine Diät gemacht!

CM, what do you prefer for breakfast?
CM, was isst du am liebsten zum Frühstück?
Love.
Liebe.

And for lunch and dinner?
Und zum Mittagessen und Abendessen?
Love and Love.
Liebe und Liebe.

CM, isn’t that dull?
CM, ist das nicht eintönig?
No, indeed not. Love is containing all ingredients that man needs to be fine and healthy,
So whatever you take, take it with LOVE!
Nein, wirklich nicht. Liebe enthält alle Inhaltsstoffe, die der Mensch braucht, um sich wohl zu fühlen und gesund zu sein. Also, was immer ihr zu euch nehmt, macht das mit Liebe!

CM, why do you need that long to settle things?
CM, warum brauchst du so lange, bis du alles auf die Reihe bekommst?
If more of you had joined me right away, then things would have been fixed already!
Besides, I’m just a creator son, SO WHAT!
Wenn mehr von euch gleich mit mir mitgemacht hätten, dann wären die Dinge schon geregelt! Außerdem – ich bin auch nur ein Schöpfersohn, WAS WOLLT IHR ALSO!

CM, when did you get your first sunglasses?
CM, wann hast du deine erste Sonnenbrille bekommen?
When the eternal father gifted me with an experimental chemistry Lab. There is some Black holes left from this time.
Als der Ewige Vater mir ein experimentelles Chemielabor geschenkt hat. Aus dieser Zeit gibt es noch ein paar schwarze Löcher.

CM, who will mow our lawn during Stasis?
CM, wer wird während der Stasis unseren Rasen mähen?
You may choose between soul training and being woken up for lawn mowing all over the planet!
Du darfst wählen, ob du Seelentraining bekommen möchtest oder aufgeweckt wirst, damit du auf dem ganzen Planeten den Rasen mähen kannst!

CM, may I choose some optional add-ons for my new cloned body? (besides, this was a question raised by a male)
CM, darf ich noch Zusatzoptionen für meinen neuen geklonten Körper wählen? (übrigens wurde diese Frage von einem Mann gestellt)
I can read your mind, I guess you still have something to work on!
Ich kann deine Gedanken lesen, ich glaube, du hast da noch was zu bearbeiten!

CM, will cloned female bodies again have a virgin state?
CM, werden geklonte weibliche Körper wieder in jungfräulichem Zustand sein? (Frage von einer Frau)
Well, beloved one, regarding your enjoying nature this would not last for long anyway!
(Smiley)
Nun, Geliebte, angesichts deiner genießerischen Natur würde das bei dir sowieso nicht lange anhalten! (Smiley) 8-)

I whish you plenty of smiles in your heart
Ich wünsche euch viel Lächeln im Herzen
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Yours, CM  
Euer CM
CM, I somehow feel the need for an exchange with you!

You’re welcome, Eve, this is CM. I know you want to have an update….. Everything is compressed in these important days. Esu told you to earnestly prepare for a take off. I confirm this and I hope you’re not too angry with me any more regarding Gaza etc. You will be surely astonished when you finally will become revealed the facts from behind the scene.

CM. Do you have a special advice for me?

Yes, dear. No steps backwards any more. I’m aware about your doubts. But, see, the big revealing is not a matter of years any more, it’s but a question of days. Believe me that it’s just yourself being your own greatest criticizer. In a very near time it will seem ridiculous to you how you ever could doubt yourself and how you could ever doubt my compassion and actions on my beloved planet of Urantia.

Before your incarnation you were not too amused to return here under difficult circumstances, but you did agree finally, as you knew I was back holding the strings. I promised to you that I would have a special eye on you. Believe me that I am indeed very concerned about all the hardships you ground crew members took on their shoulders on behalf of me.

Just in the same way that you are a lighthouse for your fellows on the planet I have always been your lighthouse of the heart, shining inside you – unknown to your awareness before the codes were triggered – but now your heart’s door is widely open for all to see that in your beloved soul is dwelling a mighty seat of Christ who makes you what you are.

I will reveal to the public what’s going on – in right time right place – for all who have ears to listen and hearts to understand. I stand here in front of you as the Creator Son that I AM and assure you that

I DO NOT FORSAKE YOU
THAT I DO NOT PLAY GAMES
THAT I WON’T LET YOU DOWN
And
THAT THIS BELOVED SOLAR SYSTEM IS NOW DUE TO GET A SECOND SUN,
JUPITER
WHO SHALL BE A MIGHTY WHITNESS OF MY LOVE AND EMPATHY.
Right now you have no idea about what the dark side still undertakes to blow this mission but in doing that they have left their range of “home” and have entered spheres they are not allowed to step in. For this reason they are inevitably lost and many of them will be taken out of creation.

Nothing ever can prevent the ignition of Jupiter, so I heartfelt ask you to remain in trust and faith, even if you sometimes consider me as the chaos maker of this universe. Do with me whatever you like, put sunglasses on my nose and “mickey’s” (noise protection ear phones) on my ears, shout at me, nothing’s ever going to change my love for you and as well the fact that I, as a Creator Son, bow my head in gratefulness for your (plural) service and standing to assure you that you will always have a special place in my “sacred heart”. When you go to sleep you sleep under my blessing hand and my love surrounds you wherever you go.

You will have two suns in the sky very soon. Follow our call when the time is due to be lifted in awareness, your home is with us and your family as well. And feel that I hug you dearly and “hear my heart beat” for the brave ground crew that I have. Whish me well for the big project to be “ignited” initially and see you very soon – home in safety – beloved pioneers on the mission of my love. This is CM, your universal buddy.
What happened before

You know, when something happens in my life for the first time my reaction is like "ok, that happened" When it happens twice it causes me to look up with a question mark, but when it happens the third time already I'm somehow sure that there is something to reveal for me.

Well, recently all in all 3 people brought to my mind that they had – while meditating – experienced my energy as a support in making contact with CM – and without my conscious awareness. One sent me a long email about and two of them gave me a personal call to tell me.

Therefore I turned to Candace to ask her as follows: I wanted to ask you if you have ever heard about people - human beings - who can energetically form a gateway for others - maybe as a part of their soul job or so. - or what you think that all of this is about.

This is what she replied: What you describe is most certainly possible. These ones' probably could go through their own door, but they yet lack a bit of confidence in their abilities and thus since they feel connected to you, you provide the conduit.

I felt fine with that, and went on to consider a bit more about this. Then CM "knocked at my door“ and spoke to me as follows.

24th February 2009

Hi, this is CM. I saw you fancying with the thought to talk to me and guess what, here I AM. There’s nothing hidden to me, dear. I know you addressed Candace regarding that energy holder thing you have been considering all day long. Of course I could tell you now „Why haven’t you turned to me directly“ (smiles) but I won’t as I appreciate your being in contact with Candace. In your inner resorts you are pretty well aware about how this comes, that you seem to be the gateway for people who long to be in touch with my energy. I don’t really need to repeat all reasons, and you do already have a little more „glimpse“ about who you are in the cosmic understanding. You have „brought home“ far more people than you are aware of and this works smoothly and fine. You’re some kind of conductor who guides the energy of the people, so that they can find and enjoy the presence of mine. That’s easy for you to fulfill, as you are so deeply connected to me.
I had to interrupt here, as I was very tired (late that evening) and asked him to go on the next day.

25th February 2009

CM, it’s me again.

Welcome, dear. I appreciate you being online again. So, right, we were talking about gateways in connection with multidimensionality. For sure, as long as you are there where you dwell now, many things will still keep hidden for you. But this does not necessarily mean that there is no interaction beyond your awareness. Having a contract to serve on a level like yours – there is a much wider range in which you can act. The few people who told you about your holding energy for them are just the top of the iceberg – as you have been – as I mentioned – the coach home to many more. This is a work done in the spheres of „beyond“, unknown to the public.

First comes the reducing of distance and second the establishing of connection, so that the souls can personally „take my hand“ for the road to home. The road to home is the most important thing ever, the true purpose and meaning of the universal career. Therefore we have cosmic guides or lighthouses like you, wayshowers to my presence. You have given evidence for many times that you are solid as a rock as well as infused with my love through and through. That’s one of the reasons why people are being drawn into your reach for support.

When you have a look at your life you will find that the basics and the grounding are starting to reform. That’s a natural result from what your heart is projecting out to universe, your personal earning from your doing your „job“ out of loving dedication and faith. This is cosmic law, which automatically rewards you for anything good you put in.

My dear ground crew members, when you are feeling that you are very special I tell you – that’s true. What you have been doing here on this quarantine planet during the ages is truly extraordinary, you have been standing up again and again, although „in deep water“.

What you personally are – right now – perceiving as Eve, is just a small part of the being. And this is the reason for your amazement when you came to the point to realize that you yourself form some kind of celestial energetic gateway, a coach, or – if you like – a stewardess for a safe shipping home.

Do you remember the little girl named Annette, whom you met early in your childhood. The both of you went to the store for getting yourselves an ice-cream and you took her by the hand and guided her home, as she was younger than you, and you told her how how she had to hold the ice-cream – at the stick – so that it wouldn’t melt.

Eve: yes, but I forgot about mine, which melted most definitely.
That’s the risk on your job, dear, to forget about yourself. There have been many situations where you held your portion of ice-cream in a way to produce a „melting down“ - as you were so dedicated in service to others. Don’t forget to enjoy your portion of ice-cream, dear heart. You know, I like ice-cream, too, and when you enjoy, I do that likewise.

You have made the road to home for many souls a sunny road to go. For you folks on Urantia the time of the pressuring priests and overlords is over. What is due to come is the age of true brotherhood between the HU-man and other kindoms of animals, plants, elements.... There will come a time where you will sit down there, maybe on a lovely mountain top, together with your perfect mate, looking down on the fertile creation that’s in full blossom - on men lovingly enacting with each other – telling: Well, it has been a long road to go, but here we are, we have co-created this beautiful world into the days of light and life and it has been worth „any dime“ of investigating efforts and energy, as now all is again in unity with CM. (grinning).
How do you like that image?

Eve: I would like to have that tomorrow already!

It will be tomorrow – in a cosmic understanding, in which I have received my sovereignty over this universe yesterday. Some day you will have your temple of Morontia and we will have a big party. And the greatest doubters of the now will then say – well, I have known from the beginning that CM would make it. (big smile) Yes, Dear. That’s likely. I advise you to keep your inner sight permanently on the holy symbols that stand for my presence and universe, the balanced even cross in the circle for the awareness of Christ, the dove for the holy mother spirit, and the three concentric circles that stand for my beloved seed planet of Urantia and also for the holy trinity. These symbols will keep on reminding you that there is going on much more behind the scenes. In this energy you will simply be untouchable, as it brings to you protection straight from the core of my sacred heart. I will never ever forget about my bravehearts who serve so dearly the greatest good of all. Always lovingly connected, this is CM, buddy and big Cheese.

It touched me very deeply to hear CM reminding me of the little girl whom I met when I was a child. Her grandma was living in the appartment upstairs and when she came visiting her I was often invited too, so that we could play with each other. I kept meeting that little girl just for a short period, as her life ended in a tragic way. She just returned from vacation with her parents and the first thing she did when she came home again was to sit on the swing in the garden. Below on the ground there was a concrete paving slab and she fell down from the swing, hit the concrete with her head and was dead immediately. My grandpa took me to her grave and I can still see me standing there, trying to conceive what had happenend, asking myself where she was now, as I still felt myself holding her hand..

So, actually, we never know where the people we are holding hands with will be taken by their road of life, after we let the hands go, and we really cannot be sure
about what else our energy undertakes beyond our awareness. But as long as we are acting out of love and pure intention, there is no need to worry.

I thought I would share this with the public, as many among you are also doing „energetic work“ beyond their awareness, forming gateways for others who want to be home.

By heart

Eve

Candace: Eve wrote me the most marvelous letter of the above experiences and another unrelated directly, but in a way. When I got up that morning and was checking mail as I usually do first off, I skimmed it briefly, was a long mail, and went on to take care of the shorter jobs of mail while I awakened. I felt Eve's energy during the "peek" at it and then intensely when I went back to review it better. And I wrote that to her, but I don't know if she knew at the time I was answering that she was around me. And here she is, right now, as I post this, and I send her back a "hug."

CM would have picked up on Eve writing that to me, but I also enjoyed the letter so much I was telling him about it. Even when you do anything in love to another in awareness of it, your higher selves are also making connections. Some of you who are often so tired and don't know why, is because perhaps you are working more than one job?? I would say yes. Many of you have written to say you feel when you get up in the morning you have worked all night! Well, yes you have!
Connection with Christ Michael

# 09 Nov 27, 2007
9 – 11 – 9
(Numerology)

by Eve

Dear Friends, sometimes I have a certain idea about how a day could be meant to develop, and suddenly – from now to then – the main issue of the day reveals to be completely different (Well, I don't really wonder when having a look at the date). And likewise it has been this morning, when my alarm clock rang. I had spent the night at my PC until about 2 a.m. and therefore was quite knocked over, resulting in that I fell asleep again after the alarm clock rang first and simply missed the second safety signal, waking up 20 minutes later. During the nanoseconds between waking up the second time and the realizing of how late it really was there “flashed up” shortly the memory of a “dream” in which I received some kind of instructions by Christ Michael, but details were eliminated by my adrenaline caused by the missed alarm signal. This dream had taken place in exactly these 20 minutes.

About 1 hour later when I was having “my sheep in” (driven my older kids to the station) I took some quiet minutes for myself with my morning coffee (YESSS, I still drink coffee) and tried to ponder about what details this dream about CM might have contained. My thoughts went on and on circling and I had a special look at my latest past where - I have to admit that truely – my attitude and relationship regarding CM has considerably changed. Smile. ;-

Point of origin of my pondering was the resistance that many people still seem to have against CM and AbundantHope.

I would like to narrate this status somehow shortly from the view of my own experience. Well. All of uns know about Jesus and also have most probably heard about that Sananda (our sweet pookie Sananda – sorry, Esu, I'm just a bit ditsy)- now planetary prince of Urantia) has been in this incarnation. Then – suddenly – transmissions show up saying “hi folks, I Am Christ Michael, creator son of this universe”. As most people don't even know the Book of Urantia (UB) this is ad hoc followed by a skeptical and critical reaction (it has been that like with me either) like “oops. What's THAT?? Creator son / creator god of this universe? Well, sure. And me, I'm the cat's whiskers. Is this another game of confusion by the dark ones? Somehow this whole thing sounds quite fine.... but... a DOUBLE INCARNATION with Sananda? What the heck is he telling us here? The creator son of our universe has returned on the starship PHOENIX in person of commander Aton/Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (well – which name is finally correct??)) in order to save the world? “no human being “ has ever heard about Christ Michael . Well, yes, Archangel Michael no doubt, But “Michael
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of Nebadon” - creator god of this universe? The Phoenix Journals? I'd say I'd better step back from the “platform edge”.

Well ok, some among us wanted to learn more about it and purchased an exemplar of the UB – about double size of the Bible, paper as airy, printed accordingly narrow – and likely to get clobbered over the head with it. But of course we were curious and opened the chapter where the hierarchy of the universe is being described – hitting a flood of names – which resulted in a big EH followed by a roar of laughter rather than the expected “holy fireworks” resonance. We read: “Salvington, Divinington etc.” and my inner punch showed up reacting: “hahaha, I'm living in “Kirchardtington-Berwangington”. In which kind of -ington do YOU live? In Wash-ington?

All jokes aside. I went a bit cross-reading in the UB and felt somehow innerly knocked out by the flood of information and the unexpected hierarchies – laying it once aside. Somebody undertook an experiment to comprime the UB by summarizing the most important facts in a smaller book, but to me it simply did not feel like “that's it”.

AbundantHope and CM simply felt and remained exotic in a certain way. There was almost no other Channel speaking about CM – as spiritual as the transmissions seemed. Many among us might literally have struggled for generating an image of CM for themselves – of the “guy upstairs” who - as commader of the Phoenix – postponed the Stasis announced again and again (“well, is he a milksop or simply not existing?”) As well many simply fear to come out of the closet with their personal opinion – what if he was a fake finally – or if he finally existed and they had no faith in that?

From time to time I was quite respectless, I sent to him energetic remonstrative letters and provocating thoughts and most probably I haven't been the only one doing that (“Commander Aton, you mailbox is full”)

In my personal case I somehow did not have the heart for a direct telepathic dial-up with him to have a personal conversation. (similar to the story with Adama, “high priests” seem to be sooo much higher.. :-( .) - because – who AM I finally to directly adress a creator god... I'm JUST a small translator for AbundantHope. Adding on that I had mocked him several times, by designing a cartoon character of his person wearing sunglasses, because of Jupiter – and I just was not that sure about if he considered this to be funny.

So I kept sitting on the fence for a while regarding my desire for a direct contact, he finally took pity on me and sought me out. I guess it was mid of August when I was standing in our barn door leashing my dog for a walk – once again considering the big “should I make contact to CM or not” he suddenly touched base with me. It felt somehow as if somebody holds a telephone in his hand intending to give a call to a certain person, - and then – suddenly – the telephone rings and the caller is exactly the person one intended to call – CM in this case. I suddenly perceived an energetic voice (not physically or acoustically)
and this “voice” outed as the energy of CM. I was really flabbergasted first, but regained my words quite quickly and we had a long conversation of at least half an hour. This conversation was utmost kind and felt lovingly – and also humorous, as he did not leave any doubt that he was informed about my cartoons, and he teased me regarding that issue, telling that someday they would prepare a “special” for me causing me to roll on the floor laughing and begging for mercy.

So, this was my first contact with CM and I must admit that this has greatly changed my view of all.

So far just my nearest friends did know about this contact.

In the meantime I bought a small booklet telling how the UB manifested – and by that gained a tangible picture about the complexity of this whole project. Consider this giant project – in the first half of the past century – of receiving information revealing incredible details on universal structures, telling the story of our planet Urantia, telling the life of Jesus in a modern language – in a small circle of people who had to keep the information secret up to a certain timeline.

Already these early transmissions tell about Christ Michael and we are being delivered a description of all 7 bestowals in his own creation and we also learn that only after completion of his 7th bestowal – the incarnation as Jesus – he was granted full sovereignty in his own universe of Nebadon – about 2000 years ago, so to say, yesterday. The UB states that it was not clear when CM would return – just that he had promised to.

Then – around 1954 – transmissions showed up from the spaceship Phoenix – by a commander named Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn – the Phoenix Journals – some of them have been censored in USA. (pricks up ones ears) On youtube there is a video on “channelling Hatonn”, dated in the early 90s – the full name shown at the beginning.

Well, and finally – in a time not too long ago – this commander Hatonn / Aton revealed to Candace that he is CM. For insiders knowing the UB and knowing about the Phoenix Journals – most surely a monumental moment – while to us uninformed ones it just caused that famous “Eh?”

When this ample process succeeded to really become aware to me, it DID feel monumental. This was the moment when everything clarified to me – no fake, CM is real – and besides I have been talking to him.

Although I thought this might have been all for the moment, the next surprise already waited around the corner. I really tried not to contact him too often (thought, this boy has a job to do) but every now and then I simply had to make suggestions to him. E.G. I asked him whether we should beam up to him “the Secret” or a handbook for an 80/20 solution (compromise) and he did not hesitate to comment like “say, what do you actually expect from me…. I’m finally JUST a god!” (grinning)

And I went on drawing cartoons, as I gained the impression that humor is even more important in times of great pressure.

Thanksgiving day was on 22nd November in 2007. I felt much and heavily thoroughgoing energies coming in – and exactly on this day I had a meeting on schedule – with the class
teacher of my older daughter – as well as the feeling to be “completely hammered” by the energy with headache starting.

I got into my car in order to drive to the school, turning the radio on full power – to avoid the process of thinking, of hearing myself think. Then, while I was driving I felt somebody was calling me - “CAN YOU PLEASE TURN DOWN THE SOUND OF YOUR RADIO!!!” I was stunned, but I turned down the sound, so that I was able to hear my “inner voice” again. And – big surprise – it was CM showing up in front of my inner view, wishing me a “happy thanksgiving”. Then he made a dramatic pause, reached out aside with his hand, attached sunglasses to his face and grinned. This was the moment I was bursting with laughter over my steering wheel – while I was still driving.

MY, THIS WAS FUNNY. It kept on roaring with laughter, until the moment came when I met the class teacher and simply HAD to get serious again.

On my drive home he showed up once more – and also in the three days to follow – during my dogwalks. Generally speaking, it's Adama who often joins me on that occasion and I could not hold back the question if there wasn't any time problem for him, ..... while he has to prepare the Stasis... but he just replied shortly, he was multidimensional. These meetings of energetic nature had the character of a personal wake up call, although not many words were spoken, there were no orders or instructions given, it was rather an energetic flow that manifested from being to being, maybe similar like doing the ceremony of the heart with somebody. I won't reveal more, as all of this was very personal. Of course I questioned myself how it can happen that the creator son of our universe shows up on 3 days in series with somebody like me who has “no other job to do than producing sunglass cartoons” – I guess the purpose was somehow triggering codes and activating energies.

It happened by these meetings that I found a new kind of connection to CM. I feel to have been granted a look inside, and he carries such incredible amounts of love - for all of his creation, for all that is. In addition these meetings have delivered to me a new gateway to the UB, it seems to me that suddenly I am easily able to read and to accept it, it seems to open up like a door. It was with deep reverence that I read about CM's bestowals and also about his life as Jesus – and I now am really and thoroughly able to accept this information – even while I still think it's a pity that Atlantis and Lemuria and the Inner Earth are “left out” or as well the great love relationship between Jesus and Maria Magdalena – and that according to my taste the double incarnation with Esu is not addressed as I would like to see it. But the hiding away of these important facts was intentionally done for important reasons. And even under these circumstances... the UB remains what it is – a monumental work of revelation.

Then I remembered something which happened a few years ago, I guess in 2003 or so, and which is obviously connected with these meetings with CM. Then I addressed a woman who was able to look up incarnations with the help of angels - as I had a question about a certain incarnation. She told me that this certain incarnation was connected to a special incarnation I had 2000 years ago and that I have personally known Jesus then and was “very connected” to him.
By the time I received this information I had no real understanding about the meaning of it – I was still half asleep and thought – well that's fine, but I have not asked this question to her. Well, maybe I have been his cleaning lady or I have beckoned to him when he rode to Jerusalem on palm sunday.

Equal who I have been then – I only now really understand the meaning of the information which is that I have met CM 2000 years ago. I'm in awe about that and it feels like a circle that is closing to be complete, and that something very great is finishing, so that something even more mighty can begin.

With all of this information and surprises and gifts and experiencing CM I can truly commit myself for standing in firmly for AbundantHope – whatever is to come.

We are now at the end of the old Year of 2007 and NOT just at the end of the old year, but also at the end of a cycle and at the brandnew beginning of a new cycle. There is much in the pipeline for us, we are eagerly waiting for Jupiter to ignite. Meanwhile many of us know that according to the UB Jesus was born in the year 07 b.C. And now we have the year 2007 a.D. We will soon have

CHRIST Micheal's Evening

which is – in poetic expression – the evening of all things, the circle is closed, he is back again, with all his heart and with all his love. It's just our job to open our hearts and to let him in, to find that he has been inside all the time, unknown to us.

It's

A time for peace, a special time
In all we may find
Peace within every heart,
The love divine of spirit mind,
A love to carry us along
To carry us beyond
Darkness and the shadows of past
By light sent by the heart of God.

It's very simple. The principle reads:
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Ask and you will receive. We have asked and now we receive.

It has been our free will to ask
it’s the free will of CM to give
and time is ripe to tell him
a loving thank you.

Thank you, Christ Michael!

This morning I felt the need to write this down in order to share it with you - whatever it is that will result from it. Maybe this supports some dear hearts to make a better connection to Christ Michael, and with others again it maybe strengthens the insight that beyond love there’s nothing which is more divine than humor. CM is very content with my sharing this story with you, and I wish with all my heart that it helps opening to doorway to his essence widely.

If you need a gift for anybody, remember the UB....

Well, I really intended not having CM on so often (teasing him)…. recently I sent an email to a friend in which I shortly mentionnd CM and I intended to insert one of the famous “Smileys”. My mind had planned to take the one with the halo. O:-) But what do you think….where my mouseclick landed? Of course … on the smiley wearing sunglasses. 8-)

It seems that I simply can't help doing it... I'm a hopeless case, somehow. (grinning)

Thanks for listening and
Namasté
by heart
Eve
SHORT Comment by CM on lawn mowing and Stasis

Eve and CM

# 10 Feb 27, 2009

In summer 2008 I was mowing the lawn at my mothers' house. I was pondering about how it can happen that the Germans are so keen on lawn mowing.... and that most probably they would - after stasis not realize that there is a second sun in the sky, but rather the lawns having grown to a jungle.

Then CM checked in shortly and commented:

Well, the Germans will have to experience that cutting the grass will be set on a lower priority, as there will be simply issues of bigger importance. I'm afraid to say that we will probably not have a sufficient number of staff to guarantee that the grass in the german gardens will be cut during stasis. ;-)

However, the phenomenon of lawn-mowing there at least once in a week was clearly observed by the scout ships monitoring the surface. And do not forget that this is also MY experience and most interestingly there are a few crew members who also tried to find out what the point of enjoying is when cutting the grass. They are thinking about creating a test area on one of the ships with some grass and a lawn-mower. :-D But this will most probably not be necessary, as after stasis there will maybe turn out some chances to try on the surface, while the Germans will be occupied with different topics. Of course, the people in UK will also not be amused about the effect the stasis will have on the English lawn. However, you can blame it on me, O:-) I will be prepared to take the complaints. 8-)
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN POTATOES AND THE AWARENESS OF CHRIST

Eve and Esu

# 11 Feb 27, 2009

I had a dream with Esu in the main part. It was some kind of flash back in the time 2000 years ago.
My position was the view of an observer.
It must have been a special day of celebration.
Jesus was there in some kind of camp with his men and when the evening came and the light faded (age of pisces?) he took some kind of bag filled with potatoes and left the camp alone. He started to plant the potatoes in the soil secretly.
(remember, at NIGHT!)
I wondered why he did this and he told me: He wanted the people to cultivate and to embrace the potatoes but for some reasons they were rejecting them. The planting of potatoes would never be done as an action out of free will, so he would do it secretly.

When waking up in the moring my first thought was - MY, how ridiculous.... Esu planted potatoes 2000 years ago.
What is THIS now about??
Later I got the flash to ask Esu directly about.

So I went asking him: Esu, how about the potatoes?
He gifted me with warm laughter, telling:
Hug you, dear, this is Esu. I'm glad you remember this dream so well.
You're right with your perception that it's not real potatoes I planted with CM. The potato is a plant that is bearing fruit through the roots. You just put it into the soil and even though - on the surface - the potato seems to die, you get a rich harvest once you dig for it in the ground. The potato is - in case of your dream - a symbol for the teaching of the Christ that can endure in the soil - as a seed - and bear rich fruit although it does not look like at first sight. The dream layed open to you the planting the seed into the ground, the codes layed into the soil of the heart of men, into the soil where I set my feet. And now it's the time of harvesting.
Surely, these 2000 years have been a long period of growing, but the harvesting will be that like, that it will uplift all the planet with humanity willing to stay. You helped me anchoring the seed.
So, folks, now we got it. What we are doing here is activating potatoes which are 2000 years old. Suddenly they are everywhere. and you may consume them in various forms...... cool, Christ-fries, Christ dumplings, Christ fried potatoes, Christ potatoes in their jacket, Christ potatoe pie.... there's a dish for any taste! Wonderful, right?
Christ Michael and the evidence that God is not perfect

by Eve

# 12 Sept 16, 2008

Roles

**Christ Michael, Creator Son, Father and Sovereign of the Universe of Nebadon Nebadonia, is female consort and maternal goddess of this Universe**

At the end of a working period on starship Phoenix – presently office of the physical expression of CM – his personal universal telecommunication network phone rings. Nebadonia is on the line.

N: Hi, Christ, Dear one, how was your day? Closing time already?

CM: Hi, my beloved goddess, so pleased to hear you! I'm right now taking a little break, as once again I have to cancel my closing time! I appreciate your little call!

N: (giggles) Whyyyyyyyy? CM: You know, I'm brooding about a tricky problem concerning the inhabitants of Urantia!

N: Every problem already contains the solution, my dear mate and creator son!

CM: But this time, the story is extremely complicated. Lucifer really shafted me when he figured out the strategy to tell the inhabitants of Urantia that God was perfect!

N: (grins seemingly amazed) ISN't HE?? (gets serious again) All jokes aside. So you are telling me, that they still do believe that God had to be perfect?

CM: See, we have told them hundreds of times already, but they just don't absorb it.

N: Did you try to explain it to them?

CM: But you bet! There have been multiple transmissions telling them that – if God was perfect – he would have no need to collect experiences by fragments of himself – by the father fragments – incarnation possibilities and so on – just to learn from that. But Lucifer did his brainwash that perfectly – my information just does not pass the filter!

N: Just go and lay the evidence open!

CM: What the dickens, just tell me HOW!
N: Well, that's simple. The Ten Commandments are the best evidence!

CM: For heavens sake, where is the connection ????
N: Well, just go ahead and tell them that the whole mess is not 100% Lucifers account.

CM: BUT?

N: But also your account, as back when you handed the 10 Commandments to Moses you have not been perfect!

CM: Well, I'm quite curious to hear about – What the heck has not been perfect with the 10 Commandments`?

N: Dear one, just recite some of them to me!

CM: Ehh. You shall not kill, you shall not commit adultery, you shall not steal, you shall not covet your neighbors wife,.....eh... house,....

N: (triumphant) You see, had you already been perfect THEN, you had known that the human material subconciousness does not understand Negation!

Silence

N: Dear, are you still on the line?

CM: I'm really flabbergasted.... I could have realized that myself, but thanks to the Eternal Father that he did gift me with such an ingenious female consort like you, in the early days when I went out to create my own universe!!!

(walks to the microphone: CM all hands on deck, all hands on deck, this is CM. Immediate advice to redo the Ten Commandments! )
CM, would you like to give further comments on the pole reversal?

Yes, Eve, you're very welcome. With some people this pole reversal story impacted like a bomb. Especially with those who are not completely aligned with AbundantHope. Yes, this is indeed generating fear. But much of the fear is also being generated by the dark ones who feel that there is no way to escape. Most ground crew members and AH members are brave hearts who are in peace with all of this but there are also some turning away from AH calling it a mess. Candace has more than once been verbally hit in the face, so to say, and so have been others. But neither of you faithful ones would slip away their own hand if it was able to bring one of these on board again. The members of AH are strong souls who are able to face the facts and to present my concept to their fellows and they can cope with verbal attacks. . .

Now, there is fear even among the members of AH who have families, small kids and beloved ones of whom they are not sure whether these will make it or not. You feel like you have been wandering through the ages following a star telling you that you would someday reach the promised land and now you see the promised land there with the “canyon” of a pole reversal between. How many among you have diminished the hope for ever being able to see the finale grande. You have heard all kinds of stories about and some of them were telling you that the road could get uneasy for a while. This is your finale grande and somehow you have to make it through the canyon of the pole reversal. So be in good faith!

Well, dear ones, I ask you – just for a little while right now – to be compassionate with mother earth, who has been suffering so long and greatly yearning for her relief. So, maybe you could lay your fear and wearyness a little bit aside and be in joy that there is going to be relief for her. I'm not trying to suggest that this pole reversal could be a fun trip for you. But I'm suggesting that there is a point of view – from where you could take a lot of heavy feelings off from the pool of fear. See, in any way the bucket must get empty to be refilled again with fresh potential. And there is no ther way for all of you who are on board of ship earth.

We always try to guide you with practical advice. When I suggest you to get batteries and blankets this does not mean that I do have a business contract with companies producing batteries and blankets, or that I was kidding you. You do not need to stock batteries or blankets, if you prefer to freeze your buns off in the darkness. My main issue is that you come along well and in best possible condition, as you who are going to stay will be the basics of the new sustainable civilisation. Some of the readers have blamed Candace as she once recommended to purchase these radio lanterns and these have not been able to see the love and compassion in that suggestion. Either some of you readers are not able
to see love and compassion in the pole reversal and are blaming me not to be a loving creator. Your choice, your perception.

Look out of the window with open eyes. When your eyes see that it's raining outside and your parents come along and advise you to dress in your rain suit and to take your umbrella with you .... will you decide to ignore what you could see there outside the window and reject to dress adequately ... and whom will you then blame if you finally get wet when going outside? How many will afterwards turn to your parents with a cold, arguing “You could have told me how to dress?”

The only reason ever why things announced have not yet been delivered is that there is something better to deliver. To decide what is likely to be delivered and when is my privilege as a creator son and your Big Cheese. Believe me, folks, and trust in that. I simply ask you to be in peace with the pole reversal approaching – you are safe in my hands, under my umbrella.

We told you that Jupiter was going to be a sun and this is what Jupiter is now, even if we still keep him a bit “tied” behind the sun, for your own sake. The deep singing inside your heart will prove to you that this is true unless you will be able to witness with your physical eyes.

Amidst the many strange things which occur on the surface, with attacks, claims, blamings and messing up – reflecting the challenging and disturbing ups and downs of energies - always ask your heart which means ask me directly in your heart to feel relief and brightness showing you where the truth dwells. The point of no return has long been passed by, no way to step back. The only walkable way is the one leading forward, trust that you WILL make it. YOU WILL MAKE IT! No accident that you are there where you are, exactly in the location where you are placed now, builders of the new earth. Believe me, you are in good hands. This is CM, always keeping a guarding eye upon you!

Candace: Eve sent this to me several days ago, and I have so busy chasing the sun each day and working with AH members over this, I forgot to publish it, but here is the perfect place anyway for it anyway. This was if I understood correctly a piece she wrote to her list of folks. Here it is:

Besides, there have been some reactions of readers which could have been foreseen - such as "YOU from AH have stated that there would be no pole reversal... and now....!!!!!!

What has happened is that the circumstances have changed, that things go different ways than expected and as this is so, some people are once again grabbing into the box wherein the nails are stored, in order to nail somebody to the cross - AH in this case.

The main issue is NOT what other sources state or what has been announced by AH concerning the potential - every single one among us does his work according to his best abilities and knowledge - as well as Esu, CM and the staff of celestial VIP’s . Unfortunately many people measure trustworthyness just by verbal statements and not by careful observing
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and watching the circumstances around us.

What we are talking about here is an actual reaction of earth pushed by Jupiter and by many other factors - which has officially not been named so far as a likely potential. Earth is highly instable, and several people have noticed that this is so - by watching the sky. Earth is wobbling around its axis which results in that we see stars and our main sun "wandering up and down", changing locations, Venus seems to be here and there and even the sun differs from running the course we expect. The magnetic field of the earth is more than weak. Today - in the early morning I took look out of the window and had the moon directly in front, with a red edge, something a friend had previously observed with Venus. And I bet that this red edge was not there because Esu did some painting on it last night. All of these phenomenons result from the heavy changes which are going on in our solar system an with our planet. There are still many people who deny to see whats going on directly in front of their eyes.

I have always been a friend of metaphores, so imagine that there is somebody - earth in this case - who sufferses from nausea and there is a phase where it's not yet sure if he has to chuck up. One tells - well most probably he won't upchuck, but one can never know - and now mother earth suffers from nausea and her chucking up is likely to be the pole reversal and she is "grabbing for the bowl". Just look around what's going on around you, around the world. The world is completely out of order and control, civilisation is, relationships are, etc. etc. etc. WE ARE IN A STATE OF EMERGENCY!!! Mother earth is likely to "chuck up" and we cannot measure this emergency state by factors of an old paradigm.

But there is no need to fear, as we KNOW THAT WE ARE NOT ALONE. 
In either way the bucket must get empty to be refilled with the new paradigm. 
So, why not just open the own eyes, carefully observe and see what's 2 plus 2. 
While remaining in balance.

by heart
Eve
Candace: This is a still from a 30 hour video from STEREO Behind, showing, to quote one person on the net, the "Sun Eating Jupiter. " I did not watch the video. CM has told me Jupiter was deep in the corona and they had to move it back a bit because it's activity was too much. on the earth.

I guess we can thank NASA for recording it being moved back a bit, as I read that it disappeared into the occulting disk. And this video was from about March 16. And Star Ship Jupiter continues to shine in our morning skies! It was there yesterday, we had clouds and rain this morning here. 
Those watching the video said they even observed the motion of the moons as it backed up! Notice this little sun is brighter than the CME!!!!!! And apparently the moons are just
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fine. Don't forget this little sun is really far away right now, and that's why it's still pretty tiny to our view.

http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/img/stereoimages/movies/JupiterCOR1zm_512.mov I went to start this download and canceled it, it's an 11 mb file which would take 1 1/2 hours to download for me.

This is the link Eve actually sent to me recently.

http://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/~thompson/cor1/jupiter_20090315.html

This is a 5 mb version:

http://www.spaceweather.com/swpod2009/20mar09/SaturnCOR1zm_lo.mov?PHPSESSID=4udee2e49ftq1vtqubdfj18f93
This is a private piece from my journal, like most pieces. But then I had the thought to share it and I transferred it to PC and set it up a bit in the way I do with the pieces I do for Adama, with a bit of music and an excerpt from lyrics of a nice song. The original was made in German language. This is something new, as so far I had my conversations in English, as when I began to transcribe it felt easier for me to discern these conversations with VIPs from the conversations with myself. Now, recently, Esu simply pointed out we would now communicate in German, and even when I address him in English he mostly answers German. This is somehow funny, but I'm getting used to it. The German readers liked it quite much. Eve

MIND MOVIES AND SOUL GARDENS

the importance of keeping thoughts clean

Esu through Eve

2nd March 2009

*Keys that jingle in your pocket*
*Words that jangle in your head*
*Why did summer go so quickly?*
*Was it something that you said?*
*Lovers walk along a shore*
*And leave their footprints in the sand*
*Is the sound of distant drumming*
*Just the fingers of your hand?*
*Pictures hanging in a hallway*
*And the fragment of a song*
*Half-remembered names and faces*
*But to whom do they belong?*
*When you knew that it was over*
*You were suddenly aware*
*That the autumn leaves were turning*
*To the colour of her hair*

*Like a circle in a spiral*
*Like a wheel within a wheel*
*Never ending or beginning*
*On an ever-spinning reel*
*As the images unwind*
Like the circles that you find
In the windmills of your mind

excerpt from
Windmills of your mind

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdVEW8oRmMM
Planetary Art / windmills of your mind
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Myg_Yh9_R8o
Tango / windmills of your mind

Esu, what's up? Sometimes things suddenly feel completely different than they used to feel before – as I'm pondering about – about people who are companions along a certain part of my road of life.

Esu: Dear one, this is Esu. You are being focussed on your co-travellers very empathically and I want you to focus primarily on yourself. You are leaving energetic footprints at many places and it's also the other way round from the view of the others. The conscious footprints who walk straight in a certain direction should not leave this direction, so that they will succeed to arrive where they are welcome. Thoughts will tend to use side tracks when they are allowed to aimlessly wander around.

With mind movies at work these movies are mostly not the classical “thoughts to be free” - but creations. Surrendering to these thoughts and floating along with them means diving into potentials existing. Thoughts are docking to banks which are often unknown to your awareness, nevertheless your thoughts are online, they are floating through the gridworks of communication – similar to a permanent internet connection. This is how you can be at locations you do not have any idea about but you are there anyway, as a traveller of time and a wanderer, and carefulness is the upper rule. Attention, I do not talk about visions or flashbacks coming in suddenly and who can bring along impressions of future potentials or memory from past events.

The interaction of your thoughts with the fields of others – who are also YOU in a wider sense – may leave footprints in the soulgardens of these fellows. These footprints generate a resonance and often the tracks are decoded – which results in answers that seem to come “out of the blue”.

As long as the thoughts are thoughts out of love and do not form a shape to the private sphere of your fellows they can enrich the morphogenetic field positively. However a lack of carefulness crossing limits while not respecting the holy space of the fellows turns out to be manipulating.
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This does not mean that you shall stop thinking thoughts, it rather means that you shall learn to handle your thoughts carefully and concisely.

Creating mind roads leading amidst the countryside leaves back tracks on a ground which should better be left untouched. This is valid for all people, and if you wish to express it by one word this expression is to be hygiene of thoughts. Thought walks lacking ethical and moral do as well have potential to manifest as well as the ones that are faultless - and taking the bait does not generate extenuating circumstances, when a drama finally comes up to be the result.

_Esu, wherein lies the difference between meditation - where in a certain way also “movies” are being shown – and the movies of thoughts which you also name as “mind movies”?

The difference is mainly made by the concious divine alignment of the person meditating. In general this person has an open heart and steps awarely into the spheres of interaction with energy, with beings – and to locations of high vibrations – e.g. etheric temples etc.

Mind movies are running unawarely all over the day. Was it possible to have insight into the mind movies created by just a single person in a way similar to a DVD library – you would simply be stunned by the volume created. And was it then also possible to have a look at the content you would be missing the words. Similar to strategically thinking over the moves in advance when playing chess you are permanently and unawarely designing the most different scenarios torpedoing each other. One half is wishful thinking, the other half is fearful. Now all these scenarios designed are being sent out to run on the “highways of thoughts” where they are free to take exits to the involved participants and drive up there. And sometimes the addressed ones are entering into the mind vehicle.

_What if … when cosmic beings are participants of these mind movies created?

These are sufficiently aware to be able to catch up, to filter, to protect or to answer. Intention plays out a big role.

_Esu, in order to clarify what sounds a bit abstract – can you give an example?

(smiles very empathically) Well, as one of your greatest deficites can be located in the range of unfulfilled relationships .. a lot of mind movies are running along that direction. Out of the imbalance of your present relationship or from the fact that you do not have any love relationship but are longing for one very badly you imagine – either awarely or unawarely – you would have a relationship with anybody else whom you strongly sympathize with. And where – of course – you expect to find anything you are missing in the now moment – and you project the fulfillment of your deficites upon the glorified person. That's a wide range. At best you are in interaction with your cosmic mate – which would then be more a telepathic communication aware on both sides – but mostly you
would not be regarding the fact that your present 3D mate you maybe have – on some level notices the strange energy docked to your aura.

The situation becomes more critical when anybody imagines to have sexual interaction with somebody present in his surrounding to whom he feels drawn to, but who has no idea about and who is maybe bound in a firm relationship. Something like this would be a sexual assault, which is most naturally not to be appreciated. Even if the addressee does not awarely notice anything about that, there may be some strange perception of the energies docking with him and wondering why this is so.

Mind Movies will not stop at the limits of earth, they are due to move further through the grids of communication into cosmos, especially if adressed to members of the starfleet known to you – (and who – besides – very well know how to deal with that) Cross your heart, how many ladies already visualized to be rescued by Ashtar, and how many gentlemen already dreamt about having a date with Captain Helena in a lounge aboard starship Capricorn. Many of these mind movies are quite harmless, however there are enough which are not.

_Esu, just in case some derailments have already happened – what can we do about that?

Set your intention and call your energies to return back to you and ask for cancelling them from the matrix. You may do that immediately after the derailment as well as in regard of the past – as an occasion of an energetic house-cleaning. When having to make a decision for contact rather choose aware telepathic contact instead of entering the soul regions and gardens of persons who do not have a lock at their soul gardens. Attentiveness in communication – and this is really what it is - is indispensables, if you truly seek to transform this society.

_How about a situation when two people would feel drawn to each other – awarely – but who both are engaged in firm relationship with somebody else and they can – for some reasons – not get out of these relationships – or say they don't want to for some reason – and they might directly communicate about this... and they then create some mind movies as some kind of oasis? Now, I mean – if that was on a certain level with the agreement of both?

Well, interesting how you again and again try to open up backdoors! These kind of stories are quite common in your society – last but not least due to your many strict rules and sanctions which you have created as a society and which will not be able to become engrossed from your civilisation too easily. In your past these “backdoors” often made possible emotional surviving for people having got stuck in a dead end of society. However, if you are now seeking to rebuild your society a new you have by all means to begin with yourselves and train a new point of view. As a suchlike scenario has – even if the main actors agree to it – most definitely an impact to the energetic fields connecting the main actors with their official mates.

_No mitigating circumstances?

Yesandno. One could regard it as a mitigating circumstance if the main actors removed the scenarios to create out of the current time and space of their being – BEFORE they start –
and for this purpose “create” a space in some kind of parallel dimension – in a different time and space – at a location, which is by imagination removed out of time and space, and where these persons are not bound to other contracts.

However by these mind movies are also triggered inner processes – which are heading for a shift of the person’s current reality – e.g. the more warmth one person experiences by the other one – the colder the situation seems to be regarding the “realtime” relationship the person seeks to escape from or which the person tries to energize by an outer source. My recommendation is strongly advising to take a direction by which you will create clearness for all people involved, so that your reality gets a real chance to become even more beautiful than any mind movie could ever be. Or expressed by different words – whenever you are – in a relationship – tempted to create mind movies with somebody else you have most definitely homework to do.

_How about affirmation and visualization?_

These are loosing their legitimation exactly in the moment you leave your own soul garden and start – e.g. by phrasing or visualizations – to awarely leave footprints in other people’s soul gardens – or you even do mess around there - by pre-shaping wording for the person in question you would like to hear from him/her. The silver bullet would be simply asking for a positive result of your wish for the greatest good of all persons involved – and then letting go the situation by surrendering it to the divine will.

This complete collection of topics comes along with atteniveness and self discipline. One of the most nasty outgrowths of a lack of self discipline is the islamic tradition where the males impose the rule of wearing a chador to the women – which is completely cloaking the whole being – sometimes including the eyes, so that the males “would not be tempted”. This might well be one of the factors in line with dominance, power and tenure, finally this is but not bearable as well from ethic as from moral view – and it’s as absurd as the claim of the USA that they had to inflict war all over the world as a protection from terrorism.

Please consider that my words here are addressed to all the aware souls who are striving to develop into a Higher Universal Man (Human) with all their heart. Souls with less evolution / robotoides will not be very impressed by my teachings on mind movies and will mostly not seek to let their mind movies go, or try to discipline themselves in that. For these ones mind movies might be even means to take advantage from, as mind movies might be able to prevent evil actions in reality. But for you who are striving to reach a higher goal the purification of your thoughts is inevitable.

_It is with regret that I see how many transmissions always do rattle off the same phrases – speaking of the First Contact, where afterwards everything will be different and improved. What you really need in order to make things better is the making aware of precise starting-points for transformation with yourselves, as well as reaching into the box of energetic tools available. Jupiter and the photone belt may then do what is furthermore possible to make it easier for you to use your tools and to use them more efficiently._

However it is YOU who are the active architects and and interior designers of the new earth and reality – and what Christ Michael and me do is merely setting the
rules to follow. This is something completely different than orders that some of you are used to receive from your armed forces. Your military does not wish soldiers to think, they are expected to simply follow their orders.

However it is me advising you in my role as the Planetary Prince on material level of this planet here that there is absolutely no way for you to escape from co-creatively bring things into being out of your thoughts - within the frame set by the universal guidelines.

Support is available for you anywhere and anytime, however you must “unpack” this support, which means that you must SEE, PERCEIVE and FEEL what sort of tools you have received there by Monjoronson&Co. And you must USE them in order to let your intention come manifest. Building up direct contact with me, with CM, with Monjoronson or also with Adama of Telos for a session on his “cosmic sofa” like he loves to call it – carries a great potential for your success in keeping your fellows soul gardens untouched or for carefully walking the paths there in case you find an open door and also an invitation to enter.

Attentiveness in walking your fellows soul gardens as well as your own soul gardens makes flowers flourish. Attentiveness also means not to pick posies there without invitation to do so – but rather plant a new rose tree who will always grant the garden keeper a memory of your visit. And when you then wave your good bye at the garden wicket it may happen that the gardenkeeper will gift you with greetings grown in his garden.

Esu, may I gift you with a rose from the garden of my soul?

(peony from my front garden, June 2008, see story at the end of this piece)

Eve, heartfelt thanks (smiles) Something very enjoyable in the interaction between sender and receiver is the fact that this process is planting roses on both sides! In the not too far away future I perceive many people happily walking their soul gardens hand in hand and they will show each other the rose trees which they have been planting in loving memory of the friend aside. This planet including all the soul gardens will – from a certain point on – never more need fences, as everybody will be dealing respectfully with his mates and walls and borderlines will become unnecessary. When this time is here all the soul gardens will fuse to be one great park which is reflecting the uniqueness and diversity of the souls. Then you will be – in the truest sense of the meaning - to shape the wording tale-like – kissed awake.

With all my heart, yours, Esu (laughs), planetary housekeeper, always having a tool box with me.

Attachment: the story of the peony
When we had bought our old house we are living in, some measures of reconstruction were necessary in order to integrate a stable for our horses. A part of the vegetable garden was due to become a paddock and I then changed the locations for several plants growing in the place where the paddock should be. My heart was especially with a peony with blossoms in light pink. (In Germany the name for this kind of flower is – in direct translation – *rose of whitsuntide*, as it blossoms in June around the religious holiday, which is so deeply connected with the holy ghost, the mother spirit and the symbol of the dove)

I was told that peonys do not like being relocated and that it might happen that it would not flourish for a very long time. And this was true, it failed to blossom year by year, and every year I thought – maybe next year. It was showing leaves, but no single blossom. Finally, after many years, I decided to simply regard it as some kind of foliage plant.

Now, in 2008, around the time of peonys, around the time of whitsuntide, I passed by my front garden, where the peony sits, and I suddenly had the feeling as if I was being contacted from the garden direction – and I was stunned rightaway - The contact came from the peony, and it showed one single and fat bud – really big. 2 days later the bud opened up to a blossom, and the blossom had changed its colour from a light pink into a dark pink, with magenta touch. I was deeply touched and took a photo with my digicam. While I was still standing in awe, staring at the peony, Esu checked in commenting: Now, do you like it?

In the afternoon of this meaningful day I had to leave for a short time and when I returned I discovered that one of our needy fellow travellers had stolen the blossom – simply had riped it off. In our neighbors garden there was a big bush of peonys, but it simply had to be this one solitaire blossom out of my front garden.

Well, I considered then that this unknown person was obviously in a more urgent need of the peony than me and I congratulated myself to have taken a photo of it before.

By heart
Eve
Hi Candace, I translated this mainly for you, so that you can have a bit fun among all this serious challenge...but of course you may share it with the public if you like. Maybe some kind of humour is now needed more than ever before.

ENJOY
by heart
Eve

**New Years Reception on starship Phoenix 2008**

*by EVE*

*This came down transmitted “out of the blue”*,
I don't know who exactly the originator is, the piece seemed to write itself.
I had much fun on that, actually, this is two pieces, as one year later
I received an add-on.

Enjoy,
by heart
Eve, reducer of distance

**ABOARD THE PHOENIX**

In a hologram tower Jupiter is visible – not yet ignited – so that everybody can watch his state of proceeding. The celestial VIP's are standing around in groups making conversation unless they do not belong to the team actual in active service, while sipping at their glasses filled with diamond water.

Everybody of distinction is attendant and Archangel Michael is fooling around dressed up as earthly journalist, walking around interviewing the people about their New Year's pledges for 2008 concerning project Urantia.

AAM: Halloooho, my name is Mitch, Cosmic Times, and I'm making a survey on the New Year's resolutions of our guests. AH, here we go, meeting Captain Helena of starship Capricorn. Captain Helena, what do you wish for 2008?

Helena: Dear one, the same as every day. That the Americans will withdraw shooting orders on UFO's, so that we can land our shuttles.
AAM: (amazed) And you are wishing this every day?

Helena: If you do not believe, then read on the starshipcapricorn-website (smiling bewitchingly) Or ask Lavar directly, he can confirm that.

AAM: Would you not perhaps like to wish for something new??

Helena: Not before the previous wishes have gone manifest. You will not eat the dessert before you have the main dish?

AAM: Surely not. Actually, I do eat dessert only. With cream. Well, ok, then go on whishing the same stuff all over... after that amount of whishing intensity a bit of success would likely to be due. HA! There I see St.Germain, of course in a group with Tobias... Hi fans... how about your whises for 2008?

St. Germain: (grinning) A box of Havanna cigars, some waltz and a box wherein we can dispose of all the halos placed upon us by the earth inhabitants.

AAM: I'm amazed. ... That many selfless desires....

St. Germain: You know, Tobias does inspire me greatly. And the other way round. Right, buddy? (backslaps Tobias strongly)

Tobias: Indeed! We have spent many hours of fun in our Shaumbra Service Center. Unfortunately your Havannas give me a great deal of cough. I will send you the violet flame in order to transform the smoke. ...

St. Germain: Better send the flame to Urantia, this planet needs it more urgently. They still do not have enough of it down there ... otherwise they had announced GESARA a long time ago already!

AAM: Well, THIS is something reasonable... pretty good to write about in the Cosmic Times. "St.Germain and Tobias are wishing for the violet flame..." I would never have thought about that... (grinning) THANKS, I've taken a note on that. Ooops, over there, is this Candace of AbundantHope??? HI CANDACE, what do you wish for 2008?

Candace: Oh, hi, ... well.... I'm wishing to have all my old shoes back, which I used to wear during my life, so that I can distribute them among the board readers, so that they will learn how it feels to walk in my shoes!

AAM: ... well... this is ... really .. some exotic idea... you really wish to deal again with all your odd shoes?

Candace: Nope,... not me, the others should put these shoes on. Or simply shut up. And calm down (smiles politely)

AAM: Calmness.... That's it... I think I'm gonna write that in the Cosmic Times... that's ok. "Candace whishes for calmness on earth"...
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Candace: Better write “peace on earth and good will toward men...”

AAM: … that's even better: … may I replace the word good will by Stasis?

Candace: Great idea. Quite evolutionary. But I recommend to you – just as a precaution – to add the piece “Stasis 101” in the bottom line. Just in case that anybody does not know yet what Stasis means.

AAM: eehm.. yes, thanks for your recommendation. Would you allow me to shorten this piece?

Candace: No, there is nothing to be left out. Just take a smaller lettering on printing,... and once you are going to take a smaller lettering, you can as well go ahead and add on the Phoenix Journal #50 …. or was it # 101...anyway, take both!

AAM: (sighing) ok, well, I will consider that..... now, who's next? Ah, there is a group of fellows from Sirius! Selamat ja, friends, what do you whish for 2008?

Sirians: …. that Akonowai, the great divine path of light may finally manifest on Shan... and that we finally get permission to kindly and politely offer our replicators and the self-cleaning wardrobes to the planetary inhabitants....

AAM: You want to get rid of wardrobes an replicators???? …. Say, don't you guys have bulky item removal on Sirius?

Sirians: Bulky items? What's that?

AAM: They are having that down on Urantia – ah, you call it Shan – when people want to get rid of their odd stuff. They are collecting the bulky items on clusters, and then the garbage truck takes all of that to the landfill, but before this happens other people check the clusters for to take away no charge used furniture... wardrobes, replic....

Sirian: (interrupts AAM quite upset) VERY WELL THEN! DEAR ONE, all of our gifts is factory new goods in original packing, out of specific production focussed on assisting the technological progress on Shan! ... Never heard about that???

AAM: (trying to remember for a while...) well, I think I remember... I'm getting a clue again.... ok, so I'm gonna write that you are whishing to have technological progress on Urantia...

Sirian: on Shan

AAM: … that's the same!!

Sirian: Ah, well. Right. We are going on now to check in with the buffet....before Tobias collects away all the tasty tidbits...

AAM: Halloo, isn't that Adama of Telos??
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Adama: (heartfelt) Nice to see you, dear one! Besides, that's an exotic outfit you are wearing. What's that meant to be? James Bond?

AAM: No, not really. I thought that reporters would look like that down on Urantia. I tuned my sword of light into a microphone.

Adama: I see. I also preferred to collect some impressions before I dressed up as Santa lately on the occasion of the German Nikolaus day. And what's your mission as a reporter??

AAM: A survey. What do you wish for 2008?

Adama: Well, don't you see? I'm wishing that we can finally emerge from our mountain to the surface, that we may open our tunnels... big family reunion... understanda? There are some very dear buddies whom I desire to show the inner earth as well as the cities of light...

AAM: I'm melting.... you say that in a way so beautiful... I will take down that literally....word by word...

Adama (alerted) Does that mean that you otherwise would have change the content?

AAM (giggling) Now, as an earthly reporter one is almost tried to change facts..

Adama: “one”? (smiles amused) You seem to be very authentic as a planetary reporter.

AAM: Ok then (takes a deep breath) Me. Me, I'm going to take everything down exactly in the way you told me... ok?

Adama: (twinkling) Ok!

AAM: Well. Who's next now? Where is this steward heading with this tray?

Steward: I'm sorry, the Plantary Prince of Urantia has ordered a snack to his office. I do not wish to keep him waiting.

AAM: Why that??

Steward: He's still working!

AAM: He's still at work? While there is a New Year's Reception ongoing?

Steward: We expect him later to hold the speech....

AAM: Oh, dear... The Planetary Prince is turning out to be a workaholic! (turns to the steward) Just hand me the tray, please, I'm going to personally deliver the snacks to the Planetary Prince.
Takes the tray and walks into Esu's office.

AAM: Esu? I do not wish to disturb you, I'm sent from the kitchen.... Esu quickly takes up his head from the desk, where he fell asleep before. Rubbing his eyes.

Esu: Oh, Michael, dear one, come in please... seems that I am... a bit... overworked... I urgently need some of these nourishing smoothies... may I offer one to you, too?

AAM: Okay, yes, I don't mind if I do.... cheers to the New Year!

Esu: Say, how do you look like? Are you acting in a role of Sherlock Holmes?

EEM: No, in the role of a journalist. I'm doing interviews on behalf of the Cosmic Times and am reporting about what people desire and wish for 2008. Small joke to enjoy.

Esu: Okay, I'm wishing...

AAM: Stop! You must join to play the game and wait until I ask you. And listen to what I ask you.

Esu (amused) Then go ahead!

AAM: (smooth and very empathic) Esu, why do you work that much?

Esu: Well, as there is so much work to do!

AAM: (very compassionate) Much responsibility as a Planetary Prince?

Esu: But you bet. But I love my job.

AAM: What do you wish for 2008?

Esu: (dreamy) I'm wishing that much to lift up this planet down there into the light (looking out into space lost in thought) ... and I'm wishing to have some silent hours of breaks together with my Lady Nada... In Adamas pink hammock or so....

AAM: How sweet. I'm deeply touched. Besides, where is she?

Esu: She's working.

AAM: (arduous) Maybe she has fallen asleep, too. You could kiss her awake...

Esu (smiling) Yes, brilliant idea. But I guarantee to you that she's not asleep. She has more staying power... she is female (grinning) don't forget about that... she's at work!

AAM: Reasonable conclusion. Twin flames are doing everything alike, right?

The door flies open with Christ Michael bursting in, in absolute hurry, having a pile of documents with him.
CM: Esu, have you already finished the stasis cost accountings and the evaluation on banking?

AAM: (jumps at the chance and holds his microphone below CM's nose.

AAM: Christ Michael, I'm making a survey for the Cosmic Tims. What do you wish for 2008???

CM shortly ponders about, then looks at AAM in a scrutinizing way and then counters:

CM: I'm wishing that anybody could tell me where I displaced my sunglasses!

AAM (getting flushing red) takes off his sunglasses, offering them to CM:

AAM: oops..... could it perhaps be possible, that THIS is the one you are looking for????

***

---

ONE YEAR LATER

New Year Event 2009

on board of starship Phoenix
fun piece

December 27, 2008

by Eve (and an unknown inspirator)
in the mission reducing the distance

---

roles: CM, Esu, Adama, AA Michael, St. Germain, Tobias, Galatril, Sa-Lu-Sa, Ag-Agría, Helena, Candace, Henning, a servant

Another year has passed and again there is an event aboard the Phoenix on New Years Eve. A feastful celebration, the buffet seems to bend under the tasty tidbits, the hologram tower is showing Jupiter as well as Earth including several stasis fleets surrounding the planet, and all VIP's are present, dressed in evening gowns, crystals are glittering anywhere you look. Also AA Michael is again dressed as earthly reporter and is changing groups every few minutes. Besides, the trend to wear sunglasses has increased and all are wearing some, some have it moved up as an accessory or wearing it as a collier around the neck.
Captain Helena of Starship Capricorn piping to AAM: Hihiii, isn't that Mitch on behalf of Cosmic Times??? (twinkeling cheekyly to him) You surley want to know what we are wishing for 2009!

AAM: Captain Helena, how charming! But this is not my question at this hour. Again another year has passed and Jupiter is still not ignited and even Stasis has not yet been initiated... So my question is another one this time: Will our dear CM finally make it in 2009 – to press the red button which initiates the command for Stasis and other events?

Helena: A red button? That's hot. You are telling me that CM has a red button where he just has to press on to initiate the chain of events?

AAM: Yes, but pls. keep that secret. The red button is straight next to his favourite easy chair, in comfortable reach. He can also operate it by remote control, but just through his own personal sequence coding.

Helena (slightly disappointed) … ahh.. so it would not work with me pressing it?

AAM: Sorry, Sweety, having to disappoint you. This button is under high security control, just CM's persona fingerprint upon the button can initiate the alert.

Helena: Ok, then we will simply go on with waiting. Any idea where Candace is? Just wanted to ask her something.

AAM: Candace has not yet arrived, as she was involved into a longer discussion with the Bellringers. She was insisting on pointing out a few more things before stasis would be initiated. She lately sent me a short telepathic mind mail. Now, what do you think... will CM now initiate his stasis or not?

Helena: Well, I'm not really sure what I think about.... can I abstain from voting?

AAM: If you insist on that.... then I'm going to write: Captain Helena insists to abstain. (turns to Sa-Lu-Sa and Ag-Agria) Selamat ja, friends, did you have a nice trip to this place from Sirius?

Ag-Agria: Thanks for asking, beloved one. We have been on a short trip home to visit our dear ones and are pleased to tell you that we had a fine journey back to Urantia. ...

Sa-Lu-Sa.... and were considering it more than adequate to return here now, in order to take our positions again, now, as the first contact approaches.

Ag-Agria: Speaking straight.... first contact has been approaching for quite a long time already, but there is a certain feeling in my 3rd Chakra....

AAM:(curious) YESSS?

Ag-Agria: Which hints on big events ahead.
AAM: So you think that finally the big moment could be here?

Sa-Lu-Sa: We deeply hope that we can finally supply our self-cleaning wardrobes and replicators. Unfortunately there are still a few people on Shan-Urantia-Gaia who are entertaining a false image of our replicators, but we are in good faith that they will turn out to be good learners. (smiles politely) Some also mix up the expression replicators with reptoïdes.

AAM: So your answer to the question Stasis yes or no in 2009 is?

Ag-Agria: We would plead for YES.

AAM: How wonderful! I thank you out of my deepest heart. (the two Sirians slightly bow their heads and drink to him with their glasses of diamond water)

St. German (while lingering by) Now, Mitch, everything under control? Green traffic lights ahead?

AAM: I would prefer red alert and Stasis button pressed...

St. Germain: BOY, don't you know that CM always is good for surprises... always expect the unexpected... as long as you keep glued to the idea that sees him pressing the button NOTHING will ever happen...

AAM: Besides, where is he?

St. Germain: Took another short trip down to Urantia, I mean a physical one. He wanted to see once fireworks live.

AAM: (alerted on the quiet) Don't you ever tell that to anybody, this would be just what the other Michaels would be waiting for...

St. Germain: But he assured us he would take the remote control unit with him, just in case that Mount Rainier erupts.

AAM: This would be the last thing needed.... This would mean that CM would fall into Stasis himself.... and Soltec and Ashtar really do not deserve having to finally evacuate their own creator son!!!!! How can Nebadonia just let him go there now??

Tobias (joins them).. WELL, THAT IS THAT CLEAR... she has just not been asked. She has kept him that short with his pocket money so that he decided to also keep her short one time... with information on his adventure trips. (grinning)

AAM: (suspicious) Could it somehow be that he got this idea after having had a galactical cappuchno with you??

Tobias: Can you keep that secret?

AAM (nodding eagerly)
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Tobias: ME TOO!!!

AAM (turning his eyes up to heaven and turns to the buffet, where Adama stands talking to some high council members from the Hollow Earth) Well, Adama of Telos, HOW DELIGHTING! Your lemurian mission is booming, this is at least what I hear!

Adama (with a heartfelt smile) YESSS, the year 2008 has been most fruitful for us. Apart from the fact that CM so to say headhunted one of my team members on the surface (grinning)

AAM: Right, I have been told that it was also you having been active as a headhunter recruiting a lot of fresh people for your mission... tell me, how can you be that successful??

Adama: to have a clean slate really conjures...!

AAM. This is what they say. On all these cosmic fun pieces you have never ever got your comeuppance. Tell me, is your slate really that clean?

Adama (smiles innocently) This lies in the eye of the beholder.

Esu (joins them and softly lays his hand upon Adamas shoulder while smiling) Let's say, we have been told about some promotional gifts – about green emerald earrings, about a christmas flower bouquet and even about a notebook!!!

Adama (performing an offended expression upon his face)... Well … at first, I have nothing to do with the emerald earrings – this guy was just an unauthorized astral body copying me. And everything else has JUST been an impulse by me .. JUST AN IMPULSE -.... and besides, I have not recruited anybody by that – this was just a gift out of my gratefulness for rendered services.

Galatril from Posid: I believe, he is talking about that woman named Eve, who always shows the tendency of putting a cosmic cap and bells upon her head , she even placed sunglasses on CM and titled Esu “the housekeeper of Urantia”.

Adama: Then just pay attention, otherwise you are next (grinning) This is how reducers of distance work! And I still have to rehabilitate CM, he has not headhunted her from the lemurian mission...this was just pro forma. This is a contract which has been set up long ago. Now concerning the Stasis – I think it will really happen this time. CM may be really willing to take risks, but he also is very compassionate with the planet.

Esu: Yes, I agree with Adamas opinion.

Adama: How nice, by the way, that this time you are celebrating together with us... one year ago you fell asleep at your desk, hitting the desk top with your head – in good old workaholic behaviour. Besides, where is Lady Nada?
Esu: She is trying some apron dresses in our suite, for her new job as the “housekeepers wife”, after she has had a last party yesterday in the order of Isis.

Adama: Hopefully she will find some adequate ones... but speaking truly it does not matter what she is wearing, she is always looking adorable. And the most important thing is that you are awake tonight.

Esu: Well, this time there is more hope in the situation. The Stasis Cost Accounting has been approved by CM, the Banking evaluation is closed and now that the decision making ends for all souls at the deadline of 31st December and the first extrapolations are being made, the printers are running hot while printing the many tickets to the planet of the void and to other 3D plants (sips some smoothy of magenta colour and smirks) Tell me, do you know this one.... A Daynal, an Avonal and a Creator Son are sitting in the bath tub together ...

(all surrounding people suddenly stop chewing the tidbits, listening and Tobias, St. Germain and Helena are quickly joining Esu)

Helena (eyes widely opened up) BATH TUB? TOGETHER??

Adama: (calming) So what. Water is very valuable and it is either not desirable to waste energy, so why should they not have a bath in common?

Esu: Now, folks, do you want to hear my story or not?...

All: 'Please, please, Esu, dear, tell us your story!!

Esu: Well, the creator son had brought a bubble bath from his latest earth trip and he immediately wanted to test it, so he was adding it into the next bath tub available filled with hot water , (as he wished to experience also this part of his creation) and this was by serendipity the bath tub of the daynal. Of course the daynal was slightly confused, especially as also the Avonal joined them (he still had to do the clearing of a bubble bath aversion from an incarnation with the Canides) - and he asked : Say, what the heck do you seek in my bath tub? The creator son was grinning, blotting some foam on his nose tip and commented: Don’t you know how inspiring hot water can be, it is a fine medium.... The Avonal answered: Tell me, does that have something to do with the email which you received this morning from the Eternal Father? ... Well, the Creator Son admitted... that the Eternal Father obviously had returned from his trip to Divinington and that the email went as follows: CHRIST MICHAEL YOU IMMY TIDY UP THE MESS ON YOUR SEED PLANET OF URANTIA (and he shortly dived under water)
The Avonal commented: My courts are ready.
The Daynal commented: My ground Crew of AH is ready.
Then the Creator Son commented: Well, the final deadline for the souls is going to expire soon, should we agree a time?
Avonal: I count and you say “stop”
Creator Son: Stop.
Avonal: 23.00
Daynal: Ok, You have all heard that. 11 pm. Will you now act that out?
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Creator Son: We'll see.
Then the Avonal and the Daynal ducked under water.

All laughing out resoundingly

Adama turning to Esu: Say, where does that story come from, from where do you know this story?

Esu: (embarrassed) I have been in the bath tub, too...

All bursting with laughter

When everybody gets serious again Esu tells: Honestly, folks, I believe we need some kind of wonder. We now need that Stasis and the countdown is on. WHAT THE Heck CAN MAKE OUR Creator Son TO FINALLY PRESS THIS RED BUTTON?

All looking a bit helpless.

Helena: He is not even here....

AAM: But yes, I just received a note that he meanwhile was beamed back from Urantia, and that he wanted to refresh a little bit before he will hold his speech on the New Year.... How late is it, besides?

Adama: 22.50

Esu: Okay, he has some time left. OOPS, WHAT's THIS!

A servant of the Phoenix enters the room with a filled luggage cart.

Esu calling at him: STOP! Where does all that luggage come from? (walks there having a look at the suitcases) WAIT... this seems to be Canaces suitcase... and this is Hennings... with the Unmac Dan...(scratching his head, confused)

Servant: Sorry, but this luggage has just been beamed up, I am just going to deliver it to the accomodations.

Esu and Adama look at each other completely blank. The door opens again and the complete Second Coming team of AH enters the room, filled with joy.

Candace: (delighted) NOW, FINALLY, IT STARTS!! WE HAVE BEEN BEAMED UP!!! STASIS HAS BEEN INITIATED!!!!!!! Three Cheers for CM!

Henning (dry): High time, I would say, it's nearly 11 pm.
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All looking to the hologram tower where one can see the stasis fleets starting to send frequencies to earth.

Esu (completely stunned) CM has initiated Stasis.... and without informing me!!!

St. Germain (dry) Didn't I tell you... expect the unexpected...

All talking with each other very upset

The door flies open another time and CM comes loping in, holding a bag with potatoe chips in his hand. Everybody shuts up from now to then, awaiting his comment.

CM moves up his sunglasses in a way which is a bit embarrassed and starts to speak.

Ehmm. Dear friends. As you can see, I have just initiated Stasis (all applauding) .... I was just returning from Urantia, where I have been visiting some dear people and where I found these tasty potatoe chips with biological sea salt at some place in a kitchen.... and I wanted to relax a bit in my easy chair, before I planned to hold my speech... and so I sat down with the chips bag aside, turning on the monitor in order to see some issues documented on Urantia.

expectant silence...

Ah, well, and these chips... these are now so incredibly tasty and I automatically reached into the bag getting some more.... but I also could not take my eyes off from the monitor... and once I grabbed aside (grinning and blushing) and so by error pressed the Stasis Initiation Button...

But as you will surely know --- there are no accidents in universe...

And therefore, DEAR FRIENDS, DEAR TEAM..... HAPPY STASIS TIME!!!
SEEKING SECURITY IN TIMES OF CHANGE

Adama of Telos through Eve

# 16  April 4, 2009

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbJSVxKcUZs

Secret Garden Song for a stormy night

So, while the world out there is sleeping
And everyone wrapped up so tight
Oh, I am here a vigil keeping
On this stormy night
I promised I always would love you
If skies would be gray or be blue
I whisper this prayer now above you
That there will always be you

....
I said, I would guard and protect you
And keep you free from all harm
And if life should ever reject you
That love would weather each storm

....
Soon, I know you'll be waking,
Ask did I sleep- did I write?
And I'll just say I was making
A song... for a stormy night.

Excerpt from lyrics

The one who is standing in the light and who is radiating light will truly never be
dimmed by shadows of any kind.
Adama

“Lighthouses” Oil on canvas, by Eve
Beloved ones, this is Adama of Telos giving you a tight hug. Quite some time has passed since the latest transmission was made, and storms of change are getting stronger on your surface. Some of you are starting to get an idea about - that what has been promised to you regarding the big change has not just been the telling of tales.

The storms are really starting to blow, dear ones, there are so many signs for the ones having the eyes open. And still there are so many among you who still reject to see what is going on. The energy coming in from space sets you “under fire”. Your structures are breaking away at all ends, there is increasing frightening and pain among you, and as if that was not enough certain forces put some additional seed of bad crops among the information, so that the situation resembles a civil war among you.

Amidst this turmoil some of you dear lighthouses are starting to ask themselves whether they would be strong enough to withstand the outer forces, they are secretly looking at their grounding, asking themselves if it was strong enough not to be washed away. Some are complaining and arguing with themselves how they ever could have been that nuts to come here.

Mother Earth is in a similar mood, she is turning and tossing under the pain of necessary renewal and likely you are feeling swindle and sickness and you are desperately striving to find some hold, some stability, but this is the time where you must let the banks go and start to swim or tell yourself that a lighthouse grounded on love divine can never fall and that a cruise ship of Christ will never sink. This is the time in need of lighthouses.

Don't be afraid, beloved ones, be in good faith! When you are looking for stability and security the silent place inside your heart is the only place you will find right now to match your needs. It's the place which is permanently “over the rainbow”, your personal retreat and everlasting shelter for all storms of life. There is a right time and a right place for anything, and now we have cleaning time!

In the silence of the heart instructions can be heard again and understood, and this is what you must remember in times where change is the only factor which is permanent. Remember the tool box you carry in your mind, and see what fits in the special situation you are in.

When it happens that you come under verbal attack by people who fail to understand where you are heading for, I ask you to remember the following metaphor:

A lighthouse does not care if a pig is scratching itself at his foot or if some dog is spending a penny there. The next incoming wave will wash all away, and most likely the pig or the dog, too, so that these will see if they are able to swim. At this point I heartfelt apologize with all the nice pigs and dogs who are that far developed that they would never use a lighthouse for this purpose. (grinning). The one who is standing in the light and who is radiating light will truly never be dimmed by shadows of any kind.
Behold these words well in your heart, dear ones, and there will always be security around you. I will keep this message short, as I’m not the only one queueing up here, but I have been lucky enough to be the first one in the row to be heard. (smile)

I wish you happy resurrection celebrations on this easter holiday, always with you, I AM Adama of Telos
Eve: Esu, it's me. Time for a small chat?

Esu: Surely, hug you dear one. Seems that many among you are under some kind of verbal attack?

Eve: Seems alike. This is nasty, but I try to ignore it.

Esu: The best that you can do. This week the energies of crucifixion are raging around. The same people who came up to nail Jesus upon the cross are now around again, same agenda, no successful education over the centuries, and now they are verbally crucifying our team members. Saddens us very much to observe this, but it is like it is. For them it is the only way left when trying to find the illusion of security while their buns are already under fire. I beg you to excuse this expression.

Little children sometimes think that if they tell their story x often enough, this will overwrite the reality of the past. The difference between the attackers and little children is mainly that the normal children learn their lesson in an adequate period of time and the attackers do not turn out to be „normal“ children, they rather behave as if they were disabled, and in a certain view this is what they are, as some of them are disabled by their DNA and some by the fact of being artificial intelligence missing a thought adjuster.

Just Adama told you this morning, which gave you a good deal of laugh... a dog peeing at a lighthouse faces the risk to be taken away by the next incoming cleaning wave. While the lighthouse will still be there.

To all of you who are remembering my/CM's crucifixion this week: Do not go into this so deeply, I'd whish that you concentrate more on resurrection. Surely it was hard to be crucified, and the thing which then hurt CM and me more than physical pain was the fact of rejection of the message of love and furthermore what man has distorted in that connection.

There are many among you who went the same way of dying for their belief in CM, and many of them have suffered even more pain, and as well over a longer period. I'm not only talking about times long ago, but equally about the modern torture by the dark agenda that takes place in a hidden manner in underground, by mind control, by all kinds of war using weapons of incredible cruelty against anybody, be it men, women or children. We are now working – with all our forces – towards the finishing of the torture of man and earth, so that resurrection may come upon the planet and upon you.
This resurrection will be mighty and the universe will watch in awe while it manifests – to give evidence of the mercy and love of our beloved Creator Son Christ Michael.

Seeing earth again in her full purity and beauty will reward all of us for the hardships we had to live through. I apply to all of you not to forget about this. In these times of the final show many are still challenged by doubts, calling CM and his team liars to be nuts or even claim he was just not existing. So be it for them and soon many will regret their lack of discerning the good crops from the bad ones.

2000 years ago it has been just a little number of disciples who spreaded the message to the world with big success, but always at risk for themselves. And also this time in the NOW – where you still are a small minority - it does not differ very much from the past. You are here and committed to CM, as you are the beloved pioneers to reach out for hearts willing to drink from the love divine, to reach out for ears ready to hear the message.

THE TIME HAS COME TO TAKE MOTHER EARTH DOWN FROM THE CROSS AND TO FINALLY TAKE HUMANITY DOWN FROM THE CROSS, JUST AS WE WOULD HAVE LOVED YOU TO DO WITH THE FIGURE OF JESUS WHO IS STILL NAILED THERE IN MOST OF YOUR CHURCHES.

NOW IS THE TIME OF RESURRECTION, BELOVED ONES, SO BE IN JOY AND TRUST AND DO NOT FEAR WHAT IS TO COME.

I'm close to you as close can be and my love infiltrates you thoroughly. This is the dawn of resurrection. WITH ALL MY HEART YOURS, ESU, in the presence of the I AM THAT I AM AND IN UNITY OF DIVINE FUSION.
Every Minute you spend with waiting
For potentials that might happen in the future
Is a lost minute for aware creation
In your present days.

Your present days could be much better
Than you allow them to be
If you granted to yourself
To open your eyes and your heart
For love.

Dear hearts, here we go again, to share another message around this Valentine’s Day. I’m so in joy about our reawakened connection and the many contacts you make with me and your lemurian family.

The year is proceeding, your lessons are going on. More and more of you are reaching their higher ground. More and more of you are strengthening their 5D potentials by meeting decisions of high vibration. More and more are acting out of the love of their heart. More and more old connections are breaking away to create room for the new that is to come in.

Today is different from yesterday and tomorrow will be different from today. The big change is ongoing. You, my dear ones, have the privilege to understand the “why’s”, as you open your horizons of the mind, you consider facts that others could not even bear to have within their range.

(I did write this sitting in my car while waiting that my daughter’s ballet lesson would be finished, and at this point I fell asleep. When I woke up again I turned on the board computer to see how late it was, and the radio went on, and the first word I heard was the sung word “ADIEMUS”, meaning “we will approach to each other”, the song with the same title (Karl Jenkins, album “songs of the sanctuary”, Advertisement for Delta Airlines), has always felt like a connection to Lemuria for me. – I was really amazed and had to laugh)

And Adama laughed.

Adiemus, we will meet, beloved ones, but instead of sitting there waiting for us to come, better actively prepare for the reunion party! There is so much, dear ones, so much that
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you can do in these “last” days before the happening of big events. The dawn is here, the sun’s coming up, the birds are singing their morning song! When you get up in the early morning, you can already hear the blackbird singing in the garden welcoming the day. And while you are listening and enjoying the song you may consider that the day will deliver to you as a result of your yesterday’s creation. And that what you create today will be your reality tomorrow. Today you are wrapping some unknown gifts which you will unpack tomorrow.

So, now, if you enjoy your life today and if you create out of this joy, there’s nothing to fear about tomorrow! So, if you connect with your Lemurian family in your sacred heart today, your tomorrow might deliver to you a nice lemurian friend knocking at your door to have a cup of tea with you. (laughs)

Yes, beloved ones, in your daily life, beyond the work, there also must be room for joy and the living of your life, the meeting with friends for having fun, walks in the nature. Some of you seem to be some kind of spiritual “workaholics”. This might serve the world, so you think, but does it serve yourself? You are a part of the world, and the world needs you in good condition, or the bridge you are will not be able to carry weight. We see many of you working day and night, until your body “takes over” falling asleep, until your vehicle takes what you do not give out of free will.

To take care about yourself also means to take care of the world, to take care of god, as you carry god inside you. The inner god feels much better when you take him on a surf-ride on the wave of energy, rather than following some schedule made in advance.

Some people love to look at the problems of others as they want to “heal the world”, but in fact they are on the run, followed by their own issues that need healing. Some people consider themselves as spiritually advanced, because they are doing meditation after meditation, but between the meditations they go and take their inspirations and print them onto another’s mind, charging, without having been asked for, they claim to know the better way for the person and they assume that this would provide help to the people and that this would be love. Indeed they think to act out of love, but love does not show suchlike behaviour.

The time spent with such actions could be much better used for having joy, to develop love, for healing the OWN soul. If YOU are fine, you are rendering an immense service to the world. A spiritual workaholic is often falling out of love without realizing. And while he/she is on the outer journey he/she forgets to nurture the own inner being. Spiritual work like meditations etc. should always be in balance with the life you live.

YOU HAVE A LIFE TO LIVE AND THIS LIFE IS NOW!

If you succeed to live your life out of the love of your heart, out of your father fragment of God, then you make your life to be a spiritual one, and this does not depend on the daily number of meditations you do - or on the number of ceremonies – this is not what finally will count. What counts is love, and loving action, nothing else. You see, there are so many mothers with kids around, and it’s difficult for them to take time for meditations or group meetings. When the kids are asleep, they are simply tired, too tired to do “spiritual work” as some of you might call it. If this would be necessary to proceed, this would really
bring a disadvantage to all those who are lacking the time to do so. But there is good news, as I told you – love and loving awareness, a loving connection to the higher ground, to the source, makes a life spiritual – and on your plane exams always have to be passed in “real life”, you cannot pass your tests “out of body”. Your exams are delivered to you in different kinds of wrapping paper, but they are indeed taking place in your daily life. I repeat, YOUR LIFE IS NOW!

In personal relationships, while being anchored in love, you will be rather empathic instead of charging, and you will carefully speak, when you have been asked to do so. And otherwise you might prefer to raise a few empathic questions or just to be quiet sending loving energy.

Beloved ones, be gentle with yourself and be gentle with others. You can make your contribution without the hard energy of the fight. You can take action, of course, and this is needed very much, you may reveal, you may lay open, you may point out, but do this while remaining in balance and love, always remembering that the energy of rage and betrayal is no good companion on your road of life. If you have revealed something do not get onto this same train again and again. Nobody forces you to do so. If you feel rage, look at it, transform it and let it go. You may as well say “Ok, I have perceived that it has been that way and now I know about and with this knowledge I can contribute to improve the situation.”

I recommend that you turn your strengthening view on the bright side of life, on the beauty around you, on the comfort that you can give yourself and to others, on nurturing yourself and your loved ones. Do this NOW and do not postpone it on tomorrow. Let your glass be “half filled” instead of “half empty”, vote FOR something instead of AGAINST the things you want to change. Change also means to learn about how to worship yourself not only in theory, but practically. And as time goes by the individuals who have “worshipped” their ego by manipulating others to a point where they wanted to have them will learn that it is far more valuable to be a companion to the others on the journey to where they belong.

With this perception you will feel much better, dear ones, and your good condition is essential for the result of the whole.
Celebrate your life, celebrate that you are here, celebrate our connection. Celebrate the big Changes upon you. Celebrate your Mother Earth. Celebrate the precious beings that you are.

To feel good and to be fine is your birthright. Wellness is no luxury but a necessity. Give yourself a rest if you need a rest, and if you think you don’t have time to do so, then try to change your timetable. Sometimes the setting of priorities is inevitable.

Let me once more point out how thankful we all are for the wonderful work you do, but, please, do not forget about your daily life. Seen from the basics of love, everything brings you forward but the time is in need of efficiency and the stronger and the happier and the healthier you are, the more efficient you can be.

I hope that my message comes over to you in a clear manner. What do you need to feel fine? Will you grant it to yourself? Will you grant it to yourself NOW?
You are inhabitants of a turning world, and you are adapting again and again. Take a deep breath, take some quiet moments. You are the performers of a great job, you are the performers of great planetary service, but, please, do not forget about the basics. Will you promise that to me?

Might be I will remind you from time to time. (smiles very lovingly and takes a short break). I hug all of you, rest assured of my deep love. I Am Adama, a dear friend of your hearts.

Youtube-link

DJ Bobo “Come take my hand”
http://de.youtube.com/watch?v=RQOBvq6HLp4
Fun piece, created itself around 11.11 o'clock on 11th Nov.2008
Roles: Esu, Lady Nada, Christ Michael und Nebadonia
Author unknown

Starship Capricorn. Another working cycle is finished and Esu with his Lady Nada are
knocking off. On arrival in the private rooms: Esu sprawls on a cosmic sofa and Lady Nada
lightens an incense stick, turning then on some “music of the spheres”.

Esu: Oh, my goodness, this has been some kind of working cycle...Imagine, I received a
job offer by CM!

LN: A job offer?? Sounds interesting somehow...(sprawls next to him onto the sofa) What
kind of job?

Esu: He called it the job of a temporary Planetary Prince on material level. CM had first
asked Machiventa Melchisedek if he was able to imagine to widen his job as Planetary
Prince on spiritual level to the material level, too, but he was snubbed.

LN: Snubbed? CM was snubbed? There must have been pretty good reasons for this!

Esu: Well, Machiventa obviously told him “ this was the last thing he needed” and “simply
forget about it, just look for someone else!”

LN: Are you serious? Is he that overloaden with work?

Esu: I think he is simply anxious about that he will have to cut his skittles evenings on
Jerusem... and of course one must ponder that in the long term it can be very exhausting
having to switch permanently between the material and the spiritual level... But be that as it
may, it’s absolutely legitimate to reject this offer, if he cannot guarantee to do it with love.

LN: Can YOU do it with love?

Esu: I'm pretty sure about that. (looks deeply into her eyes) Has there ever been anything
which I have failed to do with love?

LN: (grinning) Can't remember anything. I would also have asked you, if I was CM.
Esu: So you would plead for me signing the contract?

LN: Sure. I appreciate that you are asking me about my point of view.

Esu: Now, well, you finally have to back me up!

LN: Just a second - I have to back you up? Is this YOUR job or MINE finally?

Esu: As well yours as mine. When I will take over the office of the material Planetary Prince then you are – so to say – the First Lady of the Planet, as well as Nebadonia is the First Lady of Nebadon.

LN: (stunned) Does that indeed mean that I have to match the plantary etiquette more than ever? That I have to do representation and so on? No more wild parties in the order of Isis?

Esu: (bursts with laughter) I did not have any idea about that! But I have often pondered what is going on there! Well, I agree, this would not be that supportive.... But who knows, I'm pretty sure that you are the perfect and right person to tell the planetary women how to enfold at best their goddess potential!

LN: Fine, I could try to behave. But there is one issue I have a big problem with.

Esu: And this is???

LN: The title. When you become the Planetary Prince, then I'm to become something like the planetary Princess. You won't earnestly believe that I will accept such a hierarchic title? I AM Lady NADA, forgotten already ? NADA ... NOTHING!

Esu: How about getting finally off from your train of understatement? Isn't 2000 years of being nothing long enough?

LN: Now think about closely. Down there we have a handfull of Illuminates pulling the strings. Most of them sit in the houses of monarchy, being royals or so. I will NOT enter this drawer!

Esu: (grinning amused) Should I reject this job now, just because you are having some problems with the job title?

LN: (takes a deep breath and just wants to start her answer, as the door bell rings, playing a melody, announcing visitors)

Esu: The door beell rang. New ring tone?

LN: I downloaded it just yesterday. Is “You raise me up so I can stand on mountains” by Secret Garden.

Esu: One of Candaces favourites, I guess. Sounds wonderful.

(it rings again)
LN: I just checked by my 3rd eye who's there outside the door of our suite. Illustrious visitors, darling (raises her eyebrows) Boss and consort.

Esu: (immediately jumps up, checking his clothes to look properly.) Oh my goodness. We just did not finish our discussion!

Lady Nada opens the door, CM and Nebadonia entering.

CM (sniffles) My, that does smell fine! My favourite sort of incense sticks! Hallo you dear ones!

Nebadonia: Namaste, everybody! We just were around, so we thought to have a short visit with you...

Esu: Business trip?

CM: Likely to be. (smiles meaningfully and turns to Lady Nada) Well, now having a galactic cappuchino, that would be great....

LN: Dear one, the cappuchino-machine is located over there (pointing) – otherwise, here is the board phone, if you wish to call the kitchen...

CM: (pushes is sunglasses up quite bemusedly, gazing interrogatively around.) Ah, well, I understand. I pay for a round, for all of us. Esu, can you demonstrate to me how this cappuchino-dingus works?

Esu (taking the coffee powder out of Cms Hand) I will do that myself. Just take a seat!

CM sprawls upon a swaying sofa while Nebadonia takes his sunglasses off from his head,

N: You do not need your sunglasses herein, sweety.

CM: Just guess where I have been....

N: He just tried to fulfill one of his secret dreams! He always dreamt of having a flight in a planetary aircraft, totally material trip!

LN: (fascinated) I don't believe that.

Esu: (in disbelief) You have set your foot inside one of these worn out, noisy flying swings? Had it not been sufficient to make a more intense connection with the thought adjuster of a pilot??

CM: Sure, this would have been a possiblity. But I wanted that totally real... as it was 2000 years ago when I was there together with you - but they just did not have aircraft traffic by that time... Well, to be true- I did not succeed getting my foot in there.

Esu offers Cappuchino for all, distributes the cups and all are leaning closer to CM in curious expectation.
CM: (very much enjoying his taking the center stage while Nebadonia smiles knowingly)
Well, I had ordered my ground crew to book such a flight. For Nebadonia and me.

Esu: Starting at LA?

CM: No, I did not wish to start in USA. I had a ticket for a flight leaving from Berlin.

LN: Why not USA?

CM: Well, then I could have booked “Alc-Aida Airlines” rightaway. I just did not wish to take the pilots role in the cockpit to avoid the aircraft hitting a tower. And I even had an earthly passport for me and Nebadonia – we now checked in at Berlin - and I had never thought that the ground crew there at the airport is that dainty. All turned out - mildly expressed – a bit difficult.

Esu: Come on, give us an update!

CM: This guy there kept reading my passport for a really long while, then he checked it with his computer and obviously the passport had some kind of secret entry, which the guy did not like. He then queried my dates again like that: (switches the mimic to the mimic of a clerk)

Last name?
Michael!

No, I said LAST NAME!
Michael! Michael IS my last name!

First name?
Christ.

You surely mean “Christian”
No, Christ, or Christus, if you like.

Matching the name of the One hanging upon the cross? Tell me again!
If I have a choice, then Christ!

And now once more: Last name?
Michael of Nebadon

Are you titled?
No, from Nebadon.

You are owner of a German passport. Where is Nebadon located?
In the small sector of Ensa.

What? Is that located in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern?
No, Nebadon is the name of this Local Universe.
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Do you sell me down the river? Who is the lady next to you?
This is my consort.

Name?
Nebadonia.

First name Neba, Last name Donia?
No, Nebadonia IS the first name.

Last name?
Of Nebadon.

You got me! Does that now start all over again???!!!

Then the guy took his walkytalky ordering the Federal Border Guard to come, guys who arrived armed to the teeth. This was the moment where I myself ordered (CM puts up his sunglasses, looking venturous, making a dramatic pause) “Scotty, beam us up!”

N: And then you also have to tell that the next day the newspaper wrote: “Christus vanishes on airport check-in.”
All roaring with laughter.

LN: (getting the tears of laughter out of her eyes) On which cosmic TV channel can we see the videotaping?
N: SATania 24, I believe.

CM: Sips a big gulp of Cappuchino asking: Now, and how have you dear ones been? Esu, Candace by the way recently announced that you will become Planetary Prince! I appreciate very much that you accepted this job!

LN:(alerted) WHAT? You have already signed WITHOUT asking me before?

Esu: Ehmmm...(demonstratively innocent) well, I had adressed the question to your subconsciousness, darling. After having received agreement from there I did not seriously expect any difficulties caused by your conciousness.

CM: ( hamless) What kind of difficulties???

LN: (sitting upright very straight, pushing up CM's sunglasses and giving him a very direct looke into his eyes) THEN INVESTIGATE INTO A DIFFERENT TITLE! I have never ever been passionate about sovereign titles! I AM Lady NADA!

CM: Well...(leaning back a short distance) … and it … really is just the title causing you uncomfortable feelings?

LN. YES!

CM gets up and walks over to Esu, whispering a little while with him. Esu nods in agreement.
LN and Nebadonia exchanging interrogative looks.

CM announcing to all in a triumphant way: Now, that has been an easy solution! I simply just changed the official title – and now all are likely to have a win-win situation! (Esu grinning)
So, Esu will become my “material Housekeeper” of Uratia, and you, my dear Lady Nada … will be gifted with the title: “THE HOUSEKEEPERS WIFE!

LN: (smiles in a very glamorous way) This will be an honour to me, as Esu will be the Housekeeper of the Hearts! Besides, do you have an apron for me??

***

The next day after having written down this piece I was standing in my kitchen, when suddenly an energy came in signing as Machiventa Melchisedek. He came in and commented in a very dry way: ... And besides... just to let you know... I do NOT play skittles, I play BOULE! (and - was gone!)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE JUST SHEEP
an essay on frustration
CM through Eve
# 20 May 5, 2009

Cartoon by Gary Larson

When waking up today I pondered about the length of eternity, remembering some wise man stating that sometimes eternity felt a bit long, especially “when approaching the end”. I was feeling a bit in need of communication this morning and I asked for a line either to Adama, Esu or CM. is is the result. Gary Larson is one of my favourite cartoonists and I felt I had to insert some of them fitting perfectly into this.

Dear, this is CM on the line. Your statement on eternity being extremely long especially when coming near to the end really made me laugh. This is the special kind of humour you have developed down on earth. Urantia has an extraordinary high potential of frustration and there is nearly no better place when you want to learn how to deal with that. Sarcasm is some kind of dry humor which developed to better cope with frustration. And meanwhile you guys down there have developed to be experts in dealing with frustration and I slightly have to admit that I have learned a lot from you, as frustration had not really been explored to the highest possible extent.

How many times have you been tired to your bones but the next day you were back on stage. How many incarnations have you ended up with seemingly loosing a game in pain, but the showed up here again immediately looking around for the next opportunity to play another round. How many among you have asked theirselves how often a heart was able to break, just to find out that a heart is undestroyable at the end. The best lessons are the ones with “learning by doing” experience.

When you zoom back to one of your incarnations – let's say – 500 years ago or even 1000 years ago – you will surely be happy to find out how much nearer you are now to the goal that we in common whish to have accomplished. It will not serve to go back into the frustration of the past times where you perceived a long road still lying ahead – like a child in early spring asking the parents when christmas would come again. When you concentrate on waiting for the future you are missing the chances of the now. How have you succeeded to handle the long road behind you? You did it by living, by active living, by loving, by communication, by teaching, by learning, by developing skills. You have NOT been sitting on mountain tops for ages – in loneliness. Ok, a few did try, but they found that it was prolonging the waiting.

Your purpose was NOT to come here just to activate your Merkabah and say “bye bye” again. You did NOT come for a “Daddy get me out here”.
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And I did not come back just for collecting a “big herd of sheep”. YOU ARE NOT SHEEP ANY MORE. There is more to do than lawn mowing. (grins) You might have heard about it, right? Well, ok. My “sheep” are educated sheep who can easily communicate about calculous, quantum physics and swine flu. The big light bulb flashed brightly when the first of you recognized

**WELL, WE DON'T HAVE TO BE JUST SHEEP!**

Maybe some preacher once told you that you had a “woolen” sheepskin and that you needed a border collie to guard you. And then the light bulb moment came and you found out that your woolen “coat” was just an illusion and that you are a “border collie” yourself working for good old Big Cheese. (Big CHEESE, not Big SHEEP!)

> Well, CM, you give me a good deal of laughter by the imagination to be a border collie working for you!

Cartoon by Gary Larson

This metaphor seemed to be a good one. Have you ever watched a border collie? These are very active dogs. You will hardly ever see such kind of dog lying depressively next to a herd of sheep, yawning in bore, thinking “my, am I frustrated today... when will the sheepherder finally come...?” These dogs are doing their job with joy. So, dear ones, do not waste time with being frustrated. Do your work in my name and be sure that the perfect moment to “close the gate of the pen ” is ahead. You won't have to wait further thousands of years to reach our goal.

And throughout these remaining days stay active and motivated to set a marker for all to see. Always seek to do your job with joy! Hugs from your universal chief border collie Christ Michael of Nebadon.

Some inspirations... what else can sheep and border collies do.. enjoy, Eve (a “Must see”)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h47iKNjzEzk&feature=related
Shaun the sheep Life is a treat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qas27wHba4w&feature=related
Shaun the sheep Still life

http://www.veoh.com/browse/videos/category/comedy/watch/v6584156CZG7acTY
Shaun the sheep vegetable soccer
About frogs and princes

Kiss this frog, it might be your prince!

Esu through Eve

# 21 June 15, 2009

Especially for new readers

Hello dear readers of AbundantHope, it’s me, Esu. These last days come out to be more challenging than ever. The energy marker of rays and photones rises steeply upwards, while the magnetosphere is in its final throes. Reaching the peak of the curve the “frog will visibly change into a prince”.

You are aiming at the tale of the frog prince?
If you will, yes. Many among you have been looking for frogs in their ponds over long periods, following the phrase: Kiss all frogs, one may be your prince. Many of the frogs had decorated themselves with crowns, faking the seekers. The frog kissers were due to find themselves anywhere but not where they originally intended to arrive.

Where were they heading for?
Into the arms of the “Prince of peace”? But instead they were finding themselves in the claws of any sects or in the stanglehold of astral octopuses which were having an easy job by the lack of development with the individuals. In case the seekers were lucky they succeeded somehow to free themselves and to go on seeking, however having bad luck they remained dominated until leaving this plane. And it is not just the small sects having set up a small crown and claim to be the only bringer of salvation. Unfortunately it is especially the big churches and religions who come along your way in your ponds of seeking, - presenting themselves as capital toads, unctuously sitting on a golden lily pad and lying at you to beat the band.

It saddens me deeply looking at into which fake these churches have distorted my message of Christ – during all these centuries. It had been their order to manifest heaven on earth. But there exists no single religious commandment which has not been violated by these self-appointed bringers of salvation. They are having another God apart from the Eternal Creator of all that is – the luciferic god of ego and power, they kill, they lie, they steal, they request others goods and chattels – they honour neither father nor mother – Christ Michael and Nebadonia – and they misdemean the dignity of man and planet.

You have a TV-Series revealing some facts relentlessly. I'm talking about “popetown” (MTV). There is friendly advertisement showing Jesus not hanging upon the cross. Jesus is sitting there laughing. Laughing, dear ones, is a way to heal. This laughter here does not deface our teaching. Furthermore it returns the true core to it, as the road to home is a joyful path. The laughing Jesus is the true one, as our message is a message of joy and love and hope, a toolbox for life on a material world. Popetown directly adresses the lacks.
and problems by cartoons. Sure, this series was named to be defaming by the catholic church.

There is popetown videos on youtube, just in case you whish to look at, Eve. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bvvKFLtPk4&feature=PlayList&p=015264B25AEF79DC
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiKawT43Wog

The writing on the poster means : laughing instead of hanging around
the red word means that the advertisment was withdrawn (intervention of the church)

This series is an excellent image on double moral standard and the hair-raising grievance
of an institution which claims to be the only representative of God on this plane, while in
truth it is completely counter-indicated. What I'm talking about here is the core of this
institution mainly, as among the peripherals, there are truly loving hearts seeking to
follow the model role of Christ. But it is these hearts who are gagged by a construct which
has nothing left in common with the to-be-focus. It is the big churches in special who are
the master performers of brainwash. Tell me, did they tell you about false prophets? No
further comment.

Those who think they have to kiss all frogs – as one might be their prince – have reached
their goal in the moment where they open the homepage of Abundanthope, activating their
receiver of spirit/mind. I strongly hope, dear reader, that you will recognize me here
rightaway, even if I might just look like another frog to you. If you succeed sitting at my
pond for a little while listening, you will find that exactly this frog is nobody else than your
planetary Prince of Peace. Your seeking has been fulfilled! As time passes you will feel
comfortable in our companionship – and I'm not just talking about just me, ahead of all is
Christ / Christ Michael, followed by his staff. Our teaching is loving – we are talking to
each other friend to friend. .

If you want to call our message a religion, then please name it religion of love, as all of you
are truly loved. There is much you have forgotten, and there is much which you do not
know yet. We are joining you and explein what is good to know. You may profit from my
experience and knowledge, just in case you whish to. We do not evangelize and do not
urge anybody. Remain critical and questioning and illuminate the information we give to
you by your heart. Among the basics you have been told by the churches much has to be
corrected and changed.

See, we do not need pretentious domes, mosques or synagogues. We are not in need of
unctuous rites and ceremonies. All we need is hearts of pure intention, love and friendship,
truthfulness and the ignited spark which makes the spirit/mind strive for recognizing and
knowing. We need two of more in the name of Christ, in the nature of mother earth who is
more holy as your most holy temple of God.

I may appear to you as a frog and you may dare to kiss this frog – which means – you
embrace the awareness of Christ inside your hearts, which results in the Planetary Prince
being at your side through thick and thin. We are your oasis at the end of the long walk
through the desert. We tell you: Every single of you dear soul-carriers is also God, by the father-fragment you have been gifted with and which is living inside of you.

You don't need priests and prayer leaders telling you that you had to have midwayer between you and God. You are grown-up already enough for a direct contact, you are the authorized officers of Christ Michael and you could as well kiss your own mirror image – in the morning when being in the bath room – no matter if you see a frog or a prince or a princess looking at you out of the mirror. As finally Christ Michael and Nebadonia are the total amount of all frogs and princes. Christ Michael experiences himself through you. Then, 2000 years ago, he promised to return, and he is back now, and me as well.

We are among you and your helping hand for manifesting heaven on earth, according to the plan which had been set up then. Heaven is no place lost in reverie, it is meant to be among you if you just allow it to be like that. And me, dear ones, I AM and remain yours, Esu, planetary frog - wanted to say "prince" (laughs) Be blessed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU6kh7SfDbA&feature=PlayList&p=AB8CFBB8653D66F0&index=0&playnext=1

the frog prince (just in case somebody has forgotten how the tale goes, Eve.)
Esu, how do you move a giant like Jupp?

Esu through Eve

# 22 Jan 27, 2009

This transmission took place due to the fact, that the VIPs state to „hold back“ Jupiter behind the sun, to „slow him down“, or to „let him out“ into the corona“ (which was the case after the ignition) or „to move him back behind the sun again in order to weaken his influence upon earth changes. We the earthdwellers have such an odd imagination about planets having to follow a certain orbit in a fixed speed . Therefore the imagination of a GF juggling around a gas giant as Jupiter easily according to certain needs seems a bit unreal for us, not to say a bit ridiculous. So I asked this question to Esu.

Esu: See, all planets are being moved along their orbits by streams of universal energy. We as the lords and masters of the universe are of course masters of these energies. In universe there exists a special group of beings we call the „conductors of universal energy“. They deal with the construction of universes and are the specialists of action, as soon as the need arises. By them we have the possibility to work on the streams of energy and e.g. we can increase them to speed up a planet or also decrease them in order to slow down a planet – as was the case with Jupiter.

Stepping shortly into your comedian phantasy – it is absolutely not the case that we would capture Jupiter by a lariat rope and then tow him anywhere. (grins) So, now, if Jupiter needs to remain behind the sun then he will not be staked in space, but his speed will be adapted to earth orbit speed, so that the sun will automatically remain between Jupiter and earth. And of course we know very well how Jupiter can be ignited. But to perform this kind of job there are specialists available. Down on your planet you need a special training and knowledge and permission to handle pyrotechnic material, and houses may not be blown by laymen. You need specialists as this is a tricky affair. With Jupiter it is the same. Ignition must happen carefully, so that any undesired escalation can be avoided.

And do not forget that CM is the creator son and sovereign over all which is dwelling and existing here. Some of the problems you folks have in perceiving him result from the fact that you might think that just because he „surrounds“ or uses a body he might not have all his options at hand any more. CM is now clearing the mess on his side and he holds all of you in his heart very lovingly, while he arranges Jupiter to become a sun. I'm deeply empathic with all who don't believe in this, as they will have a challenging time when some time they will ask themselves, why for heavens sake they have not been in the position to believe. Be embraced very dearly, also on behalf of CM – who has taken your lives and your safety very close to his heart. Eternally connected, Esu.
Remark by me: years ago I had a dream on some kind of „cosmic exam“. I was located somewhere in universe and was ordered to get from A to B. I was naively starting to move without thinking, but was immediately pulled back by my guide as if I was a small child stepping onto a driveway. He gently hinted on the fact that there are things like energy highways in universe that could be really dangerous in case certain rules are not obeyed, stepping into them blindly. Eve
CM comments on the expression "Clean Slate"

CM through Eve,

# 23 March 30, 2009

In an update through Jess Esu had used the phrase „Clean Slate“ related to the earth changes. This expression had created quite some uncertainty among the readers. Rumors arose if there was maybe some guys from Havona having ordered CM to produce this „clean slate“, which would e.g. be caused by a turnover of the planet. I asked CM for a comment, and I’m sorry not having been able to post this earlier.

CM, some people think you will „abandon“ earth, after having read Esu through Jess using the expression „clean slate“. Can you please comment on that?

Eve, this is CM speaking. Nobody will ever „abandon“ earth. People are tired of waiting and any day longer increases the tiredness around. We are very well aware of that. Tired people have the tendency to see the world in "darker colours".

Any paradigm that we took into serious consideration has so far turned out to take longer than expected. Many do not really believe in this „game over“ scenario. The planet has been tightened in a seat belt, so to say, and we decided to give more slack to the seat belt. We could still operate a bit via Jupiter, but were also questioning how about to go on and let him go the normal orbit, normal speed. It turned out that letting Jupiter go would quickly bring you what Esu calls a „clean slate“. A lot of discomfort. But it is as you are pondering – that you guys walking the planet have discomfort any way.

You have discomfort as you feel the suffering of mother earth and you have discomfort looking at what the NWO initiates for you to enslave you.

We have discomfort seeing your situation down there, so the big question is: What the heck could ease this discomfort quickly and efficiently. A big exodus has been discussed already several decades ago – see the material of Tuella - but this is actually not what we would like it to be. We do not want a big turnover happen. As this not what our many brave ones have been trusting in and working for. One thing must be clear: Anyway, whatever happens, we will look after our faithful ones and care for the soul carriers. You have been here recently and so have been others and you know already what has been
spoken. All of you, including Candace, pleaded for a solution which is going to as quickly as possible lessen the discomfort on all sides. We have been sitting here, discussing all kind of scenarios and the biggest actual grace is not always turning out to be the road of obvious solutions at hand. So far that we have come now we have prevented much in order to keep it smooth for the most of you. Most of you perceive this as normal state, but this is not the case. On the other hand it can't be a solution to let the dark ones destroy the planet. And for sure there is no order from Havona to end this by a final exodus, and I want to emphasize that I'm fully sovereign in my universe, so the final decision is mine. This does not mean that there would be no advice, but you don't need to worry that some big figures from Havona would show up here with an order to let the curtain fall. So, now, how does the solution look like presently?

What we wish for is a win-win situation. The solution is a dance with mother earth, leading her the course that is heading to the pole reversal most quickly with the last possible havoc. Under the headline of „do it right the first time“. You would not really like to see this ending in a mess just because we tried to make it really quick.

_Couldn't you let Jupp come out just a little bit, just as far as you need his influence to be acted out?_

This is what you already suggested when you were here recently. Measurements will always depend on the steps of mother earth, with a little pushing from our side to move her into the right direction. All of you have wonderful plans for mother earth and for building up a new civilization - a clean slate is not in store intentionally, and would only happen as a result of any escalation unforeseen. And even in this case we are remaining ready to act with an emergency plan.

I told you that igniting Jupiter was a very tricky and delicate issue and this magnetic pole reversal is tricky either. If it takes longer, it takes longer for your benefit, for keeping things smooth for you. There are – in addition – always chances in this additional time – and blessed are the ones who use this time wisely to strengthen themselves, to strengthen others and to remain firm in their belief, as a model role.

You the ground crew members are not here by accident. You are all very experienced specialists and when you are with us beyond your consciousness you are in peace with the issue of waiting.
You, the readers of AbundantHope are privileged. You experience the grace to be there in your mission and to know what is going on there. You are about to witness a magnetic pole reversal awarely, with open eyes. Believe me, this does not happen too often and you are in for that ride. So be it, dear ones. Always at your service, CM, your special wearer of sunglasses.

Candace: I guess I didn't realize some people may have been upset by a clean slate comment, because I interpret it as meaning cleaning enough of the dark plus the pollution away during stasis, that we have a level playing field. It doesn't mean wiping the earth clean with a role over, it just means fixing it up enough we can build that new civilization. There are times I have had a little worry, because we do discuss this, that there could be more damage from the reversal that would make it harder to come back in 2 years or so. I have pleaded, yes, that those of us who came to get this new civilization going, whether we would have done it 40 years ago or now, would be allowed to have this opportunity for our growth and experience, as many of use here and not only specialists, but some of us have a "calling" and certain career goals and it would be wonderful to have this experience from the 'inside' rather than looking on, while having full partnership "from above," in the process.

I have often commented on the volcanism. Please understand if the reversal is too heavy, we have so many volcanos that animal life can't exist for a LONG time. There would be too much carbon dioxide for animal life and even with fleet work on the planet we would be looking even at a few hundred years before we could come back and thus our experience would be wholly different. The idea is to have enough PEOPLE left to start over in a reasonable time. BE PATIENT YET BELOVEDS, THOSE THAT WISH THIS EXPERIENCE.

This planet has been massively cleansed several times since the times of the "fallen" angels since the Lucifer Rebellion. It has been reseeded with both animal and plant life several times, go great was the destruction. We do not wish this again. This is because the Mother is now self concious. This we plan is very experiment. It is not the norm for these kinds of lower worlds that are in such serious trouble. We are creating a grand experiment, and those above wish to give it a try. This is likely not the only partial cleansing ahead, but the most significant. The land masses MUST move to a balance on the planet, but these other times of change can be "scheduled." In fact, we did want a public scheduling with people prepared to go underground and to ship and the dark did NOT cooperate, but in the future, we will not have these dark ones, and we can schedule for these changes to come and take shelter during them. In fact star fleet can control these scheduled ones in the future, so they do what they are to do. But we must have not only the magnetic reversal, but also Jupiter will also provide when ready some axis change, as we had discussed before. It is slow and steady axis changes that will help rebalance the land masses.

Remember a large part of this planet is up in the asteroid belt. The rising carefully of old Lemuria and Atlantis will rebalance the land masses that are needed for monopolarity, besides providing freshened land to live on. Those committing to this long process will be
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helped to last in their bodies a long time or be given cloned ones, so that all may have this long experiential learning. I am tired today, the body went with me last night to ship for a 3 hour meeting and got no rest. This is the stuff we discuss when I and others in this project are attending meetings and being briefed. Plus many do healing work for the mother and the like during night too. This new waring continues to be very hard on GAIA. And I just don't get the feel that in my country at least, there are enough people concerned about it. There are lights going on and lots of projects around sustainability rising up, but few I am able to talk to understand we just don't have a hundred years or more to fix it all up from where we are now.

I have pleaded heavily for stasis, instead of what was suggested in the Pheonix Journals. I would rather the judgment be compassionate and not a situation of survival of the fittest. And this is how it usually works anyway with planets in this situation of pollution and heavy unaware population. My posting about on forums besides personal contacts have certainly proven to me how confused are the people of the world about God. The thinking seems to be lacking, a most obvious example of such is what is believed about the rapture in Christianity. Stasis IS compassionate.
Adama, how do you prepare on the big shift?

Adama of Telos through Eve

# 24 July 8, 2009

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BxFLaBPP1jk

Always there (Secret Garden)

When I 'm less than I should be
And I just can't face the day
When darkness falls surround me
And I just can't find my way
When my eyes don't clearly see
And I stumble through it all
You I leaned upon, You keep me strong
And you rise me when I Fall

Chorus:
You are there when I most need you
You are there so constantly
You come shining through
You always do.....
You are always there for me

When life brings me to my knees
When my back against the wall
You are standing there right with me
Just to keep me standing tall
Though a burden I may be
You don't weary you don't rest
You are reaching out to carry me
And I know my heaven-blest

Brendan Graham

Adama, tell me, how do you in Telos prepare on the big shift?

Well, dear, here inside the earth we are not so concerned, as our caverns are very safe and we are not concerned by the rays either. We will be awake when the earth stops moving and will contribute by energetic support. Most probably we will interrupt our daily living, these will be holy days, where we will give anything we have for the wellness of our mother planet. We will mainly not eat and intensify our connection to the creator.
The vessels from the silverfleet will be ordered home to be safe in our inner earth space port. While some which are capable of intergalactic travel will be stationned in a certain distance to earth in space, as a part of the GF command, and monitor and witnes the shift. This will happen under the leadership of commander Anton. All orders have been placed. I will be holding spiritual service in the temples and we will keep an eye on the transmissions from the vessels.

We sense the earth, dear. We tap into how she feels. And we will celebrate her relief if she finally is freed from the load. We'll strengthen the grids when rotation starts again and we will float and shower her with all love we are possible to generate. The other civilizations in the inner earth will do likewise. Since the sinking of Lemuria and Atlantis there has never again occurred an event of that size. Indeed, a magnetic pole reversal is an even bigger event and the best is that it is going to take place in a controlled manner under protection of life.

I can't describe the joy we feel on that occurring now. This is what finally comes up to be a reward for all the hardships you took. This is a guarantee for us that we can finally open our tunnels, for reuniting.

I can tell you that the genius of Christ is truely astonishing and his goodness is beyond any measure. Most of you cannot yet clarify the grace which is showered upon this planet and the people. He tried hard to collect all the lost sheep back to the herd, and as he knew about your dedication in service he counted on your understanding and ability to hold on. He is aware that he demanded much from you but you are a troop of most capable souls, a special group, the most couraged and steadfast ones ever available.

And Esu, well, he is blessing beyond any measure. (smiles).

Adama, how about your role in this big future?

Well, I will mainly remain what I Am, High Priest of Telos in the order of Melchisedek under Machiventa and a member of the planetary council, supporting the mission of restructuring a new civilization of sustainability, in a joint-venture with Monjoronson, CM, Esu &Co. But jobs do adapt according to the requirements, so who knows (grins). Perhaps you will need me to eliminate waste from the forests (grins even wider)

I'm bursting with laughter... Who am I to advise you to do some garbage clearing? I know that this job is valuable, too, but I would never consider it adequate to let a high priest collect the waste.

Well, we could combine it with some nice teaching... a high priest does not stop to be a high priest just because he picks up chocolate papers and empty bottles. We are all at work, and any job who helps our mother earth is appreciated. Whatever the job is, we can make it fun!

Well I would not mind walking through the forests aside of Adama collecting waste and singing mantras.

Ok, I will come back to you when the occasion arises. (big smile).
Besides, I appreciate that you mention this openly, that you are aware of CM, Esu & Co.

I consider it is high time to do this. Supporting the lemurian mission includes supporting the superior mission of Christ. The Melchisedeks are direct sons of Christ. It was Christ himself who placed Machiventa here for the spiritual mission. And you and me, we will most surely enjoy many nice hours of teamwork, unless you would be going to cancel your contract.

This I won’t do most certainly.

We will have a fine and most intense time, Eve. Just a short distance to go. Close your eyes and run... you will be there in no time! Keep on doing fine. Hugs heart to heart from your close and eternal friend Adama.
This morning while waking up I found myself talking with Sanat Kumara. Seems to have been some kind of introduction message. Later I tried to rechannel the message but I fell asleep again. Finally I succeeded to bring something on the paper.

Sanat Kumara, can you tell me again?

I greet you, this is Sanat Kumara, the Solar Logos of this system. I greet you out of my very being, this is the first official contacting you. You may regard me as a cosmic parental friend, we are closely connected by the cosmic past and by you being a close member of CM's staff. Now the moment has come for all things to change. A lot has been revealed to you and a lot still will be. You are standing at the outer edge in a start position. This is my call for you to keep centered like a rock and to trust in what Esu told you. I beg you to conquer your rejection against a high "ranking" on earth – soon the eyes of humanity will be placed upon you much more obviously, while being in service to Esu's mission. Your mind has been a high security area with a lot of codes to make sure that this would not come to your mind earlier. It's natural that you are in disbelief. But it will confirmed to you within a very short period of time, even if you cannot yet imagine how this should happen. Humanity is finally due to jump into a new paradigm, in the most exciting time that has ever been seen. You will be welcome on board of the ships and this will feel like coming home. You may turn to me any time. I Am Sanat Kumara and I greet you again on behalf of the big Kumara family.

Later.

Sanat Kumara, I have been terribly tired and fallen asleep at my desk. Has that anything to do with you?

Eve, you are not yet used to my vibration. When you fall asleep it's easier for you soul to connect. A disadvantage in case you want to write it down. (smiles) You come from the soft and cozy spheres of Adama, however, you must get used to vibration demanding more from you. This is a time you must properly use for training, when you do this it will get easier for you to reveal the forgotten knowledge.

What would you recommend, do you have a message to the people?

Well, there is always a message. My message is to prepare body and mind, as these are the very last days of the world as you know it. Be thankful and let go, be gentle with each other. Don't overwork yourself. Don't strain your kids with school things. Your kids will come out of Stasis well educated, beyond comparison. Eve – what is to come will be a blessing for all.

Sanat Kumara, is it really like described with Tuella, that there will be time for celebration on board of the ships?

Celebrations, beauty etc. are of big importance to keep motivation high. Well, the ones with special responsibility – like Esu and all the commanders – always perform a special session of extra work. However, when you folks show up here, we won't allow you to overwork yourselves. Your hard times come after stasis, when you go down to do the work. You must
be in brilliant condition while returning and most certainly your health will receive great attention and assistance.

Did Esu tell you to contact me?

I would have done that anyway, but yes, he asked for it. I know you have always felt near with a singing heart on hearing my name. This is because your cells remember your cosmic family. This remembering is also the reason for the big longing and the feeling of somehow being „left“ down there. When you are in service down there it is your mission to give, and to balance that we try to deliver you care and warm heart contacts. Before you now fall asleep again let me hug you dearly, see you very soon, I Am Sanat Kumara.

It was hard to believe for me but I had just downloaded my monad beginning of November and Adama had advised me that there was something bigger to come. Esu had, too. I had no idea about how that should happen, and decided all I could do is to remain prepared in service to AH. The events began manifesting with the weakening of Henning. Mid of May 09 I suddenly found myself calling a new team for Germany and building up a website. Looking back now I find that Sanat Kumara must have already known about the potentials.

9th July 2009

Sanat Kumara, may I have a line to you? I feel I should contact you for what reason ever.

Dear heart, this is Sanat Kumara. I appreciate that you are contacting me. Don't worry if you will get tired or not. You will get used to my vibration. Indeed, you just have to reactivate your cell memory, as you are a member of the Kumara family, which is – as you correctly recognized – a special performer for the issues of CM. One could call it a „special troop“. Wherever there are extraordinary things to settle, Kumaras will be placed. You were not too far away comparing it with the „GSG9“. If there is anything of „do it right the first time“ it will always be a Kumara who is sent out. The ground structure we all have in common is extreme ability to recognize rebellion, to step in and to stand in for maintaining the universal orders of CM. There are many among us who are mighty messengers. If we have to decide between a long term job or an alert action we will mostly choose the alert, however I'm speaking in universal time understanding. What Esu is doing now is an alert. It might seem to you to be long term – but it is not,... according to the universal law. For me, as the chairman of this clan it is inevitable to have a long term job... but due to the jobs of our family members this is not boring at all. You described it well to Candace when you told her you needed a „rich scenery“ to work on. When a difficult job is done, the Kumaras celebrate a bit, enjoy and then move on to the next challenge. You feel that well, as you become easily bored if no fresh water comes in. This is your personal imprint and loving cooperation among Kumaras delivers a solid basis for brilliant results.

I see that there is a question regarding extensions of cosmic beings to create sons. It's not like on earth where children of the same parents are just brothers and sisters and must not marry due to genetic issues. You will remember that CM was created as a son of paradise and when he went to create his own universe he was given Nebadonia as his consort and supporter, to hold the female energies. Nebadonia was created for that purpose, to perfectly match CM. So, in earthly view you would call them brother and sister, - as all beings are brothers and sisters in regard to the ONE source – as children of God, but CM and
Nebadonia are also consorts, a divine couple. This is hard to understand for earth folks, but try anyway.

The Kumara's are the spiritual „warriors“ of CM, predestined to move into uncomfortable situations. They have a different personal imprint than the classical priests for example, who more match the energy of Nebadonia, while the spiritual warriors stand more for the male energy of the makers and creators, invasive, straight, like CM, but surely they are pioneers with heart. You have also been incarnate as priestess on Urantia, but this did not change the structure of your soul. Same, Esu is not the „holy swayer“ that many people think he is. He is very much capable to „take up the reins“ to make the horse arrive where it is meant to arrive. He is a Kumara through and through and a pride of our family. He unites strictness, love and humbleness in service. And so do the other members of our big „family“. So, whatever you think you could not, you CAN! Just remember your heritage and activate your knowledge. For your protection you still have some doors locked, behind them is stored some memory which could disturb your project. But they will open on time.

Blessed is your being and protected your heart. This is Sanat Kumara, with heartfelt greetings on behalf of our family.
THE BROKEN BOWL

Esu through Eve

# 26 August 4, 2009

Although eating out of a cracked bowl
eating can still be fun

and about

handling the battle scars of disappointment

with a short comment by Adama

I have „styled“ this a bit, as I took out
some comments which were just „too“ private. Eve

Where eagles fly
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puThSnEGvCk&feature=related

Between the world of earth and sky
There’s a place where eagles fly
There you’ll find my heart and soul carried on the wind
And in you I believe, so the time I spent waiting
Is a moment passing, not a minute more

All the years that passed never changed my mind
What will be for us, will be in time
All the dreams we have, one day will come true

Where eagles fly, I will wait for you

Here I’ll pass the night
With many battles left to fight
I’ll see the sun rise once again
On a distant shore

Loneliness will fade away
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Time will stop until the day
You return into my arms
To hold me like before

All the years that passed never changed my mind
What will be for us, will be in time
All the dreams we have
One day will come true
Where eagles fly, I will wait for you

Between the world of earth and sky
There’s a place where eagles fly
There you’ll find my heart and soul carried on the wind
And in you I believe, now and forever
Where eagles fly, I will wait for you

Eve:
All of us who are warriors of light who are here in a human body now, are from now to then facing the fact that our human body outfit makes us open for emotional injuries at risk of getting scars. We may well be aware of our universal heritage, origin and identity, but this does not prevent emotions of pain and to be hurt. These are the rules of the game. Sometimes we think we are „over“ hurtful things, and then there comes a trigger out of the blue just to prove that there is still an open wound, or at least a battle scar reminding us of uncomfortable events. We might think we are well underway, sailing our course on the ocean of life, heading for the shores of what we came to do – and suddenly the wind turns and we have to start beating about. In June last year I had to face such a situation – and I adressed Esu, hoping for a look into his „toolbox“.

Esu, what’s up with the world / energy and what’s up with me? I’m again facing a wave of hurtful energy regarding this special affair and I wish to get rid of it. I wish to be in peace with the situation, but I simply do not succeed. Even a song in the radio can trigger the pain, and all is back again … rage, hatred, full scale. So deep. Will this wound ever heal and how can I support this?

Welcome, Eve. As long as you prevent all to heal, no way. 3D is difficult. A broken bowl, glued together again, will never again be like a new one, you will always see the crack. Seeing this line will always remind you on the occasion where the bowl was broken. Now, the good news is: You can fill in a fine salad and enjoy eating, and you will forget about the broken line, until the bowl gets empty again. My advice for you is to keep your bowl filled always and never let it become void.

Esu, I’ve been nearly starving down here, during the past years, as I have been missing my cosmic family that much. I have been very much searching to fill in substitutes. How will you explain somebody starving not to eat all which is in the bowl?
You should know, Eve, that it’s possible to drink Cha (green tea used in Japanese Tea Ceremonies) out of an empty cup, by visualizing that the cup is filled. You are very much able to disciplinize your mind. I know – and this is common among light workers – that the patterns of never receiving enough to feel nourished from the material world are deeply cemented in your cells. I already told you that you compare the 3D issues with the holy cosmic relationships. This does not work in general, as there are no common denominators. You are on a dense material world and the working conditions are everything else than perfect. There is many theories you keep working with, but nearly none which really clears the scars. It does not serve too much to have expectations exceeding the potentials of a material world.

Eve, it won’t help you – and I repeat myself – to tease yourself by trying to get into these harmful things again and again with the expectation that they would not be harmful anymore if you just investigated the correct ceremonies, and a sufficient quantum of energy. This is what I meant when I said „you prevent healing“. On a material world the broken line will remain – equal if you put some color over it or fill it with food. You have to learn that eating can be fun, even out of a glued bowl with a crack. When you hear the hurtful song, turn it off. Turn your radio off and step out of the hurtful frequency. Think about something of beauty, put up a smile, remember your mission. Put another song on your CD-player. Remember to think positive, remember „the Secret“. Forgive awarely and go on. And remember the universal level, on which your soul is whole.

**How the VIPs deal with emotions**

*In November 2008 the question arose to me how Esu /CM & Co do deal with emotions.*

*Esu, you are in a body again, and this would mean that you deal with emotions. I would think, that it is likewise with CM. What’s going on with you when you are observing the things happening on this planet?*

See, I remained in the higher realms watching earth folks to go from one incarnation to another. Very often I have asked myself how CM and me could have allowed so many dear souls go down into this sphere and remain there, facing situations which seemed even worse than the crucifixion 2000 years ago. Harming and crucifying all you dear ones they crucified even CM and me again and again. I’ve had many sessions with CM, when I was really devastated by seeing what density did to all our dear hearts. And also CM was very concerned, and he still is, as he did not really expect all to turn out like it did. We know how many psychic deaths you have been dying beside the natural deaths of your bodies. We have seen the many scars on your hearts and the terrible longing to be home again. We often took your energetic bodies up to feed them with love as they were so terribly hurt.

It was like a wonder to see you folks standing up again and again like the phoenix out of the ashes, with your mighty will to heal all of this. CM watched you and sat there silently, sometimes missing the words, he changed the name of the ship he is on into Phoenix and if you ask me if a creator son is able to have tears in his eyes, I tell you: Yes, he can have.
He calls you the jewels of his universe. What you did down on the planet added to his decision to come here himself – in a body again – with his „sleeves up at work“, to help clearing the mess, out of his outstanding love for his creation. He is wishing to reward his brave stewards who so couraged went into the density. And at the end, finally, you will find out that everything was arranged perfectly, working out fine, for the sake and the greatest good of all.

That even although you contributed to creating harmful situations for yourselves you will move beyond these situations, which make you graduated ones on a terrain in Nebadon which is the most difficult one to handle.

The day you succeed implementing a society of light and life will be the day where your scars will be really healed and past, but the experience will remain to assist you for further missions. The experience will always remain an imprint to your personality.

About the battle scars of Esu and Nada

9th July 2009

Esu, I would like to hear more about how it felt for you as a master to be in this 3D world in the mission with CM. Have you felt that superior, that the shadows of anger, rage and sadness and the like could not really touch you? Have you always been this HU-man or have you also been a simple man? Did you receive scars and does this experience still interact with your present being?

Welcome, dear Eve, I see that you just tapped into the time 2000 years ago, and you prefer asking me rather than stepping into your own stored memories. So be it, (smiles).

Eve: Well, you and Nada (and CM of course) came here as masters well educated, but did you not also have certain challenges when you felt your being human collided with your higher mission? I mean, in a certain way „Jesus“ did as well co-create his reality as we are doing now.

Esu: Right. CM was subject to the free will, and this would have enabled him to decide not to be crucified, he could have easily gone elsewhere to continue his teaching. Nobody forced him to remain. And this decision was everything else than easy for him. As he underwent the same doubts and fears as every other human being on this planet. Of course his decision interacted with the people close to him, therefore my personality as Esu had no choice at all, due to our agreement before the incarnation. All of us were following the agenda to fulfill our celestial mission, and the emotions and hardships were quite a challenge for us. It was not easy for us, even although we came as masters. I had my moments of rage, of anger, of fear and also of sadness and of feeling overwhelmed.

Eve: So, Lady Nada / Mary Magdalen had the role of a woman seeing the love of her life become ridiculed, tortured and crucified, remaining in the world as a pregnant widow who was forced to raise her child alone in a foreign country. Maybe she felt that you went elsewhere to build up another existence without her. You won’t tell me that she always stayed in balance on the level of a „higher view“? I cannot imagine that this did not leave scars with her...how could she make her living with these scars?
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Esu: Well, dear heart, she was a well educated person with a high rank in the order of the great goddess, but in spite of this I guess she had no choice than making her living with these scars. And all these scars were of minor importance compared with her mission of being the living holy grail of the female energy.

I had to make my living with the scars of not having her physical at my side. Everyone of us was whole in the self, but we were missing each other. However, we both were aware of our mission and would not have whished to endanger the success.

Nada's human experience around the crucifixion did place a very strong imprint to the stock of her memory. Her feelings and emotions in regard of my physical loss in her life were mighty, so mighty that they did rightaway overlay the awareness of the mission. She allows me to tell you that she nearly lost her voice, she cried until her voice was hoarse and her vocal chords felt like ropes. She was very much „man“ in this situation and she felt very much hurt in her gentle soul. When raising our daughter alone, she had friends around her, but these friends did not balance the loss of her mate. She dedicated her further life to the mission of teaching but to the emotions of a loving woman it always seemed like a compromise.

Looking back later upon her incarnation she became aware how all was worth it, especially the honor to be a representative of Nebadonia to CM on this last mission before becoming sovereign of his universe. But all in all – this experience has resulted in her being even more straight than ever. This incarnation forced her to be strong in the outside, she thickened the walls around her heart and closed some doors, as these walls were attacked and fired upon, while inside – at least sometimes – the water was rising from her tears of missing me – in which she felt like drowning. All in all she learned how to glue a broken bowl and to live with the visible cracks.

When I was then going on living in a different country – I tell you here and now – that no day passed without me sending her my thoughts of deep love. I often visited her in my etheric body and we were enjoying wonderous moments, nurturing the promise that we would have another very long and happy mission on this planet in the correction time leading into the days of light and life.

4th August 2009

Esu: Yes, she is a warrior of light, and she is carrying her battle scars of the material world, and the fact that she will again live together with me on this material world as my official consort will mean real and sustainable healing to the scars.

We have made our plans in common and her wide and precious heart has well understood why things had to be carried out exactly in the way they were carried out – and not otherwise. After all is said and done, all of us will be stronger and more experienced than ever. I beg you to behold this well. No more harm shall be done to my beloved groundcrew. CM will not intentionally sacrifice a single one of you. Be in peace, and don't loose your smile! Hugs straight from my heart, Esu.

Also Adama placed a short comment on that topic later:

Sometimes the emotions of a human being on a material world seem to overlay the divine order. To overcome this by own efforts just with spiritual guidance is an act of true mastership. Always remember that your personal problems on a material world weigh just
little, compared with the higher order you agreed to act out. Many of you do this, at cost of their personal comfort. You are aware that it has to be that way and you accept that. For this you are honoured at the highest. And most surely, this experience has an impact on all of the following incarnations, even if you cannot remember the details any more which let to the ability to stand in for the truth without compromise, at full risk in a material existence. With some people the scars still hurt that much that some of their uncompromising actions have the touch of being cruel, while the soul is in danger to drown in tears behind the walls of defence. Many of us masters dwelling now in the higher realms would most probably not do any better than you, if we had to change roles. Always heart to heart, Adama.

Thank you so much, Esu and Adama. Your words deeply touch my heart. You have always been there with me, without me knowing. Please accept my deepest gratitude.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3Cm4vmciXo

WHERE EAGLES FLY:

You've taken our land,
We've died at your hand,
You've taken our homes away.
But while we still live,
Our spirit will give,
The strength for the fight to stay.
For here we belong!
Our spirit is strong!
It soars like a song in the sky...
Defeat we'll deny,
Our spirit won't die,
It flies where the eagles fly!
The Charts of Questions

CM through Eve

# 27 Sept. 1, 2009

*CM, time for a chat?*

Welcome, Eve, this is your Big Cheese speaking. What are you pondering about, hmm?

*That the same questions are being placed all over again, for years. Are you not getting tired of answering again and again?*

Well, we are always trying to keep our answers interesting, although the content is mainly the same. If we had the „Charts of questions“ it would always be the same 3 questions on the top. - starting with the „Big W's“

1. When will we see Jupiter as a sun?
2. When will earth stop rotation to occur the big rip?
3. Will I attend the Stasis training event among the selected 100.000's?

Most of you are yearning for big events from outside to prove you were not telling nonsense. You have a perception in your mind that your good old Big Cheese has the power to arrange a day – a date – willingly, on which it is supposed to happen. Now, if it does not happen, you start arguing at us, state we would be playing games, or that it did not happen just because you failed, that the non-happening must have a reason which is to be found inside yourselves, or in the „non doing fine“ of humanity, - as if seeing Jupiter as a sun was some kind of reward for pleasing behaviour, you seek to create „backdoors“ to explain why „it“ did not happen so far.

Well, Eve, to all the readers... the answers have all been given a hundred times already. I could – very well – select a certain day for the rip of the magnetosphere – if I was lacking responsibility and if I was seeking to play Annunaki games. Of course I won't do that. I do not wish to make a poker game out of this, with a high risk to loose the seed which lies on this planet and which has been waiting for so long to bear fruit. I have said that before.

This event from outside is as delicately seeking it’s right time for happening as a soufflé you have inside your oven which you want to expand nicely instead of collapsing. In your book of recipes you may well read *it must stay inside for x minutes*, but you still have to use your eyes and intuition to make the right decision when to open the oven. Your idea of the allmighty god has been implemented in your heads very firmly. But also a creator son has to watch and to observe carefully and to follow the rules of matter when working with matter – if havoc shall be prevented.

So I tell you once more that the expected event from „outside“ will happen when the circumstances allow it to happen at the least risk. This is the reason why dates cannot be given. Also, regarding the question if you will attend the stasis training event or not – I
would consider it wise not to investigate so much energy into this question and expectations connected with it, but rather into the question what every single one among you can contribute NOW to the education of the world's people and for improvement of the present status.

Yes, I would appreciate your direct contacting Esu or me for workouts and advice. For all who wish to see evidence for the magnetosphere/Jupiter issue there is evidence available, and the cronic doubters would even deny evidence if the evidence was placed straight in front of their eyes. As the acceptance of evidence lies in the personal free will of a human being. There will – for a while - still be the presence of the „3 monkeys“ among you, who do not want to see, nor to hear and neither to speak.

Your asking the same questions all over will not speed up the process. Some of you are similar to small children asking the same question all over. I have patience enough for all of you and I will answer the hundred times and more that you ask. But I wish that you finally understand that there are questions which will contribute more to your personal development than the ones showing up in the „cosmic charts of questions“. Surely you must deal with what you feel you have to deal with, but at some point you were fine if you reached a level where you are in peace with the situation.

Using a pendulum to find out a date is just a method of making time go by. The pendulum cannot know the potential of a certain day in a better way than me. The point of „let it rip“ will not be known very much in advance. The measurable factors are always just potentials and not more. Things may change from now to then. If you stay prepared it will not be a disadvantage for you if things come to happen in a felt manner of „suddenly and unexpected“. So, think well before you ask, so that you do not waste energy and that the outcome of the answer will have the highest possible benefit for you. Just a small hint from your cosmic dad.

CM, if the same questions are being asked again and again, could you not implement a cosmic „hotline“?

(laughs loudly) Yes, this would be a funny idea. In the manner of: „If you have a private question for your personal development, say ONE, if you have a question relating to the „CHARTS“, press the button to end this conversation and read the Abundant-Hope Website.“ You would not be Eve if there was not at least one funny idea in this conversation. I appreciate your lightmindedness for a reduction of distance very much! Ok, now, if you have another question, say ELSE and if you feel fine to give me good-bye hugs, say HUGS (grinning)

HUGS. (grinning)

Ok, Eve, then take my good-bye hugs and let me go to implement the new hotline for the most common questions. (smiles). Always your Big Cheese, CM.
Time to say farewell
Adama of Telos through Eve

# 28 Nov 15, 2007

Be in peace
With all the farewells upon you
And be in faith
With all that is to come
Be the captain on your ship
And be ready to navigate it
Out of the love
Of your precious heart.

To all who are our Lemurian guard on the surface, who have lovingly served during the ages and to all the diligent hearts who came here to fulfil support: This is your eternal friend Adama of Telos and I’m connecting my heart with yours in order to bring into your awareness that you and all of us are right now living in a time of farewell.

Here we go, heart to heart and hand in hand, at the very edge of a change so big that it still is pretty beyond your imagination. For years you have been told that someday this change will literally be upon you – and now the time is here. January 1st of the year 2008 is a 111 and in numerology 1 stands for a new beginning. And what a beginning this will be! And see what little time you still have left until then.

As always I offer you my deep eye to eye contact and my heart filled with compassion for all that is.

So, if you wish, let us one more time look around with open eyes and open heart, as this world in the way you still perceive it to be will never more be your “reality” again.

All you have been working for is going to come into manifestation. While you roam saying farewell to what has been the world you live in, bring into your mind what friends, loved ones or other people in your periphery might possibly not come with you – due to their age or other reasons. We ask you to clear the connections with love, so that you will be in peace and sure that you have told them the words of love you may always have wanted to tell but actually never did, as you perhaps postponed this day by day and week by week.

So, may there be words of love to tell and may you be able to speak them out of your deepest heart to be heard. Never postpone on tomorrow what you could tell today, as for the person you want to talk to you do not know if there will still be a new tomorrow to experience at your side.
To tell the words of love is your responsibility and so is everything you do. And from time to time you might become aware that your words of love will mean a farewell at least for a certain period.

When we are talking about responsibility in times of change we also will take a look at what you call advice. I'm not talking about spiritual education in general, I'm talking about a serious issue, and this is about giving your responsibility away.

Many among the surface population still do not trust that they are and carry god, the love of the prime creator, inside their very hearts. They prefer contacting channels hoping to get advice about what they should do. This could result in being told “move here, do this and that”. I would doubt any answer with a suchlike content – as no higher being would advise anybody via a channel that the questioner had to move at a certain place or suchlike things.

Dear ones, it won’t work – even if the potential for a move was there – if you do not feel you have to do this inside your own heart and love. There is no higher being than the cosmic being that you are, carrying the energy of God – you are also God. Doing things faithfully out of the advice of your own heart will bring things into flow – and everything will easily manifest, without any feeling of being blocked.

You do not need to contact others for information, “so called higher beings”. We may have hierarchies in universe, but no being is higher that yourself or like any other being – maybe just a bit more experienced – and no being has the right to create reality as a substitute for you – this will not pass any of your tests. The decisions must come from yourself and YOU must take over responsibility for your deeds.

When you have a look at what is happening in your life you’ll easily be able to see if all is fine and in easy flow. – or if nothing seems to work at all. In the latter case it would be worth considering where exactly any decision was made just out of your mind or another ones mind and did not have it’s origin inside your own heart.

This is the time for checking your position once more, this is the time for choosing your direction.

If you want something to manifest in your life, it’s necessary that your heart is able to FEEL IT WITH LOVE.

If things do not work some of you show a tendency to justify this by certain phrases like “But xxx told me to do so” or “yyy sent me there, as this is my higher order”. These phrases will not count and never be accepted to justify anything. The universal law will not accept your hiding behind any seeming order of archangels, ascended masters or whoever may have been the address you whished to contact.

Time for some clear words, beloved ones:

YOU are the creator God and YOU have to make your decisions and to take over full responsibility for them. The higher dimensional beings will never more take the role of being your crutches. Old energy has disappeared and we are assuring you that
YOU ARE ABLE to walk on your own,
YOU THE SHIPS are seaworthy and
YOU THE LIGHTHOUSES are ready to guide in stormy times.
PLEASE DO NOT RELY ON ANYONE ELSE THAN YOURSELF!

Be it aware or unaware – every single one of you has had plenty of lessons. You are holding a “driving permission” in your hands.

Only then when you turn to accept being a creator God you will reach what you are aiming at, the shore of a world of peace and abundance. Only if you are in loving flow and trust and ease you can render the desired service to the planet and humanity. Service is NOT walking around in circles asking others: Tell me what to do!

Don’t misunderstand me. Giving and receiving suggestions will always be fine – besides this is what I am doing here – as long as you will have a look into the deepness of your soul and heart to make an own decision – like a grown-up. Advice is meant to be just a twinkling in a certain direction or asking questions on the topic of concern, still leaving all other possibilities open. As you say on the surface: There are many roads leading to Rome – be open to more possibilities.

And as we have been talking about farewells you are now also – and once again – encouraged to say farewell to the old pattern of giving your responsibility away. You have been encaged during eons of time, have been born in arrest. But now the gate to freedom is open and your freedom is guaranteed, so reactivate your “navigation system” and step out and away from your cages of being told your direction by others. If your decisions match universal law you will do fine.

What will you do if in your region a blackout occurs and your computers fail and you won’t get the latest transmissions? You will have to rely on yourself.

There exists a potential for a time where you possibly won’t have another book to purchase or a further seminar to attend.

It’s true that all of us are eternal students at the university of evolvement but we are not taught to always remain on the same level or grade.

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR SHIP LEAVES THE HARBOR HEADING FOR THE SHORES OF HOME.

NAVIGATE BY YOUR INNER STARS AND LIGHTHOUSE. THIS YOU ARE ABLE TO DO. THE COMPLETE UNIVERSE DWELLS IN YOUR SACRED HEART.

SAY FAREWELL TO THE SHORES OF THE OLD DIMENSION AND WELCOME THE HIGH TIDE OF A NEW ENERGY GIVING BIRTH TO A NEW WORLD OF PEACE AND ABUNDANCE.

The New World is beckoning to you a heartfelt welcome.
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Beloved members of our big family,
HAVE A BLISSFUL AND SAFE JOURNEY
don’t forget
THAT YOU NEVER WALK ALONE,
and that finally
IT’S ALWAYS THE HEART THAT MATTERS.
I Am the eternal friend of your hearts
Adama

And here a link to youtube for
“Rob Thomas, Little Wonders”
“It’s the heart that really matters in the end”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsT2URr1Igc

with love, Eve

Let it go,
Let it roll right off your shoulders,
Don’t you know
The hardest part is over,
Let it in,
Let your clarity define you
In the end
We will only just remember how it feels
Our lives are made
In these small hours
These little wonders
These twists and turns of fate
Time for to wake
In these small hours,
These small hours still remain.
Let it slide,
Let your troubles fall behind you,
Let it shine,
Till you feel it all around you
And I don’t mind
If it’s me you need to turn to,
We’ll get by,
It’s the heart that really matters in the end.
All of my regrets will wash away somehow
But I cannot forget
The way I feel right now.
participants:
Eternal Son (ES), Eternal Father (EF), Eternal Mother Spirit (ESP), Christ Michael (CM)

ES: Hey, Eternal Father, we have received a note from one of our dear creator sons with a suggestion to try a new communication method.

EF: Which one is the note from?

ES: CM

EF: CM like Communication Method??

ES: No, CM like Christ Michael!

EF: Ah, I see.

ES: He invites us to try the Cosmic Skype.

EF: Why can't he just use telepathy like any other cosmic citizen?

ES: Well, I think he has always been very innovative and ground breaking and he tells this tool has been developed on one of his seed planets, Urantia. He is somehow proud of it.

EF: Now, normally the tools are being developed in universe and then implemented into matter.

ES: Well, CM has always shown a certain tendency to do everything the other way round.

EF: Sure. With every other one of our sons I have to ponder about which one of the Michaels he is, about the personal signature, but with Christ it's all clear immediately. He is certainly one of the most surprising ones. How can I use the cosmic skype?

ES: I have already arranged installation. We have to use ear phones and then CM will get us into a conference call.

EF: Very amusing, I must say. Is the Eternal Spirit invited, too?
ES: I'm pretty sure CM has put her on the list for the call.

EF: And how about the other Michaels? How many participants can the cosmic skype handle?

ES: I'm not certain about that, but none of the other Michaels would be present anyway.

EF: WHY THAT?

ES: They have all travelled to Nebadon to take a seat in the first row in front of the stage and they don't look as if they were prepared to turn their attention away from the show there just for a skype with Paradise Island.

EF: Seems like Christ is preparing a giant show?

ES: Bingo. It's called the Nebadon „cooking studio“.

EF: I think I have seen something similar when I was taking my latest vacation on Divinigton with the thought adjusters, where they have implemented the cosmic TV.

ES: Yes, it's something of that sort.

EF: Very interesting.

ES: Now, here comes the call!!!

CM: A heartfelt Welcome to my beloved paradise parents, this is CM.

ESP: HIIII, CM, sweet one! I'm here, too, you still know me, I'm the eternal Spirit! Is Nebadonia doing fine?

CM: Absolutely, nice to hear you, gorgeous.

EF & ES: Christ, beloved one, thanks for this possibility to entertain us! Is that you on the little window up there?

CM: Yes, this is my cosmic web cam. (grinning) I thought this was nice for making this update more personal.

ESP: But, Christ, dear, would you mind taking down the sunglasses when talking to us??

CM: Anything for you, dear.

EF: Now, how are you doing out there in Nebadon?

CM: Absolutely fine, thank you! Pretty exciting down here in matter.

ES: Have you finally succeeded to clean up your mess? (smiling)
CM: Which mess?

EF: The one on your seed planet.

CM: Ah, no, beloved father of mine. There is no mess on it!!

ES: Well, if this is no mess, what is it then?

CM: An uneven playing field which I now do make even.

ESP: How fancy, you have created yourself a playground?

CM: No. The dark ones did, and I just closed it off. I have uncreated a few, and others still are heading for that, but I must admit, I like roaming around there in the matter and to see my brilliant pioneers who always bring me so valuable experiences. Believe me, my creator brothers do only now start to recognize, what they are missing. They are right now permanently online with watching the progress of my big show.

EF: Ok, and how are you supposed to make the playing field even, hmmm?

CM: Well, I have some nice tools at hand.

EF: Did we already approve them?

CM: Daddy, I'm sovereign in my universe, don't you remember?

ESP: Eternal father, it was the event yesterday.

EF: Ooops, I have not filed that yet.

CM: That's fine, it was only about 2000 years ago, in time of matter.

EF: Referring to the tools....

CM: Ahhhh, yes! Well, at first, we have ignited one of the gasplanets of the solar system in question into a second sun.

EF: Well, this is standard procedure No. 1 in the universal handbook for creator sons. Did everything go fine?

CM: It was not so easy, but the Energy conductors did a nice job on that. We have still tied the planet behind the main sun, to prevent too much havoc.

ES: Oh, you want to save your seed?

CM: I know, I know, nobody has tried this before, but I will prove that it works.

ESP: Honey, do you also plan to save the weeds?
CM: There is no weeds, just plants growing on places where they don’t do well.

Silence.

CM: OK. (sighing) I will have to take them out, for reconditioning on the planet of the void or uncreation, I told that already.

ESP. How exciting!

EF: And which tools else?

CM: The Stasis-tool.

EF: Isn’t that a bid old-fashioned compared with your modern way of handling stitions?

CM: Daddy, just because I practise modern handling methods I do not reject the conservative methods.

EF: Nice to hear, Christ.

ES: And when will the Stasis take place on your seed-planet? Will you time it with another crucifixion?

CM: (raising his eyebrows, commeting shortly) No.

ESP: Thanks God, I could not stand this another time.

CM: Nebadonia has forbidden that.

EF: A wise decision.

CM: And I’m also not too keen on repeating that. I will time the Stasis on another cosmic event.

EF: Has this something to do with your cooking show?

CM:(grinning) one could very well express it like that.

ESP: What meal will you serve?

CM: I have a soufflé in the oven.

EF: Delicate, in a double sense. This really catches my interest.

ESP: Who told you how to cook, sweety?

CM: Nebadonia did.
EF: Now, come on, tell us about the soufflé.

CM: This is a synonym for a magnetic pole reversal.

EF: (sighing) I KNEW this was at some point going to be really tricky! (turns to the Eternal Son) When Christ arranges something, the normal risk factors are not challenging enough.

ES: Christ, so you are going to make a surgery on a conscious patient?

CM: No, I will narcotize the patient by the Stasis. And I promise to all of you that I will NOT end up with a collapsed soufflé.

EF: Do you still have free seats in the first row of the audience?

CM: You are heartfelt invited to take an extra seat of honor! And afterwards I will introduce to you all the brave souls involved who will become my personal creator sons of the future.

EF: Wow. That's really new. You will make Ascending Sons become Creator Sons to create new universes??

ES: I'm missing the words.

ESP: I had never expected anything like this.

CM: Well, Dad, why not create new paths to walk on.

EF: I see it coming. One fine cosmic day, we will have a „baker“ universe, just because one of our creator sons once had a soufflé in the oven.

CM: (grinning) Well spoken, Dad. It's always adequate to honour the good old crafts. So I'm expecting your arrival in Nebadon for the big show, and should – in any case – the seat of honour in the first row feel too far away for you, we could talk about you double incarnating in my present body...

EF: Stop it now, (laughs), the energetic download of experience is fully sufficient!.And blessed be the day we created you!

CM: Ok, it was just an offer. Well, now I have to get back to work … the big moment of the soufflé could be any time! Hurry up, don't miss this event, all of you.

AH, and don't forget to bring your sunglasses! It's going to be very bright down under on Urantia!

End.
AWAKE, about learning to live again

Adama of Telos through Eve

# 31 Sep 9, 2009

9-9-9

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiRMAP63FxU&feature=fvw
Groban A whole new world

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G--vp_wyS9s&feature=related
Groban AWAKE

... So keep me awake to memorize you
Give me more time to feel this way
We can't stay like this forever
But I can have you next to me today

... We'll let tomorrow wait, you're here, right now, with me
All my fears just fall away, when you are all I see

We can't stay like this forever
But I have you here today
And I will remember
Oh I will remember
Remember all the love we shared today

Hi Sweeties, you've had a long way to go, right. (smiles) You still know me? It's me, your friend Adama. It feels to me as if you longed to be given some words of blessing along the way, on the occasion you call the 999 Event. Maybe it has been a long time since you sat here with me last time – here on my cosmic sofa, receiving some heartfelt hugs from me – maybe it was only yesterday and you still call it a long time...anyway, the point is, I have you here today, now, in this eternal moment. Now, how does it feel to know (and I HOPE YOU DO KNOW) that you're leaving the tunnel and are heading for the light? Are you still weary as you had to leave so many of your old suitcases back? Oh, well, you say you still have a few?? Just joking a bit. I asked Eve to put a lot of musik-links in here, so that from time to time you can stop reading and just enjoy....

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kvv34uZxc-M&feature=related
Groban You raise me up
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Many of you have contacted me, and I have been contacting many of you. I'm very near to you and I know how exhausted many among you are, from travelling this long road, from facing the storms of life. Facing a storm of life often forces men to leave behind a shattered area – and most of you do not whish to leave ruins behind, as it feels better to leave from a place which is tidied up. The worst thing at all is to observe that so many loose their smiles, their lightness – you are soooo serious, and sooo taken by drama. And so you do not realize any more, how your life is being stolen away from you – by the matrix the establishment created.

Here we go, as by 999 we reach a marker. These „gateways“ as you call it – are well marker stones of history, of spiritual development. On this monumental gateway of the 999 you should be AWAKE. Now, what does that mean to be awake?

Somebody who calls himself awake is aware of his role and spiritual service on this planet. He is prepared to add in the name of Christ awareness, to serve, to be a blessing to his fellows and to the planet. Much has been done to wake people up. It would seem really incredible to you if you just had a clue about what your heavenly father has initiated to make you open your eyes. He has gone beyond anything which can be called creativity.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAnaFxai0Fl&feature=related

all I ask of you
Groban /Brightman

On the surface the torch of waking people up has been carried on and on, the ones who left this planet passed it on to their fellows who have been trained to be the stewards in the train heading for the great change. And now, on this gateway of 999 you are here with me, you know where you are heading, and you are AWAKE. You are maybe short of breath, but you are alive and AWAKE.

Now, being AWAKE is not the end of the journey, as the journey is infinite. But it's an important station. What is important for you when reaching this station?

It's so simple that you maybe would never find out, because it's nearly too simple. It's of importance that you are LEARNING TO LIVE AGAIN.

What you call living is not living, but vegetating. You must learn to work more in your processes of co-creativity to make your life worth to be called a life. To transform your personal workaholic - Eve do you listen?? - (THANK YOU, Adama!) you can start with single steps. For example, with placing your focus on having a walk into nature at least once every day, with meeting friends at least once a week, with starting to learn something which you always were longing to learn, with writing down what you are thankful for, to smell the roses along your way, to allow music touching your heart. To invite people into your life who have a similar vibration like you, to actively make peace with your challenges.

These are the smaller ways of learning to live again.
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But there will also be the bigger ways of it, regarding earth changes which are in store. If some of you still do not have understood that your planet is heading for a magnetic pole reversal, then please educate yourself and check out the web. The data is there, the scientists know, and establishment arranged a whole “hell” of preparation to save their own backsides, while they are planning to leave you there without protection.

But as Esu once said: The last ones will be the first ones and you have mighty protection from the higher realms, and we are prepared to assist you while you learn to live again.

You are going to make it MUCH better, believe me, beloveds.

The activation of crystal energy will surely help you, and today on this 999-day we celebrate an event of high intensity and activation. However, the main problem for many of you regarding such “gateways” is the high expectation about perceivable results. Having high expecation of a certain kind mostly leads to frustration if you personally feel that your expectations have not been met. You wake up the next morning and most of the dark ones are still there on the scene and you are disappointed.

Therefore, celebrate what is to celebrate but live your life the best you can, Try not to focus just on the bad and either not just on the good, but take the golden road of the middle, the one of balance, avoiding loosing the touch of ground or being grounded too much. Learning to live again has quite much to do with this.

So, dear hearts, this was mainly what I wanted to tell you. If you are awake, then PLEASE REMAIN AWAKE, so that you will be able to guide others along their path to becoming awake, too. Eve, to finish this piece, will you please insert the lines which you have written down while visiting the holy ground of the stones in France, will you?

Sure, here it is:

```
Herewith
the circle be closed
and unbroken,
all wounds healed
and everything forgiven,
the heart anchored in the world
and peace shall spread
in the time of light and life.
May all rivers of love
again unite
into one giant stream
So be it.
```

--- AH- Eve #1 -- page. 125
Yes, beloved ones, and so be it on this day of the threefold 9. Thank you so much for being near to me and for letting me enter into the sacred space of your heart...Always there for you, this is your eternal friend Adama.
P.S. If you have so far not listened and watched the videos, then please do at least watch the last one!!!!!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4snU-S1pHE&feature=related
Sarah McLachlan/Josh Groban Angel

Spend all your time waiting
For that second chance
For a break that would make it okay
There's always one reason
To feel not good enough
And it's hard at the end of the day
I need some distraction
Oh beautiful release
Memory seeps from my veins
Let me be empty
And weightless and maybe
I'll find some peace tonight

In the arms of an angel
Fly away from here
From this dark cold hotel room
And the endlessness that you fear
You are pulled from the wreckage
Of your silent reverie
You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort there

So tired of the straight line
And everywhere you turn
There's vultures and thieves at your back
And the storm keeps on twisting
You keep on building the lie
That you make up for all that you lack
It don't make no difference
Escaping one last time
It's easier to believe in this sweet madness oh
This glorious sadness that brings me to my knees

In the arms of an angel
Fly away from here
From this dark cold hotel room
And the endlessness that you fear
You are pulled from the wreckage
Of your silent reverie
You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort there
You're in the arms of the angel
May you find some comfort here
REVENGE: HANDS OFF!

It's simply not your job

Esu through Eve

# 32 Sept. 23, 2009

Some days ago – straight after the weekend on Monday morning I was very upset on various issues and I cried my concerns out to Esu, and then, when I was through, I suddenly felt that I was not prepared to hear his answer and I closed my journal, although it gnawed a bit at my conscience. Later on, around midnight, he came through and asked me:

Eve, this is Esu. Have I finally „caught you at home“?

Esu, I'm sorry for no having been prepared to hear your answer. What do I get? Planet of the Void?
Oh Eve. There's so much room for you in my heart. For now it's important for you to take a few minutes more to rest. But later on, in your frame of time, may I invite you to do a piece on revenge?

Surely. See you then and thanks.

Yesterday then I adressed him to write down the comments from him.

Esu, you wanted to talk about revenge, right?

Ah, sweetheart, yes. High time to mention this. I'm afraid to say that even among light workers the thought of revenge is still common. Well, this is a tricky issue. Over centuries you have had these controversial statements in your bible. The old testament states the „an eye for an eye“ theory and then there is the new testament with my message of forgiveness stating that just love is able to heal. People have become used to using either the one or the other – depending on which fits better for their personal purpose.

So, all discussions must first start with questioning the validity of both statements. The „eye for an eye“ theory is destructive. It creates a never ending spiral of injury, hatred, revenge and even crime. None among you the readers will earnestly believe that it would be sustainable in any kind to act according to this theory. In Islam they even practise blood revenge which is the most awful peak of revenge and it has destroyed whole families.

Basically this is something you have to keep your fingers away from, as the balance is inevitably acted out by karma, under the rule of cosmic law.

Now, the theory of forgiveness and love is the sustainable one and a most practicable issue. It is the upwinding and uplifting spiral of evolution of growing in heart and mind, and the only „workable“path. May I recite: Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord.

I should say, this is a pretty clear statement. The only thing which is wrong with it, is the expression vengeance. Even if the father sits in judgement on somebody, or let's say one of his magisterial Sons does – he does not do it in a manner one could compare with revenge.

He is still and always in love while doing that and never ever in rage. So, although this statement hits the core it is not 100% correct. It should read: Dispensing justice on this is mine.

This acting is settled in the building lot of the universe. Well, this piece is either not destined to deal with planetary judging in official courts. What I am talking about is the inner plane. On the inner plane you cannot be in service of two Lords at the same time. Speaking straight: If you serve the revenge, you are not serving Christ. And if you wish to serve Christ you must let go the taking revenge. The most of you are not free from thoughts of revenge. It has happend that people really acted peacefully and lovingly over a longer period of time and then Universe presented them their A-Levels and final exam, and then suddenly revenge silently approached into the mind like a thief in the night and started it's program which was still operatable – drawing the person into an active taking of revenge. This revenge in some cases turned out to be so bad that every good thing the
person had done before was overwritten by the weight of hatred an destruction. Exam failed – and even worse – universal law will somehow drive back the load to the originator.

I'm badly aware that on a plane like Urantia hatred and the opportunity to take revenge hides in almost every shadow along the way. One must be very strong inside and very dedicated to Christ to make it beyond revenge up to love. It would be most helpful if you tried to exchange the feeling of needing revenge by becoming aware that the person doing wrong has still a long way to go and by passing over the issue to the cosmic law. 

Looking on the surface of Urantia I'm very concerned about what hatred and the thoughts of revenge can do. There is even so called lightworkers who quitted their service for Abundanthope as an act of revenge against us, just because they feel forsaken, having not seen the real Jupiter on the sky so far, as the magnetosphere still did not produce the big „rip“. This quitting the service could still be inerpreted as a personal positioning, but some of them turn completely against AH and behave with rage, trying to damage and to hurt AH, and this is acting out revenge. True service for Christ is unconditional and deeply anchored in the heart.

Even if you do not succeed to remain balanced regarding your teasers then at least try not to hate them so much, so that the struggle of revenge will not rape you and endanger your graduation.

Remember: Not taking revenge does not mean that you shall keep sitting upon the fence doing nothing. You may well set the limits for your own security in a manner which does not hurt anybody. But your actions shall be turned to bring out the truth without raging around and to be a blessing for all who are searching their way to go. Be aware of the higher order sitting in judgement. Do not let the thoughts of hatred and revenge take or eat your heart away. Hatred and revenge create ugliness in the soul and on the face, while forgiveness, embracing and love makes the soul and the face glow.

There are people writing openly on the importance of love, while they are – at the same time – blaming and charging their fellows in a manner which is the contrary of their written message. Graduation only comes if theory becomes lived practising.

Also, you cannot force anybody to act from his heart and to be kind. Revenge will not do this, and likely not speeches held in front of closed doors. Just maintaining yourself on a higher level to act out a model role will make it – the authentic living of your announced theories.

If somebody has so far made his journey only to a „lower drawer“ than yours is, you must not climb down again on the lower level to bring him up, but stay in the upper drawer to shine your guiding light – so that he gets motivation to seek a path to uplift himself onto the higher level.

There is nothing wrong with speaking your truth, in expressing it by respectable and loving words which signal that you can embrace the other ond as the one he is, even if there is a different point of view between the both of you.

Acting out revenge against others is finally and truely an act against yourselves. It throws you back in your development and hurts yourselves. Others are as well expressions of
God as you are. Do you seek to hurt God by taking revenge? Do you seek to hurt yourselves by charging others lower than yourselves and by lowering yourselves, too?

Even if you get the impression that some people can be bad and worse over a long time and make a lucky living at the same time – these ones will not be spared or overseen by the cosmic law. They might get their rewards a bit later, but even harder than you can imagine now. Not YOUR Job to decide or to judge. Much more important for you to „stay clean“ and to show a big „hands off“ to temptation, when it tries to approach you, whispering the word „revenge“ into your ear. Revenge is never ever a possible solution. It is HANDS OFF.

Speak your truth politely, be yourselves, remain on heart level and keep your hands off from revenge, which is a big NOGO.

The world truely improve if more and more people decide not to enter this train of revenge any more. My train is the train of the peaceful wayshower working with light. Loving all of you equally I will indeed strictly check the ability of my staff to say good-bye to revenge.

As revenge is a one way ticket downwards, while forgiveness and love make the divine circle complete. Decide to learn from such situations.

This is my message for today, for this time of the Big Change. You see it, you feel it in your very cells. It's upon you, more challenging than any time has ever been. But with every challenge comes along the power to deal with it. There will be justice, there will be rewards beyond any measure. If you are uncertain about how to act best, turn to good old Esu, as my tool-box contains tools for every occasion. You may call me your housekeeper. Perhaps it helps you a little bit if you visualize me wearing a blue overall with a label showing my name: „Esu, Celestial Housekeeping Service Unlimited“. Call 22, ask Esu. (big smile) Always at your service. I will help you screwing in any sort of light bulb you need to see things clearer. Now, is that an offer?

LOL!! Are you also dealing with clogged pipes etc.?

That's a special of mine. On a pipe blocked by revenge we will place a shot of the Violet Flame.

I'm really impressed. Now, are you a doctor or are you a housekeeper?

A housekeeper is some kind of doctor for houses. We are all in our fathers house, asked to keep it. With that much work of redoing this house we need to become professional in many crafts of hand and spirit. So, if you do not have anything to add I will now finish this message, so that you can go on with your duties.

Thanks, Esu, and I appreciate that you gave us your phone number. I hope it's no hotline!

Certainly not, dear. That's the direct etherical number of my personal office. (grins). No answering machine. No fun phone. Earnestly and totally sincerely me, Esu.
Eve: I still have my personal temptations and exercises on that topic. I had a special one last fall, with the temptation of writing a destructive email to a friend of my husband, and Esu and Adama invited me to work that out on a "round table session", as I called it. This resulted in the piece called "how to handle energetic dynamite". It's a narrow path between drawing the own consequences and not taking revenge at the same time. Temptation is still here and it does not spare any chance. Last fall I felt really helpless on handling my exam, and I think I might have done better than I actually did. Well, this spring I got another exam to pass, as a member of my husbands family blamed me for some reality he created for himself and which I felt was not mine, but for him it was that certain that he hit me in my face with his fist and knocked me down, openly, in the public. I indicted him with the police, but the court rejected the indiction and charged the deed as not "heavy" enough, which truely means that in Germany any man can hit any woman in the face with the fist and is not even punished. So it happened that temptation approached me again and again with suggestions how I could "balance" that in some nice little ways – phantasies where I saw myself pouring a bottle of pancake paste into his face or writing cuss words into the dust of the backwindow of his car. Truely a waste of energy, and gladly, so far I stayed clean, cancelled suchlike thoughts from the matrix and behaved well. I made my consequences by avoiding going to places I could meet him, but as he belongs to the family it's not always easy, and then there comes temptation again. All in all I passed this over to the universe. It's very likely that it will not take too long until he will get problems, as he has a problem with alcohol and sooner or later – especially on the rip of the magnetosphere he will have to "pay" the universal bill.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok5ro3s-pJg
My heart is like a river
(some inspiration)
LIFTED - inspiration

By Eve

# 33 Oct 6, 2009

Well, no telepathic message, but something really inspiring. Hugs, Eve

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVd07Oj3I7I

LIFTED - somehow I'll find my way home

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osAoJ7mhF5Q

Lighthouse family "LIFTED"

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-OPs1PNMs&NR=1

"HIGH", Lighthouse family

excerpt from the lyrics...

Cause we are gonna be forever you and me
you will always keep it flying high in the sky
of love
Don't you think it's time you started
doing what we always wanted
One day we're gonna get so high
Cause even the impossible
is easy when we got each other
One day we're gonna get so high
And at the end of the day remember the days
when we were close to the end
and wonder how we made it through the night
At the end of the day
remember the way
we stayed so close to the end
we'll remember it was me and you

-- AH- Eve #1 -- page. 133